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Preface 

This Special Issue represents a best paper collection from the successfully 
organized Women in Engineering workshop and Model-based Healthcare special 
sessions of the International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics 
(SMC), the flagship conference of the IEEE SMC Society held in Budapest from 
9-12 October 2016. 

SMC 2016 featured a total of 832 technical oral and poster presentations spread 
over 110 sessions, 3 workshops and 5 tutorials. The Model-based Healthcare I-II 
sessions and the Women in Engineering workshop involved 24 papers with high 
popularity within the conference. The current special issue titled “The importance 

of modeling, analysis and control in both industrial and clinical applications” 
includes the extended versions of the 14 best papers of the mentioned SMC 2016 
special events. 

The papers are supported by the IEEE SMC Cyber-Medical Systems Technical 

Committee. Nowadays, medical technological advancement and devices are firmly 
associated with engineering achievements. Therefore, intelligent and model-based 
applications are needed, robust enough to generalize its healthcare target, but 
individualized as well to personalize its applicability. In this way it could increase 
the quality of life of the patients, optimize therapy and hence, reduce treatment 
costs. This special issue provides adequate up-to-date applications of intelligent, 
model-based healthcare problems covering diabetes, cancer, cardiovascular 
systems and infection control. 

The topic of control system plays a vital role in engineering and technology. For 
successful design of any physical control system modeling, analysis and 
simulation are important. Control strategies such as adaptive control, robust 
control, model based predictive control and fractional order control have brought 
significant improvements in the area of process control. These methods are of 
interest in applications dealing with uncertainties, constraints, memory effect, time 
delay, etc. In this special issue the importance and capabilities of control 
techniques in several areas of research will be provided to the community. 

Artificial pancreas represents one of the most important biomedical engineering 
challenges of the last 15 years. The “closing the loop” problem in diabetes has 
many unsolved issues and is mainly discussed for type 1 (insulin dependent) 
diabetes patients. Alessandro Borri and his colleagues from Italy present in silico 
results for type 2 (non-insulin dependents) diabetic patients. The controller is 
developed based on an observer-based method without any information about the 
time course of insulinemia. 

Fractional calculus is a relatively new topic in control and biomedical engineering. 
Dana Copot and her colleagues from Belgium compare classical impedance model 
with a fractional order one to estimate glucose concentrations. The clear benefit of 
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capturing the dynamics of the measured impedance is demonstrated by the use of 
the fractional order impedance model. 

The papers of the Physiological Controls Research Group of Óbuda University 
Hungary authored by Johanna Sápi and her colleagues, and by Tamás Ferenci and 
his colleagues present the latest results of the Tamed Cancer ERC StG grant. In 
the first paper the effectiveness of different drug delivery protocols is evaluated 
using in silico simulations. The results are compared with discrete-time controller-
based treatments containing state feedback, setpoint control, actual state observer 
and load estimation. On the other hand, the paper of Tamás Ferenci et al. focuses 
on modeling the tumor growth under the targeted molecular therapy of 
antiangiogenesis with mixed-effect models. It is demonstrated that exponential 
model can be estimated in a robust manner, both at individual and at population-
level by mixed effect model, while sigmoid-like growth curves are almost 
impossible to be estimated. 

The work of Xuan Chen and her colleagues from Singapore is an extended version 
of their SMC paper awarded with the SMC 2016 Best Student Paper Award. A 
novel automated framework is presented to address the significant, but 
challenging task of multi-label brain tumor segmentation. The framework has 
clear advantages on performance and processing time compared to previous state-
of-the-art approaches. 

György Eigner’s paper from Hungary introduces a novel controller design 
approach dealing with the control of affine Linear Parameter Varying systems 
using the abstract mathematical properties of the LPV parameter space and 
classical state-feedback design. The method is demonstrated on a biomedical 
problem, diabetes mellitus. 

Tun Wen Pai and his colleagues from Taiwan present their results in chronic heart 
failure clinical classification using Internet-of-Medical-Things devices and cloud 
computing technologies. The developed system can be customized on heart failure 
patients and the system is validated on several testing cases showing excellent 
performance and low cost. 

Róbert Pethes and his colleagues from Hungary discuss infectious hospital agents. 
A simulation framework based on stochastic events is able to model wide range of 
infection spreading scenarios in the hospital environment. 

Finally, the last biomedical related paper is connected to Rita Fleiner and her 
colleagues from Hungary and discusses indoor navigation possibilities in medical 
facilities for motion disabled persons. Two ontologies iLOC and hLOC are 
presented for supporting accessible free-text type indoor navigation in hospitals. 

The remaining papers are focusing on industrial control applications. Xiaoyu Tan 
and his colleagues from Singapore present a cognitive engine based on the hybrid 
architecture for robot-assisted radio-frequency ablation system. It was 
demonstrated by ex-vivo experiments that the created engine provides surgical 
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execution procedures correctly and it can be modified for other robot-assisted 
applications as well. 

Dániel András Drexler’s paper from Hungary presents a closed-loop inverse 
kinematics algorithm to numerically approximate the solution of the inverse 
kinematics problem, a central problem of robotics. Simulations results show that 
second-order methods give the best results, but decreases stability margin. The 
latter is analyzed on different numerical integration techniques. 

Eva Dulf and her colleagues’ paper from Romania discuss robust fractional order 
controllers for distributed systems using particle swarm optimization. Results are 
demonstrated on the complex chemical process of isotope separation columns 
cascade. 

Carla Pinto from Portugal presents her paper in asymmetrically coupled fractional 
neurons. A fractional order model is proposed on the dynamics of two 
asymmetrically coupled Hodgkin-Huxley equations. 

Silviu Folea and his colleagues from Romania and Belgium remains as well on the 
fractional order control topic. The paper uses a smart beam as a simulator for the 
airplane wings and a fractional order PD controller is designed for active vibration 
mitigation. The experimental results demonstrate that the designed controller can 
significantly improve the vibration suppression in smart beams. 

 

 

Dr. Levente Kovács 
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Abstract: In medical practice, the effectiveness of fighting cancer is not only determined by 

the composition of the used drug, but determined by the administration method as well. As 

a result, having drugs with a suitable action profile is just a promising beginning, but 

without appropriate delivery methods, the therapy still can be ineffective. Finding the 

optimal biologic dose is an empirical process in medical practice; however, using 

controllers, an automated optimal administration can be determined. In this paper, we 

evaluate the effectiveness of different drug delivery protocols; using in silico simulations 

(like bolus doses, low-dose metronomic regimen and continuous infusion therapy). In 

addition, we compare these results with discrete-time controller-based treatments 

containing state feedback, setpoint control, actual state observer and load estimation. 

Keywords: antiangiogenic therapy; maximum tolerated dose; bolus dose; low-dose 

metronomic regimen; continuous infusion therapy; optimal biologic dose; discrete-time 

control; state feedback; setpoint control; actual state observer; load estimation 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Biomedical Background 

Tumor cells can appear in the human body after a somatic mutation. As tumor 
cells proliferate, the number of cells increase, and the tumor volume grows. This 
growth, however, is limited since blood supply is provided by the nearby 
capillaries, and if the tumor cells grow farther than the diffusion distance (150 
μm), nutrition and oxygen access decrease. In order to overcome this problem, 
tumor cells need their own blood supply. There are two main ways to form new 
blood vessels. The formation of the first primitive vascular plexus is called 
vasculogenesis, while the formation of new blood vessels from the preexisting 
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microvasculature is angiogenesis [1]. In the case of tumor growth, angiogenesis 
takes place, which is regulated by pro- and antiangiogenic factors. The most 
important proangiogenic factor is the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
since it specifically regulates endothelial proliferation [2] which is essential for 
angiogenesis. Therefore, VEGF inhibition is an important therapeutic target [3]; 
and to control angiogenesis, anti-VEGF agents and other VEGF inhibitors are 
being used around the world [4]. However, the best angiogenic inhibition 
administration method is still unknown in clinical practice [5], thus an effective 
and automatic administration method is required. 

1.2 Background of the Control Problem 

We investigated a well-known tumor growth model under antiangiogenic therapy 
[6] and designed several continuous-time controllers like an LQ control method 
and state observer [7-9], flat control [10-12], modern robust control method [13-
15], feedback linearization method [16] and adaptive fuzzy techniques [17]. 
However, with the current scientific knowledge, there is no medical device which 
can handle continuous infusion cancer therapy [18]; hence we designed a discrete-
time control herein. 

2 Tumor Growth Model 

P. Hahnfeldt et al. created a model which describes tumor growth under 
angiogenic inhibition [6]. Assuming that after the injection, the level of the 
inhibitor in the bloodstream is equal to the amount of the injected inhibitor, the 
original third-order system was modified to a second-order system: 
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where the first state variable (x1) is the tumor volume [mm3], while the second 
state variable (x2) is the volume of the vasculature of the tumor [mm3]. The input 
of the model is the concentration of the injected inhibitor (g [mg/kg]). The first 
equation contains the λ1 parameter which describes the tumor growth rate (1/day). 
The change of the vasculature volume depends on three effects: a) the tumor can 
stimulate the already existing capillaries to form new blood vessels by the process 
of sprouting (parameter b [1/day]), b) endothelial cell death causes volume loss in 
vasculature (parameter d [1/(day·mm2]), c) the administration of antiangiogenic 
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drug causes volume loss in vasculature as well (parameter e [kg/(day·mg]). In the 
case of Lewis lung carcinoma, and using endostatin as antiangiogenic drug, the 
parameters are the following [1]: λ1 = 0.192 1/day, b = 5.85 1/day, d = 0.00873 
1/day·mm2, e = 0.66 kg/(day·mg). 

3 Protocol-based Cancer Therapies 

3.1 Cancer Protocols in the Light of the Dosage Problem 

As it was discussed previously, there is no best way for antiangiogenic drug 
administration in clinical practice. There are three main methods which are used; 
however, both ones have advantages and disadvantages. Bolus dose (BD) 
administration means that the patient receives drug boluses on given days, and 
between the injections, the treatment has rest periods when there is no drug 
administration at all. The amount of injected dose can be the Maximum Tolerated 
Dose (MTD) or any lower dose. After an MTD injection, the treatment should 
include an extended rest period in order to avoid adverse events. Instead of bolus 
doses, anticancer drugs can be delivered over prolonged periods using low-doses, 
this therapy is called as Low-Dose Metronomic (LDM) regimen. Of course, in this 
case the rest periods can be shorter; but the real question is to find the Optimal 
Biologic Dose (OBD) which results in the best therapeutic efficacy. Finally, in 
clinical environment continuous infusion therapy is feasible (e.g. using mini-
osmotic pumps), but there is no portable device yet. Clinical experiments have 
shown that low-dose administration therapies have better therapeutic efficacy than 
bolus dose injections, and continuous infusion therapies have even better results 
[19]. 

3.2 Simulation Results of the Protocol-based Cancer Therapies 

The effect of bolus dose administration, low-dose metronomic regimen and 
continuous infusion therapy was investigated in silico, using the modified 
Hahnfeldt-model described by Eq. (1)-(3). The total administered inhibitor 
concentration is 300 mg/kg, and treatment period is 15 days in every simulation, 
in order to get comparable results. Simulations start from the lethal steady-state of 
the model when the initial value of tumor volume (x1(0)) and vascular volume 
(x2(0)) are 1.734∙104 mm3. Four different scenarios were examined [20] (left side 
of Figure 1). 
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Figure 1 

Protocol based therapies (treatment period is 15 days) 

a) Therapy P1: bolus doses with maximum tolerated dose (BD MTD) 

Therapy: 100 mg/kg bolus injected for one hour; treatment days: 1st, 6th and 12th days; rest periods: 5 

days. Total inhibitor concentration: 300 mg/kg, steady state tumour volume: 16330 mm3. 

b) Therapy P2: bolus doses (BD) 

Therapy: 20 mg/kg bolus injected for one hour; treatment days: every day of the therapy; rest periods: 

23 hours. Total inhibitor concentration: 300 mg/kg, steady state tumour volume: 15580 mm3. 

c) Therapy P3: low-dose metronomic regimen (LDM) 

Therapy: 2.5 mg/kg infusion administered for one day; treatment days: 1st, 4th ,7th, 10th, 13th days; rest 

periods: 2 days. Total inhibitor concentration: 300 mg/kg, steady state tumour volume: 15660 mm3. 

d) Therapy P4: continuous infusion therapy (cont) 

Therapy: 0.8333 mg/kg/h continuous infusion administration during the whole therapy; without rest 

periods. Total inhibitor concentration: 300 mg/kg, steady state tumour volume: 15360 mm3. 

Therapy P1 (BD MTD). The therapy using bolus doses with maximum tolerated 
dose contains 100 mg/kg boluses which are injected for one hour. Treatment days 
are the 1st, 6th and 12th days (3 times); between these days, the therapy contains 5 
days long rest periods. 

Therapy P2 (BD). In this case lower bolus doses are used than the maximum 
tolerated dose. 20 mg/kg bolus is injected for one hour every day of the therapy 
(15 times). The treatment contains 23 hour rest periods. 

Therapy P3 (LDM). Low-dose metronomic regimen is carried out with 2.5 mg/kg 
infusions which are administered for one day. Treatment days are the 1st, 4th ,7th, 
10th and 13th days (5 times). The therapy contains 2 day rest periods. 
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Therapy P4 (cont). Continuous infusion therapy is carried out with               
0.8333 mg/kg/h continuous infusion during the whole treatment, without rest 
periods. 

The right side of Figure 1 depicts the outputs of the tumor growth model, using 
Therapy P1 - Therapy P4 as inputs. Similarly to the clinical experimental results, 
simulations show that the less effective therapy is the bolus doses with maximum 
tolerated dose (BD MTD). Tumor volume reduction is not effective (steady state 
tumor volume is 16330 mm3), and beside this, side-effects can occur and quality 
of life (QoL) of the patient decreases due to the therapy. Lower bolus doses (BD) 
cause continuous slight reduction of the tumor volume, however this is not 
significant (steady state tumor volume is 15580 mm3). Another disadvantage of 
this method is the resulting high frequency oscillation-like characteristics of the 
vascular volume. Low-dose metronomic administration (LDM) has similar results 
as BD in terms of tumor volume reduction (steady state tumor volume is       
15660 mm3) and oscillation-like characteristics of the vascular volume; however, 
the oscillation frequency and amplitude are lower which can be more tolerable for 
the patient. The most effective treatment is the continuous infusion therapy (cont) 
since it results in the lower steady state tumor volume (15360 mm3) and the 
change of the vascular volume is a smooth curve. In addition, due to the extremely 
low dosage, continuous infusion therapy has virtually no side-effects. 

4 Discrete-Time Controller-based Treatments 

The modified Hahnfeldt-model describes a nonlinear system, which has to be 
linearized due to controller design aspects. We applied operating point 
linearization in the g0 = 0 operating point. The resulting LTI (linear time 
invariant) system using state space representation is 
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4.1 Discrete-Time Controller Design with State Feedback, 

Setpoint Control, Actual State Observer and Load 

Estimation 

Taking into account a feasible discrete-time system, the state space equations are 
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The controllability and observability matrices of the discrete-time system are 
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where n is the dimension of the state variables. Since for every nonzero operating 
point, the matrices are full rank, the system is controllable and observable in every 
operating point. 

In order to find optimal solutions, we used the LQ control method as state 
feedback to minimize the tumor volume (x1) using the lowest possible control 
signal. The discrete-time cost function containing the positive definite Q and R 
weighting matrices is 
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As our aim was to minimize the square of the output (x1
2
 = y

2), the Q matrix is the 
following: 
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The sought K feedback matrix of the discrete-time LQ problem can be found using 
the P solution of the Discrete Control Algebraic Ricatti Equation (DARE): 
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For setpoint control, we assume that the reference signal is constant. The control 
structure is needed to be extended by two matrices (Nx and Nu) in order to use 
nonzero reference signal. The values of these matrices can be calculated as 
follows: 
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where n is the dimension of the state variables, while m is the dimension of the 
inputs (and outputs). 

As the vascular volume is non-measurable, we designed an actual state observer to 
estimate this state variable. We have verified that the matrix MoAd is full rank, thus 
the discrete-time system is observable with an actual observer described by the 
following difference equation: 

.ˆˆ
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The F, H and G parameter matrices of the observer can be calculated as follows: 
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where φF(Ad
T) refers to the characteristic polynomial of the matrix F evaluated at 

the matrix Ad
T. 

Assuming that a disturbance reduced to the input of the system can occur (load 
change), we designed load estimation as well. The system was extended by the 
disturbance modeled as a constant state-variable that adds up to the input of the 
original model. The state feedback and the setpoint control were designed for the 
original system; however, the actual state observer was designed for the extended 
system. As a consequence, the difference equation of the state observer is 
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where 
dx̂ is the estimation of the disturbance. 
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Figure 2 depicts the whole block diagram of the closed-loop discrete-time control 
system containing state feedback, setpoint control, actual state observer and load 
estimation. Please note that saturation is used before the input of the tumor model 
in order to avoid negative or too high input values due to physiological aspects.  

 

Figure 2 

Block diagram of the discrete-time control containing state feedback, setpoint control, actual state 

observer and load estimation 

4.2 Simulation Results of the Discrete-Time Controller-based 

Treatments 

Using discrete-time controller, the treatment can contain bolus doses, low-dose 
metronomic parts and continuous periods as well. In order to get comparable 
results with the protocol based therapies, the treatment period was chosen to be 15 
days. Parameters of the discrete-time controllers were chosen according to [21]. 
The operating point of the linearization is x1= x2=10 mm3, the R weighting matrix 
used in the design of the LQ control is 1. In order to get steady state tumor 
volumes close the protocol based cancer therapies’ values, the reference signal is 
13000 mm3. Since protocol based cancer therapies do not have disturbance, the 
disturbance is 0% in the case of discrete-time controllers. Three different 
scenarios were examined in the light of the saturation level (left side of Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 

Discrete-time controller based therapies (treatment period is 15 days) 

Parameters: operating point: 10 mm3; R: 1; reference signal: 13000 mm3; disturbance: 0%. 

a) Therapy C1: saturation = 100 mg/kg 

Total inhibitor concentration: 138 mg/kg, steady state tumour volume: 9870 mm3. 

b) Therapy C2: saturation = 20 mg/kg 

Total inhibitor concentration: 56 mg/kg, steady state tumour volume: 11360 mm3. 

c) Therapy C3: saturation = 2.5 mg/kg 

Total inhibitor concentration: 30 mg/kg, steady state tumour volume: 13153 mm3. 

Therapy C1 (sat = 100). The saturation level was chosen to be the maximum 
tolerated dose (Therapy P1). The control signal mostly contains MTD boluses; the 
administered boluses have lower amplitude only in a few cases. The treatment 
contains 3 rest periods, the longer one is approximately 6.5 days and it appears in 
the middle of the therapy. 

Therapy C2 (sat = 20). This therapy has the same saturation level as Therapy P2 

(BD). Due to the lower saturation level compared to Therapy C1, this treatment 
has shorter rest periods; however, the characteristics of the treatments are similar. 
In the beginning of the therapy, bolus doses follow each other frequently for 
approximately 7.5 days, and in some cases the boluses are smaller than the level 
of saturation. 

Therapy C3 (sat = 2.5). Finally, the saturation level was chosen to be equal to the 
input of the continuous infusion therapy (Therapy P3). The resulting treatment 
contains only one rest period in the very beginning of the treatment. After that a 
continuous administration can be obtained for approximately 8 days, which is 
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followed by a phase where bolus doses follow each other frequently (the 
amplitude of these boluses is the saturation level in every case). 

The right side of Figure 3 depicts the outputs of the tumor growth model, using 
Therapy C1 - Therapy C3 as inputs. Using Therapy C1, the total inhibitor 
concentration is 138 mg/kg, which is the highest total drug administration among 
the discrete-time controller based therapies. The achieved “steady state”1 tumor 
volume is 9870 mm3 (since at the end of the treatment, an undershoot can be 
observed). The total inhibitor concentration in Therapy C2 is 56 mg/kg, which is 
substantially lower in comparison with Therapy C1; however the steady state 
tumor volume is comparable (11360 mm3). Finally, Therapy C3 has resulted in the 
lowest total inhibitor concentration (30 mg/kg), and the achieved steady state 
tumor volume is 13153 mm3 in this case. 

Conclusions 

The efficacy of the therapies are compared and evaluated based on the achieved 
total inhibitor concentrations and steady state tumor volumes (Figure 4). During 
the protocol based therapies, the same amount of inhibitor was administered in 
total. As a consequence, the comparison is quite trivial: the smaller the steady 
state tumor volume, the better the therapy. Bolus doses with maximum tolerated 
dose (BD MTD) is the less effective treatment; bolus doses with lower boluses 
(BD) and low-dose metronomic regimen (LDM) are better; however, the best 
method is the continuous infusion therapy (cont) from the protocol based 
therapies. Nevertheless, discrete-time controller based therapies show better 
performance regardless of the saturation value. The choice between these 
therapies depends on the medical preferences and constraints. Having a patient 
who can tolerate MTD, and knowing that the aim is the fastest tumor reduction, 
we have to choose 100 mg/kg saturation (sat = 100). If we would like to find a 
trade-off solution, 20 mg/kg saturation (sat = 20) is the most appropriate choice. 
However, if slower tumor reduction is desired and/or patient does not tolerate the 
inhibitor well, our choice is the 2.5 mg/kg saturation level (sat = 20). 

                                                           
1
  In fact, in most of the cases the output of the tumor growth model does not reach the 

steady state at the end of the simulation; however, as we would like to express the 
effectiveness of the control in terms of tumor reduction, we use the “steady state” for 
the final state of the investigated control and we specify its value. 
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Figure 4 

Comparison of the therapies as functions of total inhibitor concentration and steady state tumour 

volume 

Protocol based therapies: bolus doses with maximum tolerated dose (BD MTD), bolus doses (BD), 

low-dose metronomic regimen (LDM), continuous infusion therapy (cont). Discrete controller based 

therapies: saturation: 100 mg/kg (sat = 100), saturation: 20 mg/kg (sat = 20),  

saturation: 2.5 mg/kg (sat = 2.5). 
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Abstract: A novel automated framework is proposed in this paper to address the significant

but challenging task of multi-label brain tumor segmentation. Kernel sparse representa-

tion, which produces discriminative sparse codes to represent features in a high-dimensional

feature space, is the key component of the proposed framework. The graph-cut method is

integrated into the framework to make a segmentation decision based on both the kernel

sparse representation and the topological information of brain structures. A splitting tech-

nique based on principal component analysis (PCA) is adopted as an initialization compo-

nent for the dictionary learning procedure, which significantly reduces the processing time

without sacrificing performance. The proposed framework is evaluated on the multi-label

Brain Tumor Segmentation (BRATS) Benchmark. The evaluation results demonstrate that

the proposed framework is able to achieve compatible performance and better generalization

ability compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.

Keywords: Brain tumor segmentation, kernel methods, superpixels, PCA, sparse coding, dic-

tionary learning, graph-cuts
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1 Introduction

Brain tumor refers to uncontrollable cell proliferation in the brain. Even though

brain tumor is not a common disease, with prevalence of less than 0.1% in the west-

ern population, it results in high mortality [1]. The topic of brain tumor segmenta-

tion has long attracted researchers’ attention because of its value in medical diag-

nosis and treatment planning. Brain tumor segmentation intends to separate tumors

from non-tumor regions and classify brain tumor tissues according to predefined cri-

teria [2]. Manual segmentation done by experts is possible but impractical, since it

is tedious and time-consuming. Hence, semi-automated and automated approaches,

which require less or even no human intervention, are practical alternatives.

Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging is preferable in brain imaging due its advantages

of safety, better tissue contrast and fewer artifacts than computed tomography (CT).

This emphasizes the significance of efficient and effective frameworks for brain

tumor segmentation based on MR images. However, brain tumors exhibit a wide

range in shape, size as well as location, and share intensities with normal brain

regions in MR images. Besides, the structure of the tumor is usually complex.

Therefore, much effort has been expended in the development of semi-automated or

automated frameworks for brain tumor segmentation, especially multi-label brain

tumor segmentation.

The past few decades have witnessed significant advances in the field of brain tu-

mor segmentation. The approaches to brain tumor segmentation can be roughly

classified into two categories: generative methods and discriminative methods. In

generative methods, the anatomy and statistics of different brain tissues are explic-

itly modeled, while the features of task-relevant brain tissues are directly learned

from training sets in discriminative methods [3]. Generative methods, although

they have to deal with difficulties in modeling the prior knowledge of brain tissues

and elaborate non-rigid registration, usually have better generalization ability on un-

seen images. Discriminative methods, which avoid the difficulties in modeling and

registration, are sensitive to the amount and quality of training data.

The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm usually plays an important role in

the generative methods. Based on the statistics of the healthy brain, an outlier de-

tection framework is proposed by Prastawa et al. [4] which treats brain tumor as

outlier and generates model of tumors for subsequent EM segmentation. Menze et

al. [5] incorporate multi-channel priors to augment the traditional atlas-based EM

segmentation. Khotanlou et al. [6] introduce a two-step segmentation procedure,

which includes tumor detection and initial segmentation refinement by fuzzy classi-

fication. Gooya et al. [7] describe a glioma growth model that is integrated with the

inference of patient specific atlas to guides the EM-based segmentation.

Much research has been done in advancing discriminative methods. The classic

level-set method [8, 9] is utilized due to its strength in following the change of ob-

ject topology. The success of the random forest algorithm, which is essentially an

ensemble classifier, in the multi-label Brain Tumor Segmentation (BRATS) chal-

lenge 2012 has boosted its popularity in the following years [10, 11].
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The fact that sparse or compressible representations for signals and images are em-

ployed in some predefined or learned representation systems, also known as dic-

tionaries, is the core of the well-known sparse coding algorithm. Compared to

predefined dictionaries, learned dictionaries usually provide better sparse repre-

sentations and hence more satisfying results [12]. Therefore, sparse coding and

dictionary learning are commonly used together. Applications based on sparse rep-

resentation using sparse coding and dictionary learning can be found in various

tasks, e.g., image classification [13]. Instead of the explicit raw representation of

data, kernel extension of sparse coding and dictionary learning work in an implicit,

high-dimensional feature space to achieve more discriminative sparse representa-

tion. Kernel sparse representation has been utilized in the brain tumor segmentation

task and its effectiveness in distinguishing tumor from normal brain regions has

been demonstrated [14, 15]. However, multi-label brain tumor segmentation, which

is more challenging compared to binary brain tumor segmentation, is not considered

in their frameworks.

In this paper, we propose a fully automated framework based on kernel sparse rep-

resentation for multi-label brain tumor segmentation. In the proposed framework,

superpixels are used as basic processing units instead of traditional pixels [14] or

patches [15]. A pixel-based framework involves much repeated effort in encoding

similar pixels. In contrast, patches usually exhibit obvious inhomogeneity, though

patch-based frameworks may be more efficient than their pixel-based counterparts.

In the proposed framework, the sparse representation of each superpixel is generated

in a high-dimensional feature space, where the nonlinear similarity among super-

pixels is more discriminative. Kernel dictionary learning is applied to learn class-

specific dictionaries based on superpixel-level features including histogram and spa-

tial location, while kernel sparse coding uses the learned dictionaries and features

to generate a sparse representation for a given superpixel. The graph-cut method,

which naturally take topological information into consideration, is employed in the

framework. Kernel sparse representation, together with the topological information

of brain tumor structure, is utilized by the graph-cut method to make the segmenta-

tion decision. The proposed framework is an enhanced version of the one introduced

in our previous work [16] by including a PCA-based splitting component, named

PCA-Split, to significantly speed up the processing procedure without affecting the

accuracy. Furthermore, the new framework has slightly improved results. The idea

of PCA-Split is driven by the fact that manipulation of a large matrix is of high com-

putational cost. PCA-Split replaces the original training features with more compact

and representative representations. Therefore, dominant features can be efficiently

preserved, though the size of the training matrix is significantly decreased and hence

processing time is reduced. The proposed framework is evaluated on 20 high-grade

glioma (HGG) cases provided by the multi-modal Brain Tumor Segmentation Chal-

lenges 2013 (BRATS2013). Results shows the enhanced framework achieves com-

parable performance compared to the state-of-the-art approaches. In addition, it

generalizes better on unseen images even though less training data is required.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview

of the proposed framework for automated multi-label brain tumor segmentation.

PCA-Split, kernel sparse representation and the graph-cut method, which are the
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three main components of the proposed framework, are discussed in Section 3-5.

Evaluation results and comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches are reported

in Section 6. The paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 Overview
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Figure 1

Overview of the proposed automated framework for multi-label brain tumor segmentation.

An overview of the proposed automated framework for multi-label brain tumor seg-

mentation is shown in Figure 1. The proposed framework contains three main com-

ponents: initialization with PCA-Split, kernel sparse representation and segmen-

tation using graph-cuts. Given a set of training samples, PCA-Split initialization

finds more compact and representative representations by splitting the set into a

given number of subsets and replacing the raw representations with the centroids

of each subsets. Kernel sparse representation consists of kernel dictionary learning

and kernel sparse coding. In the training phase, kernel dictionary learning learns

class-specific dictionaries based on superpixel-level features of brain tissues, which

are used as representation systems for each task-relevant class. In the testing phase,

kernel sparse coding generates optimal sparse codes for unseen testing samples ac-

cording to the learned dictionaries and their superpixel-level features. The kernel

sparse representation is then utilized in the graph-cut method to make pixel-wise

segmentation decisions.

3 PCA-Split Initialization

Adequate and representative training samples are critical to the performance of

learning-based approaches. However, manipulation of a large matrix is of high com-

putational cost and the quality of the selected training samples is not guaranteed.
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Algorithm 1 PCA-Split

Input: A input set W = [wi]
N
i=1 and a desired number of subsets Q.

Task: Split a subset of the given input set with regard to its variance until the

desired number of subsets is reached.

Initialize: Number of subsets q = 1, subsets V = [V1, ...,Vi, ...,Vq] and V1 = W.

Procedure:

while q 6= Q do

for ∀ Vi ⊆ V do

δi = ∑{∀ j|w j∈Vi}(w j−µµµ i)
2.

end for

Sort all subsets in descending order according to δi.

Calculate covariance matrix ΣΣΣ1 = ∑{∀ j|w j∈V1}(w j−µµµ1)(w j−µµµ1)
T

Find out eigenvector eigmax which corresponds to the largest eigenvalue.

for all j ∈ {∀ j|w j ∈ V1} do

if 〈(w j−µµµ1),eigmax〉< 0 then

w j ∈ Vle f t

else if 〈(w j−µµµ1),eigmax〉 ≥ 0 then

w j ∈ Vright

end if

end for

q← q+1

Vq−1← Vle f t

Vq← Vright

for ∀ Vi ⊆ V do

µµµ i =
∑{∀ j|w j∈Vi}

w j

|Vi|

end for

end while

Output: subsets V = [V1, ...,Vi, ...,VQ] and centroids U = [µµµ1, ...,µµµQ]

To address this problem, a principal-component-analysis-based (PCA-based) split-

ting technique is applied, which is named PCA-Split. The PCA-based splitting tech-

nique has been utilized in various applications, like codebook initialization for vec-

tor quantization [17] and hierarchical clustering [18]. The purpose of PCA-Split

is, in each iteration, to find an optimal splitting plane with respect to the variance

of a subset of the given data [17]. Splitting continues until the desired number of

subsets is achieved. The centroid of each subset is used to represent all data samples

that lie in the subset. The main properties of the subset are preserved by the cen-

troid, while “outliers” are eliminated. In this way, more compact and representative

representations of the dataset can be obtained.
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The procedure of performing PCA-Split is described as follows. Given an input set

W = [wi]
N
i=1, PCA-Split starts with only one subset V1 which contains the entire in-

put set. In each iteration, all subsets are sorted in descending order according to their

representation distortions calculated by the formulation δq = ∑∀ j|w j∈Vq
(wi− µµµq)

2

with respect to the centroid µµµq. The subset with the largest representation distortion

is then selected to be split. The optimal splitting plane is the eigenvector corre-

sponding to the largest eigenvalue, which splits the subset into “left” and “right”

groups. Hence the number of subsets is increased by one in each iteration until the

preset number of subsets is reached.

The pseudo-code for PCA-Split is given in Algorithm 1, where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the

inner product, XT the transpose of X, |X| the number of elements in X.

4 Kernel Sparse Representation

4.1 Extraction and Fusion of Superpixel-Level Features

Superpixels that contain pixels with similar perceptual meaning are the basic pro-

cessing units in the proposed framework. The compact grouping of pixels is bene-

ficial to the achievement of better kernel sparse representation and faster segmenta-

tion. The contour relaxed superpixel (CRS) algorithm [19] is utilized for superixel

generation due to its flexibility in controlling the adaption to a complicated con-

tour with a single parameter κ . MR imaging provides multi-modal information,

like T1-weighted (T1), T2-weighted (T2), contrast-enhanced T1-weighted (T1c)

and FLAIR, which help to enrich our understanding of brain tumors. Due to their

higher spatial resolution and clearer display of brain tumor structure compared to

other modalities, T1c images are used as the reference in the generation of superpix-

els. Superpixel generation is restricted to the brain area only to avoid unnecessary

processing to the background area. CRS (κ = 0.01) partitions an input image into

a set of superpixels S = [s1, ...,st , ...sT ]. In order to fully utilize the multi-modal

information, the generated superpixel regions are applied to T1, T2 and FLAIR

modalities.

Superpixel-level features are extracted based on the generated superpixel regions

(Figure 2). For a superpixel st , 64-bin histograms from all four modalities are cal-

culated, which are denoted as ht(c) (c ∈ {T1,T2,T1c,FLAIR}). All histograms are

normalized to have ∑
r
j=1 ht(c)( j) = 1, where r is the number of pixels located in su-

perpixel st , to prevent bias induced by the difference in number of pixels. In addition

to histograms, spatial locations of superpixels are taken into consideration. The spa-

tial location of superpixel st is defined as its centroid lt = (xt ,yt). The mean values

of positions of all pixels in superpixel st in the x-axis normalized by the width of the

image and y-axis normalized by the height of the image correspond to the values of

xt and yt respectively. Therefore, the learned dictionaries are able to simultaneously

model both features including histogram and spatial location.

The proposed framework, instead of working on the raw representation of data, gen-

erates kernel sparse representation in a high-dimensional, implicit feature space F .
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Extraction and fusion of superpixel-level features.

Nonlinear similarities in F between samples are considered, which are more dis-

criminative compared to the linear similarity in the original space. In order to map

the raw representation to the feature space F , a nonlinear transformation Φ(·) is

applied. Hence, nonlinear similarity between two samples x and x′ can be mea-

sured by the inner product Φ(x)T Φ(x′). Nevertheless, Φ(·) can be intractable in the

high-dimensional, even infinite-dimensional, feature space F [14]. To address this

problem, the kernel trick is adopted, which replaces the intractable inner product

Φ(x)T Φ(x′) with a known kernel function K . With the knowledge of the ker-

nel and the samples, nonlinear similarity can always be calculated even though the

explicit formulation of Φ(·) is not known. To proceed with the replacement, the

chosen kernel function should satisfy Mercer’s theorem [20]. The well-known ra-

dial basis function (RBF) kernel is selected in our framework. The definition of the

RBF Kernel is K (x,y) = exp(−‖x−y‖2/2σ2)(σ = 1.5).

Given two matrices X = [xi]
N
i=1 and X′ = [x′i]

M
i=1, a Gramian matrix K(X,X′) ∈

R
N×M is defined such that its (n,m)-entry Kn,m corresponds to the nonlinear similar-

ity K (xn,x
′
m) between the nth element of X and the mth element of X′. All extracted

superpixel-level features are arranged in column vector manner into their corre-

sponding feature matrices (Figure 2). Specifically, in the training phase, the raw

representations of all features are substituted by the centroids of subsets obtained

by applying PCA-Splits to their corresponding feature matrices with a specified

number of substes Q. For histogram feature matrices, Gramian matrices KH(c) (c ∈
{T1,T2,T1c,FLAIR}) are obtained to represent the nonlinear similarities in a spe-

cific modality, while a Gramian matrix KSL is calculated for that of spatial location.

KH(c) (c ∈ {T1,T2,T1c,FLAIR}) and KSL are denoted as the following formula-
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tions:

KH(c)(i, j) = exp

(

−
‖hi(c)−h j(c)‖

2
2

2σ2

)

KSL(i, j) = exp

(

−
‖li− l j‖

2
2

2σ2

) (1)

Not only the sparse representation benefits from the kernel trick, the use of the the

kernel trick also facilitate the fusion of multi-features such that all the Gramian

matrices can be combined in an elegant way by simple Hadamard product. The

combination yields an ensemble matrix K, i.e., K = KH(T1)⊙KH(T2)⊙KH(T1c)⊙
KH(FLAIR). Learning of dictionary based on the ensemble Gramian matrix is more

efficient and effective since all five features are captured at one time. For simplicity,

the rest of the paper only focuses on the ensemble Gramian matrix for the generation

of kernel sparse representation, rather than the five Gramian matrices individually.

4.2 Kernel Sparse Coding and Kernel Dictionary Learning

Given a set of input data Y = [yi]
N
i=1,yi ∈ R

M , the goal of dictionary learning is to

obtain an optimal overcomplete dictionary D ∈ R
M×K to well model the given data

Y, so that each element yi ∈Y can be approximated by a linear combination of only

a few dictionary atoms dk,(k = 1,2, ...,K) via a code xi ∈R
K . The code xi is sparse

since only a few entries are non-zero. The objective function of dictionary learning

is given by:

(X̂, D̂) = argmin
X,D
‖Y−DX‖2

F s.t. ‖xi‖0 ≤ T0,∀i (2)

where X = [xi]
N
i=1, ‖.‖F is the Frobenius norm, ‖.‖0 denotes the ℓ0 norm and T0 the

sparsity level, which indicates the maximum number of non-zero entries in a sparse

code xi .

Upon obtaining the dictionary, D is fixed and sparse coding finds the optimal sparse

representation X′ for the testing data Y′ based on the learned dictionary D. The

optimization problem of sparse coding is expressed as:

(X̂′) = argmin
X′
‖Y′−DX′‖2

F s.t. ‖x′i‖0 ≤ T0,∀i (3)

To adapt the original optimization problem of sparse coding and dictionary learning

into feature space F , a nonlinear transformation Φ(·) is applied to both the data

matrix. Therefore, the kernel extensions of dictionary learning and sparse coding

are formulated as equations (4) and (5) respectively:

(X̂, D̂) = argmin
X,D
‖Φ(Y)−Φ(D)X‖2

F s.t. ‖xi‖0 ≤ T0,∀i (4)

(X̂′) = argmin
X′
‖Φ(Y′)−Φ(D)X′‖2

F s.t. ‖x′i‖0 ≤ T0,∀i (5)
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where Φ(Y) = [Φ(yi)]
N
i=1, Φ(Y′) = [Φ(y′i)]

P
i=1 and Φ(D) = [Φ(di)]

K
i=1.

The dictionary in F can be represented by the linear combination of the input data

(i.e., Φ(D) = Φ(Y)A), since all dictionary atoms lie in the linear span of the input

data [12]. A ∈ R
N×K is an atom representation dictionary and the optimal A is

directly related to the best dictionary D that can be achieved. The formulation of

kernel dictionary learning and kernel sparse coding can be re-written as equations

(6) and (7) respectively:

(X̂, Â) = argmin
X,A
‖Φ(Y)−Φ(Y)AX‖2

F s.t. ‖xi‖0 ≤ T0,∀i (6)

(X̂′) = argmin
X′
‖Φ(Y′)−Φ(Y)AX′‖2

F s.t. ‖x′i‖0 ≤ T0,∀i (7)

A kernel extension of the K-SVD type dictionary learning algorithm [12] is adopted

in our framework. Since learning of dictionary iteratively alternates between kernel

sparse coding and kernel dictionary learning until predefined criteria are met or

maximum iteration number is reached, we only focus on the optimization of kernel

dictionary learning (i.e., equation (6)) for simplicity.

In the kernel sparse coding step, the atom representation dictionary A is assumed

to be known and fixed. The sparse codes matrix X can be found by minimizing the

approximation error ‖Φ(Y)−Φ(Y)AX‖2
F subject to the sparsity constraint ‖xi‖0 ≤

T0,∀i. The penalty term can be decomposed and written as:

‖Φ(Y)−Φ(Y)AX‖2
F =

N

∑
i=1

‖Φ(yi)−Φ(Y)Axi‖
2
2 (8)

Now, the “big” problem is separated into N “small” optimization problems:

min
xi

‖Φ(yi)−Φ(Y)Axi‖
2
2 s.t. ‖xi‖0 ≤ T0 (9)

To facilitate optimization, the objective function is reconstructed with kernel func-

tion K to avoid the unknown nonlinear transformation Φ(·):

min
xi

K (yi,yi)−2K(yi,Y)Axi +xT
i AT K(Y,Y)Axi s.t. ‖xi‖0 ≤ T0 (10)

With the help of the kernel trick, this optimization problem can be solved by the

classic orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [21].

Once the sparse codes matrix is calculated, we update the all dictionary atoms ac-

cording to the projection error. In other words, kernel dictionary learning, with the

fixed X, searches for a new atom representation dictionary A to minimize ‖Φ(Y)−
Φ(Y)AX‖2

F .

First, the penalty term is rewritten as:

‖Φ(Y)−Φ(Y)
K

∑
j=1

a jx
R
j ‖

2
F = ‖Φ(Y)(I−∑

j 6=k

a jx
R
j )−Φ(Y)(akxR

k )‖
2
F (11)
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where ak and xR
k correspond to the kth column of A and the kth row of X respec-

tively. Contribution made by the kth dictionary atom to the estimated sample can

be obtained from akxR
k . For simplicity, we denote Ek = I−∑ j 6=k a jx

R
j , which repre-

sents the approximation error between the estimated and original samples when the

kth dictionary atom is removed.

As can be seen in equation (11), the pair of unknown variables (ak,x
R
k ) is expected

to be found to minimize the approximation error. This can be solve by the best

rank-1 approximation. Due to their trivial contribution to the optimization problem,

columns related to zero entries of xR
k in Ek and akxk are removed, which yields ERe

k

and akxRe
k respectively (xRe

k containing only non-zero weights of xR
k ). Singular value

decomposition (SVD) is applied to ERe
k and akxRe

k instead of Ek and akxR
k to preserve

the specified sparsity level and reduce computational cost.

The SVD decomposes Φ(Y)ERe
k into three parts:

Φ(Y)ERe
k = UΣΣΣVT (12)

Equating Φ(Y)akxRe
k to the rank-1 matrix, which corresponds to the largest singular

value σ1 = ΣΣΣ(1,1) of Φ(Y)ERe
k , gives the solution to the best rank-1 approximation.

Φ(Y)akxRe
k = u1σ1vT

1 (13)

where u1 and v1 are the first columns of U and V corresponding to σ1 respectively.

Thus, the solution can be calculated from the equations below:

Φ(Y)ak = u1

xRe
k = σ1vT

1

(14)

However, it is impractical to perform SVD on Φ(Y)ERe
k since the explicit formula-

tion of Φ(·) is unknown. Consequently, the kernel trick should be used again such

that the eigen decomposition of EReT
k Φ(Y)T Φ(Y)ERe

k , which is V∆∆∆VT , is calculated

to infer the unknown variables. As a result, V is obtained and σ1 can be deduced by

σ1 =
√

∆∆∆(1,1). An analytical solution is possible when the term for σ1 is substi-

tuted into equation (14):

ak = σ−1
1 ERe

k v1 (15)

In each iteration, all the atoms of A are updated according to the manner stated

above followed by the search for new sparse codes based on the new dictionary.

This process alternates between kernel dictionary learning and kernel dictionary

learning till some preset conditions are satisfied.

5 Graph-Cuts

The pixel-wise segmentation decision is made by the graph-cut method based on

both kernel sparse representation and topological information of the brain struc-

tures. The task requires the proposed framework to classify pixels into five specific
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classes, which are non-tumor (label=0), necrotic core (label=1), edema (label=2),

non-enhancing core (label=3) and enhancing core (label=4). For each class, a dic-

tionary is learned by applying kernel dictionary learning to a set of training samples

as described in Section 4. These dictionaries should be able to model their own

classes well since they are optimized for the particular purpose, even though they

fail to approximate well the rest of the classes.

For a test superpixel st , the proposed framework computes five sparse codes x0,x1,x2,x3

and x4 with respect to the five dictionaries. The approximation errors between the

input sample st and the five approximations are denoted by e
st
0 ,e

st
1 ,e

st
2 ,e

st
3 and e

st
4 ,

and measured by:

e
st
i = ‖Φ(yst )−Φ(Di)x

si
i ‖

2
2, i = 0,1,2,3,4 (16)

Segmentation based on kernel sparse representation does not take topological in-

formation of the brain structure into consideration. The graph-cut method, which

naturally incorporates topological information, is a possible remedy. We propose

a variant graph-cuts [22, 23] to better adapt to our application. A graph should be

constructed to proceed with the variant graph-cuts. To facilitate graph construction,

a superpixel is first ungrouped into a set of pixels which form the superpixel. Then

these pixels are given the same approximation errors as the superpixel they belong.

The image is represented by a array which contains all its pixels z = (z1, ...,zl ...,zL),
assuming there are L pixels in total. The approximation errors assigned to pixel

zl are denoted by e
zl
i (i = 0,1,2,3,4). These pixels, besides the approximation er-

rors, contains extra information in terms of different gray-level intensities in multi-

modalities. For pixel zl , gray-level intensities in the four modalities are defined as

g
zl

T1,g
zl

T2,g
zl

T1c and g
zl
FLAIR.

The energy function of graph-cuts is expressed by:

E( f ) = ∑
{p,g}∈N

Vp,q( fp, fq)+ ∑
p∈P

Dp( fp) (17)

where f is a label in a finite label set L , {p,q} a pair of pixels in the pixel set

P , and N a set of neighboring pixels. The first term in equation (17) is known as

the smoothness term, which encourages pairwise smoothness while preserving label

discontinuity on boundaries. The data term is the name given to the second term,

which measures the fit of label f to the observed data p.

Typically, the data term is formulated with negative log-likelihood. According to

the previous discussion, if a test sample belongs a specific class, the smallest ap-

proximation error can be achieve when the dictionary learned for this class is used

in kernel sparse coding. Therefore, the kernel sparse representation generated in the

previous step is utilized in the data term as the measurement of label appropriateness

as shown below:

L

∑
l=1

Dzl
( fzl

) =
L

∑
l=1

log(e
zl
fzl
) (18)
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The smoothness term is defined as:

∑
{zl ,zq}∈N

Vzl ,zq( fzl
, fzq) = θ ∑

{zl ,zq}∈N4

[ fzl
6= fzq ] exp−β‖zl− zq‖

2
2 (19)

where θ is a constant controlling the degree of discontinuity preserving, N4 indi-

cates 4-way connectivity and [·] is a indicator function taking value 1 for true predic-

tion or 0 for false prediction. θ is empirically set to 50 according to the preliminary

experiments. The Euclidean distance between pixel zl and zq is given by:

‖zl− zq‖
2
2 = ∑

c

(gzl
c −g

zq
c )2, c ∈ {T1,T2,T1c,FLAIR} (20)

Though θ only has the control on overall smoothness, we have another parameter

β to prevent the tendency of being over-smooth on boundaries between different

classes. β is computed by:

β = (2 < ‖zl− zq‖2 >)−1 (21)

where < ·> denotes expectation over N4 neighborhood.

The optimization of the variant graph-cuts, depending on nonlinear feature similar-

ity and topological information, provides the best label configurations for all pixels.

We use the GCMex - MATLAB wrapper to implement the proposed variant graph-

cuts [23, 24, 25].

6 Experiment and Discussion

The proposed framework is evaluated on 20 real HGG cases in the training set of

BRATS2013 with two-fold cross validation (CV). In the training phase, the super-

pixels collected from the training set for each of the five classes (i.e., non-tumor(0),

necrotic core(1), edema(2), non-enhancing core(3) and enhancing-core(4)) are ini-

tialized for kernel dictionary learning by PCA-Split. The desired number of subsets

Q is empirically set to 512 considering the trade-off between good segmentation

result and less processing time. As a result, the dictionaries of the five task-relevant

classes are learned from their corresponding 512 PCA-Split centroids. For kernel

dictionary learning and kernel sparse coding, we fix the number of dictionary atoms

to 200 and the sparsity level to 5. The framework is implemented on MATLAB

using a computer with Intel processor (i7-3930K, 3.20GHz) and 32GB of RAM.

The following three regions are segmented and used for evaluation:

• Region 1: complete tumor (label 1+2+3+4)

• Region 2: tumor core (label 1+3+4)

• Region 3: enhancing core (label 4)

The performance of the proposed framework is reported via the Dice similarity co-

efficient, Jaccard index and sensitivity [3] on the aforementioned three regions.
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Even though the BRATS2013 dataset has been pre-processed with skull-striping and

co-registration, obvious intensity bias can still be observed. The intensity bias can

significantly worsen the segmentation accuracy since superpixel-level histograms

are intensively used in our framework. This requires further pre-processing steps in-

cluding bias field correction and intensity inhomogeneity correction. T2 and FLAIR

are exempted from bias field correction due to the fact that the correction decreases

their contrast. N4ITK [26] tool in Slicer3D is used for bias field correction, while

intensity inhomogeneity is adjusted by a learning-based two-step standardization

[27].

The segmentation result output directly from graph-cuts can be noisy. Therefore,

binary morphological processing and connected component analysis are applied as

post-processing steps.

T1c T1 T2 FLAIR Result Ground Truth

Figure 3

Three segmentation examples of the proposed framework. First column to sixth column correspond to

T1c images, T1 images, T2 images, FLAIR images, segmentation results and ground truths respectively.

The first row shows one slice of patient009, while the second row is a slice of patient015. The bottom

row demonstrates the performance of the proposed framework on the worst case-patine012.

Several segmentation examples generated by the proposed approach are shown in

Figure 3. In addition, we report the averages and standard deviations of the Dice

similarity coefficient, Jaccard index and sensitivity that achieved by the proposed

framework in Table 1. The performance of our previous method [16] is also con-

cluded in Table 1. For Region 2 and Region 3, we report the performance twice,

one including patient012 while the other excluding patient012, since the peculiarity

of patient012 significantly worsens the overall performance as can be seen from

Table 1. The reason why both our frameworks fail to give good segmentation

results for patient012 is probably because of the similar intensities shared by the

non-enhancing core and the edeme in all four modalites. Moreover, the tumor of

patient012 mainly consists of non-enhancing core and edema, which makes it ex-

tremely difficult for our approaches to make good segmentation decision. Hence,
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Table 1

Evaluation of performance on BRATS 2013 training cases (HGG)

Dice Jaccard Sensitivity

previous proposed previous proposed previous proposed

mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std

Region 1 81.1 9.3 81.1 9.6 69.2 12.5 69.1 12.9 81.9 13.6 82.3 14.1

Region 2 62.9 17.6 63.3 22.1 48.0 17.3 49.5 21.0 69.3 22.4 71.1 25.2

Region 2(*) 65.3 14.2 66.5 17.1 50.0 15.2 52.0 18.2 72.4 18.2 74.8 19.6

Region 3 69.7 17.2 70.4 19.6 55.6 17.8 57.1 19.6 70.1 22.5 71.2 24.5

Region 3(*) 71.9 14.4 73.4 14.8 57.7 15.5 59.7 16.2 72.9 19.2 74.5 20.0

* denotes the scores are calculated excluding the result of patient0012.

the proposed framework easily mistakes the non-enhancing core for the edema and

results in very low scores in both Region 2 and Region 3. The average processing

time for one slice required by our previous framework and the proposed framework

are 8 seconds and 30 seconds. The comparison between our previous framework

and the proposed framework in terms of performance (Table 1) and processing time

clearly reveals the advantages of the proposed framework over the previous one.

The proposed framework, with exactly the same training and test set configuration,

achieves comparable scores in Region 1 and slightly outperforms the previous one

in both Region 2 and Region 3. The proposed framework (8 seconds) requires less

than one third of the average execution time for one slice of the previous method

(30 seconds).

We also show in Table 2 the performances of three state-of-the-art discriminative

approaches [28, 29, 30] evaluated on the same dataset. Scores are directly extracted

from their published papers. This table is for reference only due to the lack of their

training and testing set configurations. Nevertheless, we can conclude that our pro-

posed approaches achieves competitive performance compared to the state-of-the-

art approaches. In addition, better generalization ability of the proposed framework

is observed when we compare the CV type used in our framework to those in their

approaches (Table 3). This means, the proposed framework achieves comparable

performance with much less training cases, but still perform well on more unseen

images.

Conclusions

A novel automated framework for multi-label brain tumor segmentation is proposed

in this paper. As an enhanced version of our previous framework in [16], the pro-

posed framework has advantages in both performance and processing time. PCA-

Split initialization provides compact and representative training samples for kernel

dictionary learning, which significantly reduce training and processing time with-

out scarifying good models for related classes. Kernel sparse representation based

on kernel dictionary learning and kernel sparse coding is utilized in the graph-cut

method together with the topological information of brain structure to arrive at a

segmentation decision. The results show that the proposed framework gives a com-

parable performance while better generalization ability is observed when compared
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to the state-of-the-art discriminative approaches.

We plan to include topological information in the generation of sparse represen-

tation as an extra regularization term, instead of optimizing sparse representation

and graph-cuts separately, such that jointly optimization can be achieved and hence

better sparse representation and result are expected.
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Table 2

Performance of state-of-the-art methods

Dice Jaccard Sensitivity

Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3 Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3 Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3

mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std

Region 1 73.4 — 79.0 17.0 80.2 12.4 59.8 — — — 68.4 15.3 85.7 — — — 85.9 12.6

Region 2 60.8 — 60.0 26.0 69.1 22.0 48.5 — — — 56.1 21.2 67.8 — — — 71.9 26.2

Region 3 63.5 — 53.0 25.0 69.8 24.7 50.8 — — — 57.8 23.2 66.8 — — — 68.0 27.0

Table 3

CV Type used in the state-of-the-art approaches

Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3

CV Type 20-fold Leave-one-out 5-fold

Approach 1 is proposed by Buendia et al.[28], Approach 2 is proposed by Cordier et al.[29] and Approach 3 is proposed by Meier et al.[30]
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Abstract: The current paper introduces a novel controller design approach dealing with the

control of affine Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) systems using the abstract mathematical

properties of the LPV parameter space and classical state-feedback design. By the designed

controller structure the parameter dependent LPV system mimics a given selected reference

LTI system reaching given performance specifications originally prescribed for the reference

LTI system. Further, the actual feedback gains are calculated by comparison to the reference

control gains - thus, realizing a ”relative control”. The method is demonstrated on given

nonlinear biomedical problems with simulation results under MATLAB.

Keywords: LPV model; Affine LPV; qLPV; Physiological control

1 Introduction

Nonlinear controller design is a challenging task even using current increased com-

putational power. Although the physical reality is mostly nonlinear, the most widely

used controller design approaches are based on linear controller design methodolo-

gies providing particular solutions around the favorable operating range of the origi-

nal systems. In the last decade, different controller design solutions appeared trying

to describe and handle the whole operation range of the nonlinear systems based on

optimization, iteration or else and they exploited the possibilities of the increased

numerical calculation capacities [1].

The recently developed Robust Fixed Point Transformation (RFPT)-based controller

design [2] uses inverse kinematics and dynamics to accurately approximate the sys-

tem to be controlled and formalize the control task as a fixed point problem. If the

conditions are satisfied through the convergence of Cauchy series in the Banach-

space the controller adapts itself to the requirements of the system along the prede-

fined performance specification [2].

Significant direction is the usage of the Lyapunov stability theorems combined with

Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) methodology, as the conditions of the stability are
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defined as Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) and the solutions, namely, the appropri-

ate controllers can be calculated through advanced LMI-optimization tools [3]. This

direction is represented by the Tensor Product (TP) transformation based controller

design which originates from the Fuzzy theorem and uses the LPV-LMI optimiza-

tion methods [4].

The current research work focuses to an other direction, namely, how can be used

the mathematical properties of the LPV parameter space in controller design re-

garding the classical state feedback control in such a way that the completed con-

troller structure handles the LPV system and through the original nonlinear system.

This approach does not require convex LMI optimization neither inverse kinemat-

ics, however, it can provide global stability.

The paper is structured, as follows: first we introduce the affine LPV systems and

the classical state feedback approaches; after, we present the proposed novel con-

trol scheme; then the method is demonstrated via a nonlinear biomedical problems;

finally, we conclude the results of the research.

2 Affine LPV Configuration

The affine LPV configuration originates from the Linear-Time Invariant (LTI) and

Variant (LTV) systems. The classical state-space representation of an LTI system

can be described as:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Ed(t)
y(t) =Cx(t)+Du(t)+D2d(t)

, (1)

where A(t) ∈ R
n×n is the state matrix, B(t) ∈ R

n×m and E(t) ∈ R
n×l are the control

and disturbance input matrices, C(t) ∈ R
p×n is the output matrix, D(t) ∈ R

p×m and

D2(t) ∈ R
p×l are the input and disturbance feed-forward matrices. The x(t) ∈ R

n,

u(t) ∈ R
m, d(t) ∈ R

l vectors are the state, control and disturbance input vectors.

Similar to LTI systems, the parameter dependent affine LPV systems can be de-

scribed easily with their general state-space representation:

ẋ(t) = A(p(t))x(t)+B(p(t))u(t)+E(p(t))d(t)
y(t) =C(p(t))x(t)+D(p(t))u(t)+D2(p(t))d(t)

. (2)

In this case, each matrix is a function of the parameter vector p(t) ∈ R
k, which is a

k-dimensional real time function and the elements of it are the scheduling variables

- the preliminary selected functions of the given nonlinear system [3]. Thus, this

configuration allows to handle the nonlinear system as a linear one by hiding the

nonlinearity of the system inside the scheduling variables. Hence, by the use of

LPV systems linear controller design methodologies can be applied on the nonlinear

systems itself.

Among different representation of LPV systems, in the affine case the scheduling

parameter is a function of the a state / states and these dependencies can be described
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as follows [3]:

A(p(t)) = A0 +
k

∑
i=1

pi(t)Ai B(p(t)) = B0 +
k

∑
i=1

pi(t)Bi

E(p(t)) = E0 +
k

∑
i=1

pi(t)Ei C(p(t)) =C0 +
k

∑
i=1

pi(t)Ci

D(p(t)) = D0 +
k

∑
i=1

pi(t)Di D2(p(t)) = D2,0 +
k

∑
i=1

pi(t)D2,i

. (3)

3 State Feedback and Gain-Scheduling Control

The idea of optimal state feedback control for LTI systems originates from the 1960s

when the cost function based optimization appeared in modern control engineering.

Over decades, different cost functions and feedback gain calculation techniques ap-

peared like quadratic regulation, energy minimization, time minimization or track-

ing error minimization, etc. [5]. Regarding to LPV systems the first generation of

gain scheduling control techniques were developed in the late 1990s [6, 7].

In case of state feedback control, the control signal occurs in the following form:

u(t) =−Kx(t) , (4)

where K ∈ R
m×n is the feedback gain matrix. K can be designed via different

iteration-based methods. For example, in case of Linear-Quadratic (LQ) control,

the control input of (4) minimizes the following cost function [8]:

J(u) =
∫ ∞

0

(

xT Qx+uT Ru+2xT Nu
)

dt , (5)

and the optimal gain K can be calculated by solving the control algebraic Ricatti

equation [8]:

AT X +XA− (XB+N)R−1(BT X +NT )+Q = 0

K = R−1(BT S+NT )
. (6)

The optimal K gain provides better control performances through pole-placement

of LTI systems. In general, this configuration modifies the open-loop Aopen state

matrix into Aclosed = Aopen −BK via (4). The poles of the characteristic equation

can be calculated, as follows:

| Iλ −A+BK |= 0 . (7)

In gain-scheduling control, which is a natural choice in case of affine LPV system,

the optimal gain becomes parameter dependent [6]:

u(t) =−K(p(t))x(t) . (8)

The class of p(t) dependent controllers of (8) are similar with the class of p(t)
dependent system of (2). Since, the continuous controller design is impossible,
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the reasonable choice is to divide the k dimensional parameter space into different

slices. Hence, different controllers have to be designed for each slice and these con-

trollers can handle the occurring LTI systems inside these slices. The drawback is

the high computational capacity, complex switching schedule (as p(t) varies over

time) and the necessary advanced methods providing global stability.

Instead of this natural, however sometimes unmanageable configuration, the poly-

topic model configuration and polytopic controller design spread out in control en-

gineering [3, 9–11].

In politopic cases, the number of necessary controllers are reduced. If, the parameter

space is handled as a vector space and the occurring LTI systems (”system trajec-

tory”) are inside a given region of the vector space, a convex hull can be designed,

which wraps the system trajectory. As a result, it is enough to design specified

number of controllers to the determining point of the p-space. Thus, if the con-

vexity properties are fulfilled, the resulting controller (as convex combination of

the designed controllers) can handle each occurring LTI system inside the poly-

tope [10,11]. The benefits of these methods are the drawbacks at the same time: the

necessary deep mathematical knowledge and understanding, high computational ca-

pacity. The global stability is only particularly true, i.e. if the system trajectory does

not exit from the convex hull (the value of p(t) cannot be higher or lower than the

predefined values) [11, 12].

4 Novel, Specific Control Scheme

We have previously investigated the opportunities of using the mathematical prop-

erties of the parameter space in order to define norm-based performance markers

for LPV systems and examined the general properties of models used in diabetes

researches [11]. However, these properties can be observed in large number of

physiological systems, as well:

• Input(s) are not affected by nonlinearities and do not have direct inputs-outputs

connection (D and D2 are persistent in time and zero matrices)

• Output(s) are not affected by nonlinearities

• Since the nonlinearities do not affect the inputs and the outputs, it is not nec-

essary to select their elements as scheduling parameters, which means that

B and C are independent from the parameter vector p; moreover, these are

usually time-independent

• The nonlinearities only appear in the state matrix A(p(t)) regarding to the

nonlinear system dynamics, nonlinear cross effects and nonlinear coupling;

the patient variabilities mostly occur in the elements of A.

The necessity, which originally brought to life the LPV methods and theories was

to handle the nonlinear systems as linear ones. Thus, each element of the time-

dependent and nonlinear A should be selected as scheduling variable.
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In our previous study [11], we have shown that every parameter dependent LPV sys-

tem can be equivocally determined by the belonging parameter vector if the above

statements are fulfilled. In other words, each p parameter vector (a point in the

parameter space) belongs to an underlying LTI system S(p), further, each S(p) is

equivocally determined by its corresponding p parameter vector.

4.1 Investigated LPV Model Class

Our investigation focuses on LPV systems that have parameter dependent elements

only in their A(p(t)), as follows:

ẋ(t) = A(p(t))x(t)+Bu(t)+Ed(t)
y(t) =Cx(t)+Du(t)+D2d(t)

. (9)

If the parameter vector is persistent in time, the belonging parameter dependent LPV

system can be simplified to an LTI system. Moreover, the vary of p(t) realizes the

system trajectory, which consist of infinite number of LTI systems. In this case,

each points in the parameter space equivocally determines an underlying LTI sys-

tem. This property allows to define different norms in the parameter space on the

parameter vectors, however, most of them can be interpreted on the underlying LTI

system.

In this study, we deal with this specific model class and the proposed controller

design method is valid on this particular group of models (mostly true in case of

physiological systems).

4.2 Mathematical Background

Definition 1. Similarity of matrices [13]: A quadratic, n×n matrix A is similar to

a matrix B, if an invertible C matrix exists that A =C−1BC. Notation: A ∼ B.

The definition above has wide range of applications. Two of them can be found in

the following theorems [13, 14]:

Theorem 1. Similarity invariance of the determinants of matrices: If A ∼ B, then

|A|= |B|.
Proof. Let A ∼ B, namely, A =C−1BC. Then |A|= |C−1BC|= |C−1||B||C|= |B|,
since |C||C−1|= 1 [13].

Theorem 2. If A ∼ B, then the characteristic polynomials of the matrices and thus,

the eigenvalues and the geometric and algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvalues of

the matrices are the same.

Proof. Let A ∼ B, namely, A = C−1BC. Then A − λ I = C−1BC − λC−1IC =
C−1(BC−λ IC) =C−1(B−λ I)C, namely, A−λ I ∼ B−λ I [13].

These mathematical tools can be used to define eigenvalues equality rules for state

feedback systems.
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4.3 The Completed Feedback Gain Matrix

Let us define the compact form of (9):

(

ẋ(t)
y(t)

)

=

(

A(p(t)) B E

C D D2

)





x(t)
u(t)
d(t)



= S(p(t))





x(t)
u(t)
d(t)



 , (10)

where S(p(t)) ∈ R
(n+p)×(n+m+l). When p is persistent in time, (10) simplifies to a

LTI system, which is represented by S of (11).

(

ẋ(t)
y(t)

)

= S





x(t)
u(t)
d(t)



 . (11)

Each LPV system is dependent from the parameter vector p(t), which may vary in

time. As we mentioned earlier, this variation realizes a system trajectory S(p(t))
in the parameter space, which consist of infinite number of LTI systems. These

LTI systems appear over time, during the variation of p(t). The only difference be-

tween the occurred LTI systems are the different belonging parameter vectors, if the

aforementioned requirements - each nonlinearity causing and time variant terms and

variables have to be selected as scheduling parameter in order to avoid underlying

differences, the nullspace problem, etc. [11] - are fulfilled.

From state feedback design point of view, without gain scheduling or other ad-

vanced techniques that would mean the need of infinite number of optimal gains

to handle the occurring LTI systems (in continuous time), which is obviously im-

possible. However, if we want to apply the linear state feedback controller design

techniques on the given LPV system, we can utilize this property, namely, the dif-

ference between the occurring LTI systems are only the values of the belonging

parameter vectors.

In order to embed the ”difference” into the controller scheme, we applied the re-

sults of our previous study [11]. In this study, we concluded that it is possible to

use 2-norm based difference interpreted on the space of the parameter vector to de-

fine dissimilarities between LTI systems, which belong to given parameter vectors.

For example, in case of two points a and b in the parameter space represented by

”persistent” parameter vectors, the 2-norm based difference among these is:

e = ||pa − pb|| . (12)

This difference marker allows the description of the difference between arbitrary

points in the parameter space, in other words, the dissimilarities among different

belonging LTI system (e.g. in the above mentioned case the dissimilarity between

S(pa) and S(pb). Moreover, it is possible to use e(t) as a function of time, when

we describe the difference between a reference point pre f and the p(t) and of course

the dissimilarity between the belonging underlying LTI systems, S(pre f ) and S(p(t).
In the followings a 2D parameter space example is presented: having two schedul-

ing variables p(t) ∈ R
2. During the operation of the system, the p(t) varies over

time from pact(t0) to pact(tn). It is possible to describe the 2-norm based difference
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between the reference point pre f and actual parameter vector pact (and actual dis-

similarity between S(pre f ) and S(p(t)) by e(t).

S(pre f )

S(pact(t0))

S(pact(tn))

S(pact(tp))

e(tp)

p1(t)

p
2
(t
)

Figure 1

2D example of the interpretation of the 2-norm based difference between a reference point (reference

system) and the actual p(t) (actual LTI system S(p(t)) ).

Let us define a reference point in the parameter space pre f , which serves as the ref-

erence parameter vector and Sre f as its corresponding LTI reference system. Conse-

quently classical state feedback design can be applied on Sre f . Generally, the goal

of controller design in such methodologies is to provide optimal feedback gains as a

result of an integral optimization process. The appearing optimal feedback gain has

to stabilize the system, and to reach better properties for the system to be controlled.

This should be done by the new poles of characteristic equation. Let us consider that

Kre f is an eligible and optimal gain for the Sre f LTI system. In this case, the modi-

fied state matrix of the state-feedback reference system will be A(pre f )−BKre f and

the eigenvalues λre f can be calculated via solving the characteristic equation:

| Iλre f − (Are f −BKre f ) |=| Iλre f −Are f +BKre f |= 0 . (13)

In the parameter space, each underlying parameter dependent LTI system S(p) is

unequivocally determined by its belonging parameter vector p. If, the dissimilar-

ity between the parameter dependent LTI systems can be described by the 2-norm

based difference of the parameter vectors (as we have seen earlier), then it is possi-

ble to use this connection to define such kind of unique, completed state feedback

controller, which is designed for the reference LTI system S(pre f ); however, it can

deal with each occurring LTI system S(p(t)) during operation. Moreover, if this

completed controller can provide stability and good performance criteria for the ref-

erence system S(pre f ), it can provide the same properties for each occurring S(p)
(and the LPV system S(p(t))). On the other hand, that means that, if we have a

nonlinear system, we can transform it to an LPV system and with this approach,

we can design a controller handling this LPV and in ultimate sense, the nonlinear

system itself.
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First of all, we consider that the LPV system is in the form of (10); thus, only the

state matrix A(p(t)) is parameter dependent. Let consider the closed-loop system

matrix as follows:

A(p(t))−B(Kre f +Ke(t)) , (14)

where e(t) is the 2-norm based difference between the pre f and p(t) and Km×n is

a continuously calculable gain. At this point, two main considerations are needed.

The first, that this configuration has to provide the stability, namely, the state matrix

(14) of the newly defined closed-loop system should have eigenvalues with negative

real parts. The second, this criteria can be satisfied, if we apply a specific form of

the above defined Theorem (1)-(2).

Let Are f +BKre f ∼ A(p(t))−B(Kre f +Ke(t)), which means that the eigenvalues of

the two matrices are equal λ (pre f ) = λ (p(t)) at ∀p(t), if λ (p(t)) is the eigenval-

ues of (A(p(t))−B(Kre f +Ke(t))). This is only possible, if the similarity trans-

formation matrix is the In×n unity matrix. Namely, Are f −BKre f = I−1(A(p(t))−
B(Kre f +Ke(t)))I, i.e. the introduced completed gain has to provide the ”smoother”

similarity, but also the ”strict” equality criteria. Shortly, the proposed completed

feedback gain Kre f +Ke(t) has to provide the equality of not just the eigenvalues

λ (pre f ) = λ (p(t)), but also the equality of the matrices, as well:

Are f −BKre f = A(p(t))−B(Kre f +Ke(t)) . (15)

4.4 Consequences, Controller Design and Limitations

Let us consider that p(t) can be measured or estimated. In this case, the only un-

known in matrix in (15) is K. By rearranging (15), the K can be calculated at every

p(t):

K =
B−1(Are f −BKre f −A(p(t))+BKre f )

e(t)
=

B−1(Are f −A(p(t)))

e(t)
(16)

In this way:

A(p(t))−B(Kre f +Ke(t)) =

A(p(t))−B

(

Kre f +
B−1(Are f −BKre f −A(p(t))+BKre f )

e(t)
e(t)

)

, (17)

such a controller structure appears, which can provide that the LPV system S(p(t))
is going to behave as the feedback controlled LTI reference system S(pre f ) itself,

regardless from the actual value of p(t). Shortly, the LPV system will mimic the

feedback controlled reference LTI system.

Figure 2 demonstrates the completed control loop in compact form - which is neces-

sary to realize this idea in practice. Since, we considered that p(t) can be measured

or estimated, the 2-norm based difference is available at any time.

At this point, we can summarize the main steps which are needed in order to realize

the proposed controller design method:
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S(p(t))

K(pre f )+Ke(t)

z(t) x(t)

‖.‖2

p(t)

pre f

-

y(t)
r(t) u(t)

-

Figure 2

Feedback control loop with completed gain

1. Realize and validate the LPV models in appropriate form (from the original

nonlinear model),

2. Select the reference point pre f , which determines S(pre f ) reference system in

accordance to the needs of reality; namely, the selection of such a reference

LTI S(pre f ) system is needed, which can provide the best operating results

from the given application point of view.

3. State feedback controller design via linear controller design method in order

to realize the optimal Kre f gain for the S(pre f ) system.

4. Design of the eligible controller scheme, including the appropriate form of

(16).

5. Realize of the control environment.

Through the above mentioned points, the controller design is possible and easy to

handle. This novel method may provide another controller design possibility then

gain scheduling or LPV-LMI based approaches, but have limitation as well:

1. In this point, we summarized the considerations so far, which are needed in

order to use this controller design approach: the nonlinear system should be

given in form of (10) or has to be transformed to this term; only the A(p(t))
can be parameter dependent in (10); p(t) should be measurable or estimable;

S(pre f ) should be a well selected reference LTI system from the given appli-

cation point of view. Each nonlinear system which is state-space represented,

can be transformed to the form of (10), if the nonlinearities are connected to

the selected state variables.

2. The invertibility of B is a key point. Generally, Bn×m is not a square matrix

and occasionally contains dependent linearly columns, as well. Here we have

three cases: (i) B is square matrix and invertible; (ii) B is not a square matrix,

however, does not contain linearly dependent columns; (iii) B is not square

matrix and does contain linearly dependent columns. In the first (i) case, B

is invertible and (16) can be used to calculate K. For the second (ii ) case, if

B is not a square matrix, but linearly independent, the left hand side matrix

multiplication of B with BT can be a solution. In this manner, the completion
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of (15)-(16) is necessary, as follows:

Are f −BKre f = A(p(t))−B(Kre f +Ke(t))
(Are f −BKre f −A(p(t))+BKre f ) = BKe(t))
BT (Are f −A(p(t))) = BT BKe(t))

K =
(BT B)−1BT (Are f −A(p(t)))

e(t)

, (18)

where the BT B term becomes now a square matrix and without linear depen-

dency among the columns of it is invertible. The most unfavorable case is the

third (iii) case when B is not a square matrix and does have linearly depen-

dency. In this case, BT B may be singular. However, with other techniques

like singular value decomposition (SVD) [14], BT B can be approximated or

through Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method [15], the BT B can be trans-

formed such that the linear dependency can be eliminated. However, if these

techniques are not usable the K in form of (16) cannot be calculated, only BK

can be calculated.

3. The third important point is the question of singularity. When the reference

point pre f and the actual parameter vector p(t) are equal to each other, e(t) =
0, which causes that K of (16) becomes infinite. In order to avoid this situation

in practice, a condition should be embedded into the calculation of K via (19):

K =







0 if − ε < e(t)< ε

B−1(Are f −A(p(t)))

e(t)
otherwise

, (19)

where ε is a real number. If, e(t) = 0 it means pre f = p(t) and S(pre f ) =
S(p(t)); in other words, for those LTI systems where p(t) is near to pre f ,

namely, S(p(t))|−ε<e(t)<ε we apply only the Kre f feedback gain. However,

the goal is to avoid singularity, hence ε can be as small as numerically does

not cause problems during the calculations. Rationally, the Kre f gain is the

optimal gain for S(pre f ) LTI system. In the small ”environment” of S(pre f ),
when S(p(t)) is near to equal S(pre f ), the Kre f is able to handle the system

S(p(t))|−ε<e(t)<ε (provide stability, etc.), however, approximation error can

be occur.

In the following section, we demonstrated the proposed methodology in case of

different models between various circumstances.

5 Case Studies

Two different control examples are examined on nonlinear models to demonstrate

the applicability of the presented method. The examinations are made alongside the

aforementioned main steps:

1. Realization and validation of valid LPV models in appropriate form

2. Design of the eligible controller scheme
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3. Realization of the control environment

5.1 Control of a Simple Nonlinear System

First the demonstration is done on a simply ”academic”’nonlinear system without

input-output limitations, where each state variables can be considered outputs as

well. The system dynamics are described with the following equations:

ẋ1(t) = x1(t)x2(t)+u1(t)

ẋ1(t) =−2x2(t)+4
√

x3(t)x2(t)+u2(t)
ẋ1(t) =−2x3(t)+u3(t)

. (20)

Selecting x1(t) and
√

x3(t) as scheduling variables, i.e. p(t) = [x1(t),
√

x3(t)]
T the

equation can be written in form of (9):





ẋ1(t)
ẋ2(t)
ẋ3(t)



= A(p(t))





x1(t)
x2(t)
x3(t)



+B





u1(t)
u2(t)
u3(t)



 , (21)

where A(p(t)),B,C and D are, if the output is x1:

A(p(t)) =





0 0 0

0 −2 0

0 0 −2



+





0 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0



 p1(t)+





0 0 0

4 0 0

0 0 0



 p2(t) (22)

and

B =





1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1



 C =
[

1 0 0
]

D =
[

0 0 0
]

. (23)

We considered that there is no disturbance in the system. Considering pre f =
[−1,1]T the reference point, the underlying LTI state matrix Apre f

becomes:

Apre f
=





0 −1 0

4
√

1 −2 0

0 0 −2



 . (24)

The eigenvalues of Apre f
are λre f = [−1± 1.7321i,−2] meaning that the reference

LTI system is stable. However, the higher imaginary parts may cause higher oscil-

lations in the answer of the system.

In order to realize the completed controller structure, the last missing part is the ref-

erence gain Kre f , the optimal feedback gain for S(pre f ). We found that the rank of

the controllability matrix was 3, i.e. the system is controllable (n = 3). We designed

an LQ regulator via the MATLAB embedded lqr order. Our goal was to only to

introduce the completed controller design method; hence, we did not focus on the

selection of Q and R. Thus, we applied a standard rule during selection of Q and R:
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Q =CTC and R = Im (unity matrix). In the given circumstances we concluded that

the reference feedback gain was equal to:

Kre f =





0.436 −0.1 0

−0.1 0.0469 0

0 0 0



 . (25)

With this Kre f , the eigenvalues of the closed-loop reference state matrix A(pre f )−
BKre f are λre f ,closed = [−1.2415± 1.7439i,−2], which means that with this Q and

R the Kre f causes only a small improvement in the eigenvalues (smaller real and

imaginary parts).

We have applied reference compensation, namely set-point control to determine the

steady state values of the states. However, as A(p(t)) is parameter dependent and

vary in time, the necessary compensator has to follow these changes. The parameter

dependent compensator matrices can be calculated as follows [8]:

[

A(p(t))
B

][

Nx

Nu

]

=

[

On×m

Im

]

→
[

Nx

Nu

]

=

[

A(p(t))
B

]−1 [
On×m

Im

]

, (26)

where On×m is the zero matrix, while Im the unity matrix. The applied reference was

persistent in time, with values of r = [10,15,14]T and the initial state values were

x0 = [20,20,20]T . In order to avoid singularity during calculation of K, we applied

ε = 1e−5 limit (−1e−5 < e(t)< 1e−5 → K = Kre f , otherwise K is calculated as

in (16).

Results can be seen on Fig. 3. The upper left figure shows the changing of the

state variables of the reference LTI system S(pre f ) in time, while the top right figure

shows the changing of the state variables of the LPV system S(p(t)) in time. The

lower left diagram shows the error between the system. Since, the order is 1e-14,

only numerical calculation error can be seen between the systems during operation.

The lower right diagram shows the parameter space. The pre f is the reference pa-

rameter vector, the ppar,start and ppar,end is the starting and ending points of p(t)
parameter vector.

One can see that the completed controller works well and the parameter dependent

LPV system mimics the behavior of the reference LTI system regardless from the

variation of p(t) over time.

5.2 Control of Nonlinear Compartment Model

In this example we demonstrated our controller solution in case of physiological

compartmental models with high nonlinearities. Compartmental modeling is ex-

tremely useful and widely used in modeling of physiological systems [16]. Since,

this example system can be handled as a physiological system, we tried the opera-

tion of the controller with ”high” saturations.
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Figure 3

Result of the simulations

Consider an arbitrary compartmental model given by the following equations:

ẋ1(t) =−k
x1(t)

1+ax1(t)
+bx2(t)− c(x2(t)+ z)x1(t)+

u1(t)

V1

ẋ2(t) =−k
x2(t)

(1+dx2(t))
−bx2(t)+

u2(t)

V2

, (27)

where a = 0.4 [L/mmol], b = 0.1 [1/min], c = 0.5 [1/min], d = 0.005 [L/mmol],

k = 0.8 [1/min], z = 0.1 [mmol/L], V1=2 [L] and V2=1 [L]. The x1(t) and x2(t) are

the states and u1 and u2 [mmol/min] are the inputs. The model has three nonlin-

earities: the natural degradations of the compartments are loaded with Michaelis-

Menten-type saturations and x2 has a coupling to an output of x1. Figure 4 shows

the graphical representation of the model.

The selected scheduling variables are p=

[

k

1+ax1(t)
,x2(t)+z,

k

1+dx2(t)

]T

. Sim-

ilarly to (20)-(21), the state-space representation of the LPV system can be written,

as follows (x1 and x2 are considered outputs as well):

(

ẋ1(t)
ẋ2(t)

)

= A(p(t))

(

x1(t)
x2(t)

)

+B

(

u1(t)
u2(t)

)

A(p(t)) =

[

0 b

0 −b

]

+

[

−1 0

0 0

]

p1(t)+

[

0 0

−c 0

]

p2(t)+

[

0 0

0 −1

]

p3(t)

B =

[

1/V1 0

0 1/V2

]

C =
[

1 1
]

D =
[

0 0
]

. (28)

The selected reference parameter vector is pre f = [0.6667,0.6,0.64]T (where [x1,d ,x2,d ]
T =
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k

1+ax1(t)

k

1+dx2(t)b

c x2(t)+ z

1/V1

u1(t)

1/V2

u2(t)

Figure 4

Nonlinear compartmental model

[0.5,0.5]T ). At the reference point, the A(pre f ) is equal to:

A(pre f ) =

[

−0.6697 0.1
0 −0.74

]

. (29)

and the eigenvalues of the A(pre f ) are λ = [−0.6697,−0.74]T , i.e. the reference LTI

system is stable, however, the poles are close to zero. The rank of the controllability

matrix is 2, i.e. the reference LTI system is controllable (n = 2). We used the

MATLAB care order to design the Kre f gain beside Q = I2 (unity matrix) and R =
0.01I2. The obtained result is:

Kre f =

[

8.7493 0.058

0.1161 9.2883

]

. (30)

This Kre f provides that the eigenvalues of the closed-loop reference state matrix

A(pre f )−BKre f are λre f ,closed = [−5.046,−10.0267]T - which is a good improve-

ment, since the new eigenvalues are much far from zero. The completed controller

structure will provides that the parameter dependent LPV system’s closed-loop state

matrix will be equal to λre f ,closed regardless from the actual value of p(t). From here,

K can be calculated at each iteration as (19).

We applied the same reference compensation as in the previous example. In order

to realize this, we used (26) to calculate the compensator matrices at each iterations

during operation. The selected reference levels were r = [8,7]T , the initial states

x0 = [20,10]T and the selected bound in order to avoid singularity was ε = 1e− 5

during calculation of K based on (19).

The results can be seen on Fig. 5. The upper left diagram shows the change of

the state variables of the reference LTI system S(pre f ) over time, while the upper

right diagram represents the simulation results over time of the state variables of the

parameter dependent LPV system S(p(t)). The difference (error) between them is

represented by the lower left diagram. However, as the p(t) varies over time (as the

lower right diagram shows), there is only numerical difference between the states

of S(pre f ) and S(p(t)). That means, the LPV system and indirectly, the original

nonlinear system, precisely mimics the behavior of the reference LTI system over

time. Since, the given example is a physiological one, we tried the accuracy of the

proposed controller structure, if there is a saturation on the control input, which
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Figure 5

Results of the simulation without control input saturations

does not allow the occurrence of physiological not relevant control inputs (control

inputs only can be positive or has to be higher than a given amount). We have found

that the results are different than the previous case, which mostly come from that

fact, that the selected scheduling variables are dependent from the actual values of

the states. Namely, the state variables are coupled to the S(p(t)) through the p(t).
However, we did not use any saturation on the values of the state variables to com-

pensate the effect of the saturation.

Figure 6 represents this latter scenario, when saturation is applied. Each parame-

ter turned to be the same during the simulation, except that we consider that the

input signal cannot be negative at all. The results shows that there is a difference

between the states of S(pre f ) and S(p(t)) over time. However, the controller can

handle the situation and can provide stable control for S(p(t)). The difference is

slowly decreasing and the state variables reach the predefined reference levels.

Conclusions

In this paper we introduced a novel LPV-based controller design approach. This

method provides a mixture of classical, optimal state-feedback control and a sup-

plementary control, which is based on the 2-norm difference between parameter

vectors (and belonging parameter dependent LTI systems) of the LPV parameter

space. The main advantage of the proposed controller structure is that it is sufficient

to design a reference controller for a reference LTI system and the actual, neces-

sary control action, over time, will be determined by comparison to this reference

controller through algebraic manipulations. Moreover, the LPV system will mimic

the behavior of the reference system over time, requiring an appropriately selected

reference LTI system. The completed controller can thus guarantee the stability of

the system. Moreover, it is enough to determine performance specifications only for

the reference LTI system - due to the completed controller forces, the LPV system

will aquire these specifications, as well.
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Figure 6

Results of the simulation with control input saturations
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Abstract: Heart failure (HF) is a complex syndrome without an objective definition. It has 

become a serious problem in public health policies because of the increased prevalence, 

high cost of treatment, frequent re-hospitalization and high mortality. Neither strict 

standards for HF classification nor single-type treatments are currently available. The 

non-specific clinical symptoms make diagnosis at early stages difficult, leading to 

deterioration and hospitalization. The use of advanced medical techniques and newly 

developed medicines may decrease mortality, but many HF patients still have a low quality 

of life because of insufficient muscular endurance and limited activities. Recent reports 

have shown that exercise programs contribute to the recovery of cardiac functions and 

improve clinical results for most HF patients. However, excessive, intense exercise may 

increase the risk of death, particularly for cardiac-related patients. In this study, different 

HF types are categorized and a safe, customized mechanism for self-exercise training 

integrating Internet-of-Medical-Thing devices and cloud computing technologies is 

proposed. The detected biometric features of the HF patients are linked to the personal 

communication devices of the patients and doctors, a cloud server system and the hospital 

medical information system. The proposed system mainly collects heart rate and metabolic 

equivalent features in a real-time manner from the Internet-of-Medical-Thing devices worn 

by patients. Measured data are dynamically compared to customized maximum limitations 

that are defined by rehabilitation physicians according to the patient’s cardio-pulmonary 

exercise testing record in the hospital. A prototype system was successfully developed and 

validated with several test cases and showed excellent performance at an affordable cost. 

The proposed mechanism provides a customized platform for HF patients to pursue a better 

quality of life, based on prognostic exercise prescription using a safe self-exercise training 

mechanism. 

Keywords: chronic heart failure; ejection fraction; heart rate; metabolic equivalent; 

Internet-of-Medical-Thing 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Epidemiology and Symptom of Heart Failure 

Heart failure (HF) is a complex, irreversible, costly, and high-mortality disease 
that is becoming an increasing health problem affecting public health policies 
worldwide. Epidemiologic studies have described the critical social burden of HF 
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because of its high prevalence, frequent rehospitalization rates, and high 
healthcare costs [1]. For example, more than 5 million people reportedly suffer 
from HF in the United States, and more than 30 billion dollars are required for 
medical treatment of HF patients each year [2]. The prevalence of HF in the 
Taiwanese population is as high as 16% for elderly people (age greater than 65 
years) and annual reports of health statistics have shown that heart-related diseases 
have become the second leading cause of death in recent years [3]. Similar to that 
in other countries, the health budget burden from frequent rehospitalization caused 
by HF-related diagnoses is significantly increased. The cost of hospitalization for 
HF patients has increased by an average of 5.5% over the past decade in Taiwan. 
This may be because of the success of thrombolysis and intravascular stent 
therapies, which have greatly increased the survival rates of myocardial infarction 
patients in recent years. However, all heart-related diseases and most chronic 
diseases can progressively become an epidemic of heart failure and create a major 
public health problem worldwide [4]. Despite the development of advanced 
medications and surgical therapies for HF patients, HF remains a progressive, 
irreversible, and ultimately fatal disease over a short period because of poor 
prognosis. 

The general symptoms of HF are associated with progressive conditions of fatigue 
and dyspnea, and limit the daily activities of patients, resulting in serious invisible 
disabilities [5]. However, the symptoms of HF are not obvious at earlier stages, 
and patients often ignore common symptoms such as asthma or breathing 
problems. Thus, HF patients at risk are frequently reluctant to seek medical 
assistance until they are in serious conditions or in a late-stage. Another challenge 
is that HF symptoms are quite variable, such as abnormal breathing conditions, 
dyspnea, fatigue, leg edema, difficulty sleeping, loss of appetite, coughing with 
phlegm or mucus foam, memory loss, and confusion. HF is a complex syndrome 
without a simple objective definition and is easily misdiagnosed like other chronic 
diseases, limiting the opportunity for early therapies. 

1.2 Major Categories of HF Disease 

Accurate diagnosis of HF enables appropriate management and greater benefit 
from early treatment for HF patients. In this study, we initially divided HF patients 
into five major groups including systolic, diastolic, valvular, atrial fibrillation, and 
non-specified HF types. Systolic HF is very common in male patients and those 
with ischemic heart diseases [6]. Clinically, we used an ejection fraction (EF) of 
50% in the left ventricle as a threshold [7]. Valvular heart disease is characterized 
by damaged conditions or a defect in one of the four heart valves: mitral and aortic 
valves in the left heart and tricuspid and pulmonary valves in the right heart. 
Normal functioning valves ensure that blood flows with proper force, direction, 
and time. In valvular type heart disease, the valves become too narrow and 
hardened (stenotic) to open fully, or are unable to close completely (incompetent). 
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A stenotic valve forces blood to flow back to the adjacent heart chamber, while an 
incompetent valve leaks blood back into the previous chamber [8]. To compensate 
for the poor pumping action, the heart muscle enlarges and thickens, thereby 
losing elasticity and efficiency. Diastolic HF is ascribed to the natural effect of 
aging on the heart. It is mainly caused by the stiffening of heart muscles, which 
can prevent the patient’s heart from properly filling with blood [9]. Diastolic HF 
may not reduce the ejection fraction compared to systolic HF patients. In diastolic 
HF, the left ventricle may pump well during the systole; however, it does not fill 
with enough blood during the diastole. A patient’s ventricle may have a normal 
EF, but an insufficient amount of blood is pumped out. As a result, the ventricle 
pumps out less blood with each beat. The criteria for the diagnosis of diastolic HF 
remain imprecise, making it difficult to conduct valid clinical trials of treatment. 
The problem is compounded by the fact that systolic and diastolic HF commonly 
coexist when patients present with many ischemic and non-ischemic etiologies of 
HF. Narrowly defined, diastolic HF has often been defined as "heart failure with 
normal systolic function" (i.e. LVEF is greater than 50%) [10]. In this study, we 
also adopted an EF of 50% as a criterion in accordance with pulmonary edema 
and congestion conditions from chest X-ray examination reports to identify 
diastolic HF cases. Atrial fibrillation (AF) appears with abnormal heart rhythm 
and can be characterized and diagnosed as rapid and irregular beating through an 
electrocardiogram device [11]. AF is strongly associated with heart failure, 
coronary artery disease, valvular heart disease, diabetes mellitus, and hypertension. 
Normally, findings from 12-lead electrocardiogram can confirm the diagnosis of 
AF; hence, patients with an annotated ICD-9 code of 42731 can be directly 
confirmed as having AF. The remaining HF patients not satisfying the criteria 
described above can be categorized into a non-specified HF group, as there are 
many subtypes that must be further defined according to various combination 
syndromes. 

1.3 Cardiac Rehabilitation for HF Patients 

Once the major HF types are accurately identified, proper medications and 
surgical treatments can be applied. In addition to traditional therapies, exercise 
prescription may improve health conditions in both psychological and 
physiological aspects. A recent report revealed that intervened exercise training 
programs for HF patients achieved a 35% reduction in the risk of death and 28% 
reduction for both all-cause mortality and hospitalization [12]. This additional 
cardiac rehabilitation can be considered as a preventive medical prescription and 
will reduce the symptoms of HF patients, including enhanced endothelial cell 
functions of blood vessels [13], improved exercise tolerance by increasing muscle 
oxygen uptake efficiency [14], reducing sympathetic nerve activities [15], and 
reducing inflammation [16]. It is also recommended by the American Heart 
Association and European Society of Cardiology that all stabilized HF patients 
should be advised to participate in exercise training therapies [5]. 
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However, clinical trials of exercise intensity, frequency, duration, type of exercise 
equipment, and exercise protocols should be customized for each HF patient, 
based on cardio-pulmonary exercise testing (CPX) assessments [17]. CPX is a 
common and noninvasive measuring procedure used in clinical practice which to 
provide precise and reliable assessment of various factors in response to maximal 
aerobic capacity including cardiac and pulmonary measurements. As customized 
maximal fitness levels are instructed by rehabilitation physicians, long-term and 
self-training activities can be performed at home according to the exercise 
prescription. Although regular exercise can help to improve survival rates of HF 
patients, high-intensity exercises may also increase the risk of sudden death. 
Hence, a proper or safe mechanism for self-training at home is very important for 
HF patients. 

1.4 Internet of Medical Things and Two Adopted Biometric 

Features 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a network connecting various physical devices that 
allow objects to collect or exchange data from each other. Among the IoT 
application areas, the medical care application referred to as the Internet of 
Medical Things (IoMT) has gained attention and can be constructed by connecting 
healthcare wearable devices, enabling doctors to remotely supervise and diagnose 
patient conditions [18]. In this study, we adopted bracelet devices and propose a 
safe mechanism for HF patient self-training programs. By wearing a bracelet and 
collecting both heart rate (HR) and metabolic equivalent (MET) data, this system 
can automatically send an warning message to patients, doctors, and healthcare 
assistants simultaneously if a dangerous event occurs. In addition, the system can 
detect whether the user is at risk of HF symptoms by comparing her/his biometric 
values with those of normal healthy people. Once the user is identified as a 
potential HF patient, the system offers a pre-registration function of instant 
notification message to the users. Particularly, when a user is at a critical status 
according to the collected health bracelet data, the developed system will 
immediately send out urgent notifications to doctors, family, or caregivers to 
prevent dangerous consequences. 

When patients are diagnosed with HF and categorized as having a specific type of 
HF, doctors may advise patients to participate in rehabilitation training to recover 
cardiac function. However, in order to prevent over-exercising, rehabilitation 
professionals perform the CPX test for individual evaluation of exercise intensity 
limits. Two major biometric features are applied in our developed system, 
including peak oxygen uptake (VO2max) and heart rate (HR). VO2max can be 
transferred to corresponding metabolic equivalent (MET) by dividing by 3.5 and 
patient weight (kg). One unit of MET is defined as an energy consumption of 3.5 
mL oxygen per kilogram per minute or defined as the rate of energy produced per 
unit surface area of an average person seated at rest [19]. Different exercise 
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intensities reflect different MET values. For example, the physical activity of 
walking at a general speed is approximately equal to an MET value of 3.6 and 
jogging activity is close to an MET value of 7. Thus, higher METs indicate greater 
exhaustion. In this designed system, the maximum limitations for endurance or 
resistance trainings for HF patients were initially set as either 40-80% of 
maximum MET (Vo2max/weight/3.5) or maximum predicted HR (220 minus age 
in years). When either condition is exceeded, the warming mechanism will be 
activated for safety monitoring. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the procedures of feature 
extraction from medical documents and corresponding statistics. Section 3 
introduces a newly proposed safe mechanism for self-exercise training program 
and all module functions, and Sections 4 presents our conclusions. 

2 Medical Records and Feature Extraction 

2.1 Data Sources and Feature Extraction 

This study analyzed a total of 103,114 HF patients collected from four divisions of 
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital (CGMH) in Taiwan (IRB:105-0504C), including 
the Keelung (22,664), Linkou (42,052), Chiayi (15,662), and Kaohsiung (22,736) 
divisions. At least one hospitalization or outpatient medical record annotated with 
an ICD-9 of 428 or 42731 is required, and both ultrasound (M22) and chest X-ray 
(75-011) examination reports for each HF patient from years 2004 to 2013 are 
basic requirements for HF type categorization. Under such limitations, only 
62,159 patients remained for classification in this study, including Keelung 
(16,694), Linkou (13,649), Chiayi (13,474), and Kaohsiung (18,342). According 
to the general rules shown in Table 1, we divided the HF patients into five major 
categories including systolic, diastolic, valvular, AF, and non-specified types. 
After the data screening processes, only 42% of HF patients could be primarily 
classified into the first four types including systolic, diastolic, valvular, or AF 
categories. Based on this low percentage, HF is indeed, a complex disease with 
complicated symptoms. More than 50% of HF patients require additional criteria 
to specifically identify the myocardial abnormalities associated with valve, 
pericardium, endocardium, heart rhythm and conduction issues. 
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2.2 Data Extraction Method 

Regular expression was used to extract features from all of the collected clinical 
documents. To evaluate ultrasound test reports, we applied regular expression to 
examine all associated features, including patient EF values, valvular conditions 
(mitral stenosis, mitral regurgitation, aortic stenosis, aortic regurgitation), left 
ventricular end-diastolic dimension, left ventricular end-systolic dimension, 
interventricular septal end diastolic dimension, left ventricular end diastolic 
posterior wall dimension, aortic root, left atrial dimension, the ratio of early 
transmittal flow velocity and early mitral annular velocity. In addition, the system 
analyzed reports of patient chest X-rays examination simultaneously to determine 
whether the keywords of “edema” or “congestion” conditions were annotated 
within the documents. If the patient had participated in CPX testing, the VO2max 
values were also retrieved to set exercise training limitations. 

2.3 Data Analysis and Statistics 

To identify additional features of HF patients, we categorized HF patient into five 
groups as described above and further clustered each group into several subgroups 
according to different genders and age intervals. The experiments were performed 
by analyzing hospitalization medical documents for HF patients within different 
age intervals. Statistical analysis showed that male patients in systolic, diastolic, 
valvular, and AF types were 2, 4, 6, and 4 years younger than female patients, 
respectively. However, this was not obvious for the cluster of non-specified HF 
patients. Additionally, the average age of hospitalization of valvular and diastolic 

Table 1 

Criteria for classified HF types 

HF type Classified rule 

Systolic EF lower than 50% 

Valvular Mitral Regurgitation / Mitral Stenosis 
/ Aortic Regurgitation / Aortic 
Stenosis been classified as moderate 
to severe or SEVERE 

Diastolic EF higher than 50% and reported 
edema or congestion in patient’s 
Chest X-rays examination report  

Atrial 
fibrillationC{PX 

Annotated with ICD-9 code of 42731  

Non-specified Not been classified as systolic, 
valvular, diastolic type  
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HF patients was higher than for other subgroups. In Figure 1, the Venn diagram 
shows the relationship between clustered patients for the five HF types in CGMH. 
Based on the defined criteria, there was some overlap between populations with 
different comorbidities among diastolic, valvular, systolic, and AF types. The 
largest HF group in CGMH was the systolic type. However, the non-specified HF 
population accounted for more than 50% of patients; the number of non-canonical 
forms of diastolic HF is increasing because of the aging society in most developed 
countries. More diastolic HF subtypes are expected to be defined and categorized 
in the near future. 

 

Figure 1 

Venn diagram of number statistics of each HF type in four divisions of CGMH, Taiwan 

3 A Safe Mechanism Design for Self-Exercise 
Training 

3.1 System Mechanism 

The proposed mechanism is divided into three modules. The first module includes 
a raw medical database analytical server and medical information systems. The 
raw medical database of HF patients from CGMH and healthy people were 
collected and analyzed for reference clusters. The server side connects with the 
hospital information systems and provides emergency messages to doctors as well 
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as providing exercise prescriptions including MET and corresponding HR 
limitations for patients. The second module is designed for end users. After 
downloading the application (APP), users are required to provide personal 
information such as gender, age, and weight for the default settings designed in 
the next module. After wearing a wireless health bracelet device, the system 
begins to detect and record the METs and HRs of users and the bracelet connects 
to the APP through Bluetooth. According to the IoMT mechanism, the APP 
transmits physical data to cloud servers each minute based on the Message 
Queuing Telemetry Transport messaging protocol, a lightweight protocol for 
connecting with remote locations through limited network bandwidth. The final 
module is a cloud server for managing and analyzing the transmitted data. After 
receiving data from the APP, the designed system constructs a personal dataset 
including time, heart rate, and MET values, and the registered patient’s identifier 
and corresponding time feature are applied as the super key for storage in the 
cloud database for a specific user. The integrated system configuration is shown in 
Figure 2. The cloud server analyzes retrieved personal data and compares them 
with the customized prescription limitations of the maximum MET and HR 
thresholds. When the physical MET/HR values exceed one of the two ranging 
limitations (40–80% of MET peak or maximum predicted HR = 220 – age in years 
[20]), the system immediately sends a warning message to notify the patients to 
reduce exercise intensities. When the remote healthcare system is combined with 
the hospital information system, doctors can remotely monitor and inspect the 
patient’s MET/HF values by comparison with her/his CPX testing guidelines. 

 

Figure 2 

System configuration and data flow. The left sub-figure represents cardio-pulmonary exercise testing 

(CPX) assessments. The detected personal CPX testing records is recorded in the database server 

located in the hospital medical information center (the second sub-figure from left). The rightest sub-

figure shows the wireless health bracelet device for biometric feature detection and a smartphone 

device for data transfer. The collected biometric features from HF patients are sent to the cloud server 

for real-time evaluation (the third sub-figure from left). The cloud server also takes responsibility for 

sending warning messages to appropriate recipients through Short Message Service (SMS). 
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3.2 Construction of Peak Limitations from Standard 

Reference Curves 

Peak limitations for both MET and HR parameters for different ages and genders 
were constructed for two healthy male and female groups. These two sets of peak 
limitation bounding boxes in MET vs. HR measurements were obtained by 
transforming the original figure of peak VO2 (mL/min) vs. age (years) as defined 
by Fleg et al. [21]. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3 

Standard reference curve transformation and construction for data calibration. (a) Peak VO2 (mL/min) 

vs. age (years) defined by American Heart Association (Reprinted from Fleg et al. [21]); (b) 

Transformed standard peak VO2 vs. age to maximum limitation of MET/HR as safety bounding boxes 

for various ages/gender. Red dotted bounding boxes for female and blue solid bounding boxes for male. 

Corresponding ages are shown in the upper-right corners. 
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The original figure is reprinted in Figure 3(a) and the transformed corresponding 
boundaries are shown in Figure 3(b). Maximum MET values were obtained by 
dividing peak VO2 (mL/min) by 3.5 and the average weight (kg) of the healthy 
people, and corresponding HR values were obtained by subtracting age in years 
from 220. Thus, two sets of limitation bounding boxes for both males and females 
were obtained as shown in Figure 3(b). It should be noted that each bounding box 
represents a set of default maximum limitations for HF patients with the same age 
and gender. Once an HF patient wears the IoMT device for self-exercise training, 
all collected MET and HR values will be evaluated in a real-time manner and 
compared to her/his own customized limitations assigned by rehabilitation 
physicians. If there is no clear definition by a physician, the general rules of 
setting initial maximum limitations for an HF patient are used with a range of 40-
80% of peak MET and 220 – age in years for HR parameter according to the HF 
patient’s age and gender. Thus, every HF patient will have a customized 
maximum limitation region for monitoring safety. 

3.3 Exercise Training Statistics for HF Patients 

A total of 1035 HF patients with CPX testing records from the CGMH database 
were retrieved from 4 divisions. Six attributes including sex, age, weight, 
maximum heart rate achieved, MET and CPX testing limitations were retrieved 
from their corresponding medical documents. Only 728 male and 327 female 
entries were retrieved for analysis, as the CPX testing equipment were limited and 
only a proportion (1.6%) of HF patients were qualified and willing to accept 
exercising training. Because of the general symptoms of dyspnea and fatigue, 
most HF patients are reluctant to participate in rehabilitation programs, even if 
they understand that exercise training may postpone rehospitalization and reduce 
the risk of mortality. This is particularly true for the elderly, who are the major 
population of HF patients. Only partial distributions of CPX testing results are 
shown in Figure 4(a). Different clusters represent the conditions of HF patients 
and healthy people: right green triangle cluster for healthy group with age ranging 
from 25 to 35 years; middle yellow circle cluster for HF patients with age ranging 
from 25 to 35 years; left red diamond shape cluster for HF patients with age from 
55 to 65 years. Healthy and young groups clearly cluster to the right locations 
within the MET vs. HR measurements. In this study, the average number of CPX 
tests conducted was 1.5 times per person among the 1035 HF patients, and the 
maximum testing record was five. Here, we display a case of an HF patient who 
attended 5 exercise training in Keelung CGMH, and the trained sequential 
conditions are shown in Figure 4(b). The patient’s maximum MET and HR 
measurements were clearly, significantly improved. This condition was true for all 
HF patients. Hence, we suggest that after the stable conditions of HF patients are 
confirmed by doctors and rehabilitation physicians, the patients should be advised 
to consistently perform self-training at home. For these cases, the proposed safe 
mechanism using IoMT bracelets should be considered. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4 

CPX testing measurements from collected data. (a) Different clusters of HF patients and healthy people: 

right green triangles for healthy group (age from 25 to 35 years); middle yellow circles for HF patients 

(age from 25 to 35 years); left red diamond shape dots for HF patients (age from 55 to 65 years); (b). 

An example HF patient with 5 exercise training data, sequentially. The maximum limitation box (solid 

lines) derived from healthy people is shown, and the conditions of the patient improved following the 

MET/HR measurements and move towards those of healthy people. 

3.4 Warning Functions 

Because of the sudden, urgent, and fatal characteristics of HF patients, the 
proposed warning mechanism is categorized into three different types. The first 
warning function is designed for users who have not been previously diagnosed 
with HF or any cardio-related symptoms. The system provides corresponding 
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maximum limitation bounding boxes obtained from a healthy group of people. If 
the data are collected from a user after exercise training and all data points are 
relatively lower and distant from the default bounding box, she/he should be very 
careful about her/his heart conditions. This rough clustering and warning message 
may help people who are unaware that their heart conditions are already at a high-
risk level. The second warning function is designed for HF patients as a secure 
monitoring mechanism. Based on the patient’s exercise training conditions, 
rehabilitation physicians provide exercise prescription advice regarding maximum 
limitations of MET and HR references. If patients surpass the restriction levels 
after any self-training exercises, the server will send an instant warning message 
to the patient to remind her/him to lower the exercise intensity. The third warning 
messages are designed for an emergency condition when the user’s heartbeat rate 
suddenly decreases to a predetermined low level; the system will send out an 
instant message to her/his doctors and family for emergency treatment. This 
mechanism is designed for serious HF patients who exercise alone. 

Conclusions 

Accurate classification of HF types may enable doctors to make better decisions 
regarding surgical and medication treatments for their HF patients. Here, we 
analyzed medical documents from non-intrusive ultrasound and X-ray 
examination records to determine the features of EF values, valvular conditions, 
edema, congestion, and ICD-9 codes for AF. Using straightforward classification 
rules, we effectively increased the diagnosis accuracy of HF types for providing 
proper prognostic healthcare. In addition, evaluating CPX testing performance 
may assist HF patients in understanding their rehabilitation limitations and 
function as guidelines for self-exercise training programs at home. To avoid 
increased cardiovascular mortality risk, particularly when HF patients perform 
exercise training without rehabilitation professionals aside, a safer mechanism is 
desired, which is successfully provided in this study. The proposed application 
system sets parameters for maximum MET and HR measurements either from a 
rehabilitation physician’s exercise prescription or from default settings obtained 
from controlled healthy groups. A real-time monitoring system retrieves both 
MET and HR features from users’ bracelets and provides an efficient and effective 
mechanism of sending warning messages to the patients when maximum 
limitations are exceeded. If the conditions are extremely severe for the HF patient, 
a warning message will also be sent to their family, doctors and/or caregivers. 

According to the distributions of MET/HR features for HF patients, the CPX 
testing conditions of HF patients are significantly lower than for healthy people, 
and these clustered MET/HR features can be applied as reference indicators for 
HF symptom detection. Using appropriate protocols for exercise training 
programs, HF patients can enhance their heart conditions and improve their 
quality of life by consistently participating in rehabilitation therapies. This 
proposed warning mechanism applies not only to HF patients, but also to users 
who may be unaware of their HF symptoms. Additionally, the application 
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mechanism used in this study is applicable for different disease targets, such as, 
diagnosis, classification and early warning models for various chronic diseases. In 
summary, we propose a safe system that collects MET and HR values through 
IoMT bracelets and designed default safety regions of MET vs. HR for HF 
patients of different age, gender and weight to, monitor self-training programs. 
We expect to provide users with an effective warning mechanism through bracelet 
devices and perform automatic detection and prevention for both HF patents and 
healthy people. 

Though the prototype of the proposed warning system is successfully 
implemented herein, a field experimental test should be applied to verify the 
performance of the proposed system. A large-scale field experiment project is 
currently in progress. To assure that appropriate steps are performed, to protect the 
rights and welfare of humans participating as the subjects in our study, we have 
raised a research program to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for approval. 
When IRB reviews and approves our research program, we will start to randomize 
all collected subjects into treatment and control groups, and the experimental 
outcomes and usage behavior between these two groups will be carefully 
compared. Meanwhile, in addition to the detected features of MET and HR from 
self-trained patients, we will try to discover possible associations between the 
measured features and the classified HF types. New biometric features from the 
IoMT devices will be considered and adopted in this study, if they are effective 
and stable. According to the confirmed relationship between measurable features 
and HF groups, we will try to organize the best customized default settings for 
each individual HF patient. 
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Abstract: Artificial Pancreas (AP) is an expression referred to a set of techniques for the

closed-loop control of the plasma glucose concentration by means of exogenous insulin ad-

ministration in diabetic patients. Diabetes comprises a group of metabolic disorders char-

acterized by high blood sugar levels over a prolonged period, due to pancreas failure to

produce enough insulin and/or insulin resistance, so that higher amounts of insulin are usu-

ally required in order to keep glycemia in a safe range. In this work, we face the problem

of glucose control for a class of Type-2 diabetic patients, in the presence of sampled glucose

measurements and without any information about the time course of insulinemia. A compact

physiological model of the glucose-insulin system is reviewed, then an observer (based on

this model) is designed to estimate the insulin trajectory from the glucose samples. Finally,

a feedback control law (based on the reconstructed state) is designed to deliver exogenous

intra-venous insulin to each individual. Simulations have been performed in-silico on models

of virtual patients, whose parameters are tuned according to real data, and aim at validating

the method in the presence of parameter variations and quantization errors.

Keywords: Diabetes, Artificial Pancreas, Glucose Control, Observers, Feedback Systems

1 Introduction

In the past twenty years, with the improvement in technology allowing both direct

measurement of glucose concentrations in the interstitium (or signals strongly cor-

related with it) and the availability of miniaturized hormonal pumps with acceptable

autonomy, weight and precision of delivery, the automatic, closed-loop control of

glycemia has become a real possibility. Together with the opening of technologi-

cal opportunities there has naturally been the emergence of the need for theoretical

analysis of the control algorithms to be employed in the practical industrial applica-

tions. This heterogeneous collection of devices, techniques, technology and theory,
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is known under the umbrella term “Artificial Pancreas” (AP). The main approach

(though not the only one) to the regulation of the levels of glucose in blood has been

the administration of carefully titrated amounts of the hormone insulin [1–3], which

is notably completely lacking in Type-1 Diabetes Mellitus (T1DM) patients. In-

sulin promotes the uptake of glucose by peripheral tissues (particularly muscle and

adipose tissue) and inhibits the release of autonomously synthesized glucose (from

glycogen or other precursors) in the liver and kidney. Insulin is naturally formed in

pancreatic beta cells, which are destroyed by the autoimmune processes typically

characterizing the development of T1DM. To this lack of endogenous insulin, tra-

ditional medical therapy supplies with the administration of human or human-like

hormone intravenously (IV) or subcutaneously (SC). The relevance of this topic

is determined by the fact that T1DM affects approximately the 1% of the world

population, with a huge impact on health expenditure by industrialized countries.

While not so dramatic in its onset as T1DM, adult-onset or Type-2 Diabetes Mel-

litus (T2DM) also represents a huge burden on the health system due to the fact

that its prevalence is not only vastly greater than that of T1DM (about 10 times as

frequent), but also that T2DM incidence is increasing, to epidemic proportions, due

to the spreading of excessively rich dietary habits from western to emerging Coun-

tries. In T2DM, the original defect consists in a lack of effect of insulin (“insulin

resistance”): the hormone is initially secreted in higher than normal amounts by the

pancreas, in an attempt to correct hyperglycemia resulting from insulin resistance.

With the progression of disease, however, glucose toxicity and possibly other fac-

tors determine first a relative, then an absolute deficiency of insulin secretion, with

an accelerated worsening of the individual conditions and the development of the

clinical picture of frank diabetes mellitus. In this situation, the patient undergoes a

progressive step-up of the therapeutic measures employed, going from simple diet-

ing and increase in physical exercise, to oral hypoglycemic agents of different kinds

to supplemental insulin therapy.

In this framework, the theory on the artificial control of glycemia has had to address

a number of problems, stemming from the nonlinear and delayed insulin response

[4,5], the availability of observations on glucose only, and the high variability of the

insulin determinations that can be obtained with radio-immunological methods [6].

One fruitful way to address these problems has been through the shift from model-

less to model-based control algorithms, in which the controller is synthesized using

the model equations themselves. It is clear that, in this procedure, the smaller, the

more general, the easier to implement, and the more robust the physiological model

is, the better the resulting characteristics of the controller will be. It is clear therefore

that the physiological model used to interpret the data and realize the controller must

be relatively small and have easily identifiable parameters; it must, in other words,

be a “compact” model [14], possibly even allowing to find an analytical solution

to the control problem. In order to validate the controller based on the compact

model, however, some “extended” model of the same physiological system must

be used, more realistic, with parameters taken from the literature or decided upon

by physicians to represent the kind of patients under investigation. In this way, the

possible control strategies can be directly simulated and tested in silico.

We will use as a compact model a Delay-Differential Equations (DDE) model we
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have previously published [7,8], which has been demonstrated to exhibit much bet-

ter properties than alternative “minimal” models [13], and which we have already

used in several different situations [9–12]. It must be noticed that the use of DDE-

based glycemia-control algorithms can be equally well applied to both T1DM and

T2DM patients, where in the latter case pancreatic Insulin Delivery Rate (IDR) also

needs to be modelled, and in which IDR exhibits random variability [5]. Previous

work published on this DDE model include having demonstrated that it can be used

to safely control glycemia down to normal levels in T2DM subjects [9] and hav-

ing validated observer-based controls against a widely known extended model [10],

while current research effort is being dedicated to new therapeutic insulin dosing

approaches for T2DM patients [16].

The goal of the present work is to consider the problem of controlling glycemia

based upon sampled measurements. Unlike most of the contributions having ap-

peared in the literature so far, we will assume not only non-availability of serum

insulin determinations, but also the availability of glycemia measurements only

at discrete sampling times, as it happens in the Continuous Glucose Monitoring

(CGM) [17] technique of patient surveillance, which is the motivating reason of

the present analysis. The observer we will use is constructed as shown in Cacace

et al. [18, 19]. In contrast with previous work [9], we will therefore not assume

glycemia to be measurable over continuous time. Strictly speaking, Cacace’s con-

struction cannot be applied when the compact model is delayed, so we limit our

analysis to the situation in which the delay in insulin response is small (shorter than

one minute). The control algorithm, based on the estimated state, will deliver ex-

ogenous intra-venous insulin continuously, with changes in insulin administration

rate happening at sampling times. In order to make our simulations more real-

istic, we introduce further real-life complications, such as quantization (modeling

the possible lack of accuracy of the instrument as well as the analog-to-digital and

digital-to-analog conversion processes) both in the measurement and in the control

phases.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we review some theoretical re-

sults about observer-based closed-loop control methods; in Section 3, we describe

a model of the glucose-insulin system in terms of ordinary differential equations;

in Section 4, we apply the methods described in Section 2 to the glucose-insulin

model to find a control strategy (in terms of exogenous insulin rate) aiming at track-

ing desired glucose trajectories; Section 5 illustrates preliminary in-silico validation

results for the described framework, obtained in an experimental setup utilizing data

coming from real patients. Some final remarks and comments on future work con-

clude the article.
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2 Review of Observer-based Closed-Loop Control
Design

Consider a system of nonlinear differential equations in the form

{

ẋ(t) = f (x(t))+g(x(t))u(t), t ≥ 0

y(t) = c(x(t −δ (t))), t ≥ ∆
(1)

where x(t) ∈R
n denotes the state vector, ẋ(t) := dx(t)

dt
is its time derivative, u(t) ∈ IR

is the input function, y(t) ∈ IR is the measured output, δ (t) ∈ [0,∆] is the output

time-varying measurement delay (known), x0 ∈ IRn is the initial state, g(x) and f (x)
are C∞ vector fields and c(x) is a C∞ function.

The problem of asymptotic state observation consists in the design of a causal sys-

tem producing a vector variable x̂(t), which is called observed state, asymptotically

converging to the real state x(t) (i.e., ∥x(t)− x̂(t)∥→ 0), from the knowledge of the

pair (u(t),y(t)). Such a system is called an asymptotic observer; additionally, it is

said to be an exponential observer if there exist µ > 0 and α > 0 such that

∥x(t)− x̂(t)∥ ≤ µ e−αt∥x(0)− x̂(0)∥, (2)

for any x(0) and x̂(0) in R
n.

With the aim of designing such an observer, we first define the drift-observability

map z = φ(x), stacking the first n Lie derivatives (from 0 to n− 1) of the output

function c(x) along the drift vector field f (x), and its Jacobian Q(x), as

z =











z1

z2

...

zn











= φ(x) :=











h(x)
L f c(x)

...

Ln−1
f c(x)











, Q(x) :=
∂φ(x)

∂x
. (3)

The observer in [18, 19], also reviewed in [20], takes the following expression:

˙̂x(t) = f (x̂(t))+g(x̂(t))u(t)+ e−ηδ (t)Q−1(x̂(t))K
{

y(t)− c(x̂(t −δ (t)))
}

, (4)

where the gain matrix K assigns the n eigenvalues of (A−KC) so that the estimation

error x(t)− x̂(t) asymptotically vanishes, with

A :=

[

0(n−1)×1 I(n−1)×(n−1)

0 01×(n−1)

]

, C :=
[

1 01×(n−1)

]

, (5)

and η > 0 is a design parameter, whose role is to assign a larger weight to the more

recent measurements with respect to the older ones.

Under some technical hypotheses (including, in particular, uniform Lipschitz drift-

observability and uniform input boundedness), if the system has full relative degree,

it is possible to demonstrate the following theorem, establishing the exponential

convergence to zero of the observation error.
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Theorem 1. [19] Given the system (1), with δ (t) ∈ [0,∆], for any assigned η > 0,

there exists K and a positive ∆̄ such that the system in (4) is a global exponential

observer for the system in (1), provided that ∆ < ∆̄, with η being the estimation

error decay rate (namely, (2) holds with α = η and some µ > 0).

We remark that the previous result allows to employ the observer (4) if the sampling

interval is smaller than or equal to ∆. If this is not the case, as shown in [19], a chain

of sampled observers can be built.

In order to close the control loop, an input-output linearization approach is adopted,

assuming that the relative degree of the system is n (see, e.g., [22]). The observabil-

ity map dynamics in (3) rewrites:

ż =
∂φ(x)

∂x
ẋ = Q(x)( f (x)+g(x)u). (6)

We impose the virtual input v := żn = Ln
f c(x)+LgLn−1

f c(x)u, in order to obtain the

linearizing feedback law:

u =
v−Ln

f c(x)

LgLn−1
f c(x)

. (7)

The virtual input v needs to be chosen with the aim of tracking desired trajectories

for the closed-loop system. To this end, a smooth reference output signal yre f (t) is

defined, along with the vector of its first n time derivatives

zre f (t) =











z1,re f (t)
z2,re f (t)

...

zn,re f (t)











=











yre f (t)
ẏre f (t)

...

y
(n−1)
re f (t)











,

and defining e := z− zre f , the error equation is

ė = Ae+B(v− żn,re f ), with B :=

[

0(n−1)×1

1

]

.

Since the Brunovsky pair (A,B) is reachable, it is sufficient to set

v = He+ żn,re f (8)

to guarantee the exponential convergence to zero of the linearized error dynamics,

with rate determined by the n eigenvalues of matrix (A+BH), assigned by means

of H.

As a final remark, we notice that the control law reported in Eq. (7)–(8) is a con-

tinuous state-feedback control strategy, which depends on the continuous state x(t),
which is usually not available, except for its estimate x̂(t) provided by the observer

(4). So, it is possible to restate the control law in (7)–(8) in terms of a feedback
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from the reconstructed state, but this is not guaranteed to work, in general, in the

non-linear case, although local convergence results exist in the literature. In the

linear case, instead, the separation principle would guarantee the asymptotic con-

vergence of the output y(t) to its reference value yre f (t).

3 A Continuous-Discrete Model of the Glucose-Insulin
System

Continuous-discrete models refer to physical continuous-time systems with mea-

surements acquired at discrete sampling times. These models often appear in clin-

ical/medical applications like those related to the Artificial Pancreas, with control

design problems related to the lack of a continuous stream of output data. According

to [19], discrete measurements can still be formalized by means of a continuous-

time output function. To this end, for a sampling sequence {ti} and assuming to

measure plasma glucose concentration G(ti), the piecewise-constant output func-

tion y(t) defined as

y(t) = G(ti) t ∈ [ti, ti+1), i = 0,1, ...

can be restated as a delayed output in the equivalent form

y(t) = G(t −δ (t)) t ≥ 0, (9)

where the delay δ (t) within any two consecutive sampling instants is time-varying:

δ (t) = t − ti, t ∈ [ti, ti+1), i = 0,1, ..., (10)

with t0 = 0. The sampling interval has a uniform upper bound equal to ∆ :=
max

i
(ti+1 − ti).

As shown in the previous section, this formal setting of the model output function

allows to design exponential observers and observer-based control laws, which have

been recently exploited also in the context of the artificial pancreas [9, 10, 21]. To

this end, we consider a modified version of the DDE model presented in [7, 8] and

exploited in [9, 10], which contains an explicit discrete delay modeling the sec-

ondary insulin released for varying plasma glucose concentration. Since we need

to restate into the form of Eq. (1), the delay of the glucose-stimulated insulin pro-

duction rate is neglected. This fact clearly limits the proposed feedback control law

applicability and refers to further developments of the mathematical theory possibly

including time-delay systems. Nonetheless, this work aims at showing the proof of

concept of an observer-based control law in such continuous-discrete systems.

In absence of delay, the equations of model [7, 8] are particularized as follows:

{

dG(t)
dt

=−KxgiG(t)I(t)+
Tgh

VG
,

dI(t)
dt

=−KxiI(t)+
TiGmax

VI
h
(

G(t)
)

+u(t),
t ≥ 0 (11)

with initial conditions G(0) = G0, I(0) = I0, where:
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• G(t) is the glucose concentration in the plasma at time t [mM];

• I(t) is the insulin concentration in the plasma at time t [pM];

• Kxgi is the rate of glucose uptake by tissues per unit of plasma insulinemia

[min−1 pM−1];

• Tgh is the net balance between hepatic glucose output and zero-order glucose

tissue uptake [min−1(mmol/KgBW )];

• VG is the apparent distribution volume for glucose [L/kgBW ];

• Kxi is the apparent linear insulin clearance rate [min−1];

• TiGmax is the maximal second-phase insulin release rate [min−1(pmol/kgBW )];

• VI is the apparent insulin distribution volume [L/kgBW ];

• h(·) is a nonlinear function representing the endogenous pancreatic Insulin

Delivery Rate (IDR) as

h(G) =
(G/G∗)γ

1+(G/G∗)γ ,

where γ (dimensionless) denotes the progressiveness of the pancreas reaction

to circulating glucose concentrations and G∗ [mM] is the glucose concentra-

tion at which the insulin release reaches half of its maximal rate;

• u(t) is the exogenous intra-venous insulin delivery rate at time t, which takes

the role of control input [pM/min].

The model in (11) enjoys some interesting properties:

• it is statistically robust, in that its parameters are statistically identifiable with

very good precision by means of standard perturbation experiments, such as

the Intra-Venous Glucose Tolerance Test (IVGTT) [7, 13];

• it is a compact model, in the sense that according to a “minimal” set of in-

dependent parameters, it allows to very well resemble the physiology of the

glucose/insulin kinetics [7];

• it is mathematically consistent, in that exhibits satisfactory properties of the

solutions [8]; in particular: positivity, boundedness, and a unique positive

stable equilibrium.

Identification issues and statistical robustness of this model are discussed in [7],

whilst the work [8] exhaustively treats its structural properties and the qualitative

behavior of its solutions.

4 The Artificial Pancreas

We now apply the control design methodology illustrated in Section 2 to the glucose-

insulin model described in Section 3. By restating in the vector form x(t)= [x1(t),x2(t)]
T =
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[G(t), I(t)]T the already defined state variables, a compact expression in the form (1)

is obtained for (10)–(11):











ẋ(t) = f (x(t))+Bu(t), t ≥ 0

y(t) =Cx(t −δ (t)), t ≥ ∆

δ (t) = t − ti, t ∈ [ti, ti+1), i = 0,1, ...

(12)

where

f (x) =

[

f1(x)
f2(x)

]

=

[

−Kxgix1x2 +
Tgh

VG

−Kxix2 +
TiGmax

VI
h(x1)

]

,

δ (t) ∈ [0,∆], B = [0 1]T , C = [1 0].

The drift-observability map z = φ(x) and its Jacobian are

z =

[

z1

z2

]

= φ(x) :=

[

Cx

C f (x)

]

=

[

x1

f1(x)

]

=

[

x1

−Kxgix1x2 +
Tgh

VG

]

, (13)

Q(x) :=
∂φ(x)

∂x
=

[

1 0

−Kxgix2 −Kxgix1

]

, (14)

where invertibility is guaranteed for x1 ̸= 0.

The observer equation in (4) is

˙̂x(t) = f (x̂(t))+Bu(t)+ e−ηδ (t)Q−1(x̂(t))K
{

y(t)−Cx̂(t −δ (t))
}

, (15)

where the eigenvalues λ1 < 0, λ2 < 0 of (A−KC) are assigned by means of K =
[

−(λ1 +λ2)
λ1λ2

]

with the aim of ensuring the exponential convergence to zero of the

error x(t)− x̂(t), and where A =

[

0 1

0 0

]

.

By explicitly rewriting x̂(t) = [x̂1(t), x̂2(t)]
T = [Ĝ(t), Î(t)]T , for all times t ∈ [ti, ti+1)

and i = 0,1, ..., the observer (4) is component-wise rewritten as







dĜ(t)
dt

=−KxgiĜ(t)Î(t)+
Tgh

VG
+ e−ηδ (t)(λ1 +λ2)(G(ti)− Ĝ(ti)),

dÎ(t)
dt

=−Kxi Î(t)+
TiGmax

VI
h
(

Ĝ(t)
)

+u(t)+ e−ηδ (t) Kxgi(λ1+λ2)Î(t)−λ1λ2

KxgiĜ(t)
(G(ti)− Ĝ(ti)).

(16)

The technical assumptions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled for the glucose-insulin system

in (10)–(11), which ensures that the observation error exponentially vanishes.
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We now detail the algorithm of glucose control. The observability map evolution in

(13) rewrites:

ż =

[

ż1

ż2

]

=
∂φ(x)

∂x
ẋ = Q(x)( f (x)+Bu) =

[

1 0

−Kxgix2 −Kxgix1

][

f1(x)
f2(x)+u

]

=

[

1 0

−Kxgix2 −Kxgix1

][

z2

−Kxix2 +
TiGmax

VI
h(x1)+u

]

, (17)

so one obtains
{

ż1 = z2,

ż2 =−Kxgix2

(

−Kxgix1x2 +
Tgh

VG

)

+Kxgix1

(

Kxix2 −
TiGmax

VI
h(x1)

)

−Kxgix1u.

(18)

We now get the linearizing feedback law by setting ż2 := v to obtain

u = Kxix2 −
TiGmax

VI

h(x1)−
v+Kxgix2(−Kxgix1x2 +

Tgh

VG
)

Kxgix1
(19)

which is computable for positive glycemias x1, in agreement with the Jacobian ma-

trix Q(x) in (14) being invertible.

The reference glycemia trajectory is

yre f (t) = Gre f (t) = Gd +(Gb −Gd)e
−λ t ,

with λ > 0, and its goal is to lead the glycemia of an individual from a high basal

value Gb of a subject to a lower healthier value Gd . By defining

zre f =

[

z1,re f

z2,re f

]

:=

[

yre f

ẏre f

]

,

its dynamics is readily computed:

żre f (t) =

[

ż1,re f (t)
ż2,re f (t)

]

=

[

z2,re f (t)
ż2,re f (t)

]

=

[

−λ (Gb −Gd)e
−λ t

λ 2(Gb −Gd)e
−λ t

]

.

The error e := z− zre f is described by the equation

ė =

[

ż1 − ż1,re f

ż2 − ż2,re f

]

=

[

z2 − z2,re f

v− ż2,re f

]

= Ae+B(v− ż2,re f ).

Finally, we assign

v = He+ ż2,re f (20)

to guarantee the convergence to zero of the linearized error dynamics, whose con-

vergence rate is determined by the eigenvalues λ3 < 0, λ4 < 0 of matrix (A+BH),

assigned by H =

[

−λ3λ4

(λ3 +λ4)

]T

.
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As discussed at the end of Section 2, in the spirit of separation principle, we re-

state Eqs. (19)–(20) in terms of a control from the estimated state, leading to the

following continuous feedback law

u = max







0,Kxix̂2 −
TiGmax

VI

h(x̂1)−
H(ẑ− zre f )+ ż2,re f +Kxgix̂2(−Kxgix̂1x̂2 +

Tgh

VG
)

Kxgix̂1







(21)

where ẑ :=

[

x̂1

f1(x̂)

]

, and x̂ =

[

x̂1

x̂2

]

=

[

Ĝ

Î

]

is the output of the observer in (16). We

remark that the possibility of a negative exogenous insulin rate in (21) is formally

inhibited.

5 In-silico Evaluation

We here evaluate the performance of the techniques illustrated in the previous sec-

tions in a non-ideal experimental context. We start from the data obtained from 3

healthy subjects, whose samples of glucose and insulin are included in the data col-

lected in [7]. Some anthropometric data for these subjects are summarized in Table

1. Each individual underwent an Intra-Venous Glucose Tolerance Test (IVGTT), ac-

cording to which a glucose bolus is administered intra-venously after an overnight

fasting period, and then plasma glucose and serum insulin concentration are sam-

pled for the following 3 hours, at varying sampling time. IVGTT is also considered

among the most affordable and commonly used perturbation procedures used to

estimate insulin sensitivity. Measurements of glycemia and insulinemia from this

experiment are used to identify the parameters of the ODE model (11), which is

coincident with the DDE model in [7], [8] in the particular case τg = 0. As a matter

of fact, as already mentioned before, just subjects with negligible delay in the glu-

cose action on pancreatic IDR are considered, following the sample-based approach

in [19], and in absence of theoretical results for this method when applied to systems

expressed by delayed differential equations.

After the identification phase, since some of the considered subjects are pre-diabetic

and not diabetic, we artificially perturbate the parameters in order to simulate a po-

tential natural progression of the disease towards diabetes (see also [9]). In partic-

ular, we reduced the insulin resistance (up to about Kxgi < 10−4) and the pancreatic

glucose sensitivity TiGmax, to then recompute some of the other parameters via the

algebraic steady-state conditions obtained from the model in Eq. (11). In more de-

tails, the basal values of glycemia Gb and insulinemia Ib, representing the equilibria

of (11) in absence of exogenous insulin administration (u = 0), are obtained from:

{

KxgiVGGbIb = Tgh,

KxiVIIb = TiGmaxh
(

Gb

)

.

Table 2 collects the parameter values for the three individuals. Note that the pa-

rameters of each model are assumed to be known (up to some uncertainty) in the
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Table 1

Numerical values of some anthropometric parameters

(in the respective units of measurement) for the 3 patients considered.

Parameter Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Sex Male Female Female

Age [years] 32 26 27

Height [m] 1.69 1.57 1.56

Body Weight [kg] 68 48 57

Body Mass Index [kg/m2] 23.81 19.47 23.42

Table 2

Model parameters values (and units of measurement)

used in the in-silico evaluation.

Parameter Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3

Gb 8.96 8.78 8.44

Ib 27.82 24.04 7.04

Kxgi 7.45 ·10−5 9.96 ·10−5 5.39 ·10−5

Tgh 0.0025 0.0027 0.0003

VG 0.13 0.13 0.10

Kxi 0.10 0.06 0.25

TiGmax 1.39 0.75 0.94

VI 0.24 0.25 0.25

γ 2.30 2.52 1.52

G∗ 9 9 9

construction of the artificial pancreas tailored to the particular patient, in the spirit

of the so-called personalized medicine approach.

In addition to the hypotheses dealt with in the theoretical part, we consider a more

realistic simulation setting and assume a quantization error both in the measuring

and in the control procedure, accounting for the processes of analog-to-digital and

digital-to-analog conversion in digital devices. Quantization steps of 0.1 mM for

the glycemia measurements and 20pM/min for the exogenous Insulin Delivery Rate

(IDR) are assumed, respectively. Accordingly, quantization errors affect the initial

values of the observer-based controller. The sampling time of the glycemia mea-

surements is assumed constant and equal to ti+1 − ti = ∆, for all observations i, so

that we can write more simply ti = i ·∆, with ∆ = 5 [min], which is a typical value

for many Continuous-Glucose-Monitoring (CGM) devices currently available on

the market [23]. We also assume that control samples are held for the same interval,

without any phase shifts.

The Artificial Pancreas is designed by considering the individual parameters for

each patient in Table 2, but an additional random uncertainty (up to ±5%) is con-

sidered with respect to the real values. The parameter η in (16) is set equal to 5,

the target glycemia is equal to Gd = 5 mM, the decay rate is λ = 1/30. The same

closed-loop eigenvalues for all patients are set: λ1 = −0.8, λ2 = −1.6, λ3 = −1,
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Figure 1

Top panel: trajectories of glycemia for 3 virtual patients: basal values (dash-dotted lines) and patients

controlled by means of the Artificial Pancreas (solid lines).

Bottom panel: trajectories of insulinemia for 3 virtual patients: basal values (dash-dotted lines) and

patients controlled by means of the Artificial Pancreas (solid lines).

λ4 = −0.5, uniquely determining the values of the observer gain K in (4) and the

control gain H in (21).

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the results in terms of glycemia and insulinemia trajec-

tories, glucose percent error and IDR input. We note that the glucose trajectories

(Fig. 1, top panel) monotonically decrease towards the target value Gd , which is

reached, in all the subjects, within the experiment time horizon (3 hours). Corre-

spondingly, the insulinemia trajectory (Fig. 1, bottom panel) shows an initial peak

(exceeding 150 pM for the three patients), to then recover towards levels below the

50-pM value. Higher values of insulinemia (patient 3) correspond to higher exoge-

nous insulin infusions (Fig. 2, bottom panel). In spite of the different parameters

and initial conditions, the error falls below 10% (with respect to the target glycemia

Gd) within about 1 hour for all the patients (Fig. 2, top panel), due to the common

choice of the closed-loop eigenvalues.
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Top panel: glycemia percent error for the 3 virtual patients.

Bottom panel: exogenous IDR input for the 3 virtual patients.
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Discussion and Further Work

In this work, we proposed a solution to a glucose control problem with partial/inaccurate

information, in the direction of the development of the so-called Artificial Pancreas.

After a general review of nonlinear output-feedback techniques, we considered a

compact existing model constituted by nonlinear ordinary differential equations,

which is known to represent adequately the evolution of the glucose-insulin sys-

tem in people in which the apparent delay in the pancreatic second-phase insulin

secretion can be approximately neglected. In this context, we designed an observer,

which estimates the continuous dynamics of glucose and insulin from sparse mea-

surements of glycemia. Then, the loop was closed by designing a feedback law

from the observer state, and actuated in terms of exogenous insulin delivery, with

the goal of tracking a proper trajectory of glycemia. A preliminary in-silico evalua-

tion of the proposed methods has been performed on virtual patients whose param-

eters have been computed starting from real data, in a non-ideal simulation setup

including quantization and parameter variations. The obtained results highlight that

the approach can constitute a promising tool for studying and realizing an Artificial

Pancreas in more realistic scenarios. In view of this goal, research studies will fo-

cus in the future on the validation of the techniques illustrated in this paper in the

context of more comprehensive models (such as [15]), to better understand the way

a real patient would react to the proposed treatment. In addition, formal extensions

of the observer-based control to more general cases (state delays, discretized input

and output) are under investigation.
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Abstract: Infectious Hospital Agents (IHA) is an individual-based simulation framework that

is able to model wide range of infection spreading scenarios in the hospital environment.

The simulations are agent-based simulations driven by stochastic events, the evolution of the

model is tracked in discrete time. Our aim was to build a general, customisable and extensible

simulation environment for the domain of Hospital-Associated Infections (HAIs). The system

is designed in Object Oriented fashion, and the implementation is in C++. In this paper, the

authors describe the motivations and the background of the framework, sketch the conceptual

framework, and present a demonstration example.

Keywords: Healthcare-Associated Infections; Hospital simulation; Agent-based simulation

1 Introduction

Hospital-associated infections (HAI) are infections that patients get while receiving

treatment in healthcare settings. In practice, HAIs are often identified as antibiotic-

resistant bacteria, such as Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA),

Clostridium difficile, Drug-resistant Streptococcus pneumonia and Vancomycin Re-

sistant Enterococci (VRE). Antibiotic resistance is the ability of bacteria to resist the

effects of an antibiotic [1]. It occurs when bacteria change in a way that reduces the

effectiveness of drugs to cure or prevent infections. The molecular mechanism of

the resistance development is a complex process, and the most frequent type of re-

sistance is acquired and transmitted via the conjugation of plasmid [2]. Furthermore,

the emergence of multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria strains increases the serious-

ness of the problem. According to these facts, it is easy to see that the treatment

of these infections are very costly [3] and complicated, that is the reason why pre-

vention gets great emphasis. Surveillance, outbreak investigation and interruption,

HAI prevention are included in hospital infection control. In infection control, it

is essential to understand the dynamics of infection spreading, and to predict the
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effects of the interventions against HAIs. Mathematical modelling and simulations

can help the infection control professionals to improve their understanding of these

complex processes, and make better decisions.

Primarily, our aim was to build a simulation framework that is able to simulate a

wide range of infection spreading scenarios, but we are faced with the problem, that

the spreading process and the infection control processes highly depend on the other

hospital processes. Therefore we have to simulate the hospital processes at the same

level, what is a difficult problem in itself.

1.1 Pathogen Sources and Transmission Routes

In this section, we review the possible pathogen sources and the pathogen trans-

mission routes. Studies have shown that the primary transmission pathway is the

patient – healthcare worker (HCW) – patient route [4,5]. In other words, the HCWs

transmit the pathogens via their hands. Pittet et al. [4] identified the 5 main steps of

pathogen transmission via healthcare workers’ hands (the pathogen sequence steps)

and the evidence supporting each step. The steps are the following:

1. Pathogens are present on the patient’s skin or in the patient’s immediate envi-

ronment.

2. Transfer of pathogens to HCW’s hands.

3. Pathogens must survive on HCW’s hands for at least several minutes.

4. Hand decontamination (hand washing/rubbing or hand antisepsis) by the health-

care worker must be inadequate or omitted entirely.

5. The HCW’s contaminated hand(s) must come into direct contact with another

patient or with a fomite in direct contact with the patient.

In the prevention of HAI transmission, our aim is to break this sequence. Of course

the patient to patient and HCW to HCW routes are also important, if we investigate

the spread of an airborne diseases, such as influenza. There are some special cases,

when we have to consider the patient to patient routes also: when the probability that

two patients come into direct contact is not negligible, such as in a pediatric ward.

A contaminated environment may also be a source of pathogens in hospitals. For

example strains of MRSA can survive and remain viable on dust particles or skin

scales for many weeks and months [6], and it is also proven that low densities of

MRSA can initiate infections [7]. As we have mentioned in the previous subsection,

antibiotic resistant pathogens can emerge caused by the selective pressure of anti-

biotics, but more commonly, newly admitted patients can carry these pathogens to

the hospital [8, 9].

1.2 Infection Control Measures

Infection control measures are all the interventions against HAIs that a hospital can

use to prevent the infections. In this section we briefly overview the most common
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infection control measures:

• Hand hygiene: Obviously, hand hygiene is one of the most important infec-

tion control measures [4, 5]. There are two main factors when we are talking

about hand hygiene: compliance and the quality of hand decontamination. In

brief, the first one refers to the frequency of hand washing/rubbing, the second

refers to the quality of it.

• Staff cohorting: This is a method to restrict the transmission network. If we

assign a caregiver to a subgroup of patients, we can eliminate the transmission

of the pathogen (via the HCW’s hand) between patient groups. In other word,

we can decrease the role of the 2nd and 5th steps of the transmission sequence

discussed before.

• Patient isolation: This is another way to restrict the transmission network. If a

patient is found to be colonized or infected, then isolation is justifiable. In this

case, there are special hygiene and precaution rules for the HCW who enters

or leaves the room of the isolated patient. However, patient isolation is very

costly and often practically impossible as the number of colonized/infected

patients are increasing.

• Surveillance: a collection of methods for collecting every information re-

garding the epidemic process. This can contain a lot of data acquisition

methods: swabbing (microbiological sampling) at admission, periodically re-

peated swabbing of the patients, tracking the patients’ temperature chart, ill-

ness records, computing the risk factors, etc. The result of the surveillance

can be used to ordain special interventions, such as isolation. Recently, there

is a new trend to use information technology tools for monitoring hand hy-

giene compliance and quality [10], and Lehotsky et al. showed that direct,

personal feedback can reduce the rate of inadequate hand rubbing [11].

• Patient decolonization: We suppose that patients are persistent carriers after

colonization, and this fact has an important role in the pathogen transmis-

sion sequence. For example, patients can carry MRSA on their skin, nose

or injured skin, therefore they act as a constant source for MRSA transmis-

sion [12]. MRSA eradication can be effectively done by using mupirocin and

chlorhexidline for decolonization [13].

• Antibiotic usage protocols: antibiotic usage in hospitals has a key role in

emergence and spread of HAIs [14], and the applied protocol has a great

impact [15].

• Cleaning and sterilization.

1.3 Hospital Simulations

The effective operation of hospitals is a key issue for society, and the optimization

of the operation of hospitals is an important question in the practical Operational

Research/Management Science. The “ optimality” has different viewpoints, and the
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resulting healthcare service directly affects the lives of many people. However, hos-

pitals are complex systems, and it is very hard to find an optimal plan to manage

hospital resources, and predict the effects of the interventions or the change of the

environment. A hospital can be also seen as a queuing system, but the direct use

of queuing analytic theory is very hard [16]. One tool, that can help, is computer

simulation. A simulation is a simplified replica of a real-world system, and can be

used to evaluate “what-if?” scenarios before applying the changes. The most com-

mon hospital simulation methods [17] are Discrete Event Simulation (DES), System

Dynamics (SD) and Agent-Based Simulation (ABS). DES is applied to model sys-

tems that change their states dynamically, stochastically, in discrete time intervals.

It is particularly applicable for systems that have queuing structure. System Dynam-

ics is a method of simulating continuous systems. It works on a set of differential

equations. In this method, we usually examine cohorts rather than individuals. SD

models are more appropriate for studying the interrelationship between elements of

the systems. In an Agent-Based Simulation, there are autonomous objects called

agents, who are living in an environment and interact with each other.

1.4 Modelling and Simulations in Infection Control

The most important model types in HAI modelling and simulation are compartment-

based and agent-based models [18–20]. In a compartment-based model, the popu-

lation is divided into groups (compartments), and the number of agents of each

compartment are tracked in the model. Each compartment represents a stage of the

infection history. The most common compartments are Susceptible (S), Exposed

(E), Infectious (I) and Recovered or removed (R). Different combinations of these

compartments lead to different model structures, and the usual model structures, de-

pending on the aims and the level of details are: S-I, S-I-S, S-I-R and S-I-R-S. Inside

a compartment, we suppose homogeneous mixing of the agents. After the compart-

ments are decided, one can define the governing equations of the model therefore

the compartment models are given by closed mathematical equations. These equa-

tions can be differential or stochastic equations, and since the nature of the system

is highly stochastic and the population size in a hospital is relatively low, therefore

the latter one is more common. (Compartment models therefore are very similar to

System Dynamics discussed in the previous subsection).

In the agent-based simulations of HAI spreading, the agents are patients and HCWs,

and the interactions are the treatments. The model is driven by discrete (usually

stochastic) events. A model like this can be used to predict the effect of the interven-

tions, and therefore, it can support decision making. In an ABS we can investigate

models where the population is inhomogeneous, and we can define any interaction

that we can represent with a computer program. Therefore, we have greater flexibil-

ity in the modelling compared to the compartment-based models, but this flexibility

has a price [21]: the simulation time can be very long due to the complexity, the val-

idation of the model is much more difficult, and in addition, it is very hard to plug

an agent-based model into an estimation method to estimate the model parameters

from recorded time series.
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In this paper our focus is on agent-based models. Ferrer et al. [22] built a model that

combines the operational and the epidemiological perspectives to size-up the effect

of understaffing and overcrowding in an Intensive Care Unit (ICU). In their model

they have taken into account the work schedule, sick leaves, workload, fatigue and

occupation state of HCWs. Milazzo et al. [21] tested the effect of spatial and person-

nel cohorting. In [23] the spread of influenza like illness was simulated. The model

contains the immunity of the patients and the spatiality of the ward (emergency

ward), and they tested the effect of infection control policies. Meng et al. [24] built

a transmission model based on patient to patient transmission routes, and tested the

effect of admission and repeat screening tests, shorter test turnaround time, isolation,

and decolonisation. Lee et al. [25] investigated the effect of an MRSA outbreak in

a region (Orange Country, California) containing multiple hospitals, they modelled

patient movement and the MRSA spreading between the institutions. Hernbeck et

al. [26] tracked the motion of HCWs and the patient-HCW, HCW-HCW interactions

using sensor network. They have built an agent-based simulation on the resulting

hospital society network, and investigated the effect of peripatetic HCWs (having

large and diverse set of contacts) on the spread of HAIs.

2 The Elements of The Conceptual Model

Our aim was to build an extensible and robust simulation framework to be able to

model a wide range of different hospital infection spreading scenarios. These mod-

els are infection spreading processes embedded into a hospital simulation. During

the design, we have identified, (1) the main hospital processes affecting the infec-

tion spreading, (2) then the elements of the infection spreading, and finally (3) the

interaction points with each other. The identified processes of (1) - (3) are together

what we call conceptual model.

2.1 Hospital Processes

The basic organization unit of the hospital is the ward. There are two types of in-

dividuals: patients and healthcare workers. We do not deal with visitors, because

our primary interests are HAIs (but the model is open: we can extend it with visi-

tors). The patients belong to a specific ward, but the caregivers can work in multiple

wards.

The identified hospital processes are the following:

1. The admission process: the arrival of new patients to a hospital ward. New

patients can arrive from outside (other hospital, community) or from an an-

other ward of the hospital. Since the characteristic of each ward can be very

different. Therefore, the admission pattern of each ward can be different in

the same hospital.

2. The discharge of patients: the removal of the patients from the ward. In this

framework, we determine (sample from a predefined distribution) the Length-
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of-Stay (LOS) value of each patient at admission, and if the LOS is elapsed,

the patient will be removed from the ward. In some cases, the LOS value can

change later: for example, if a patent become infected, the LOS value will be

increased.

3. Treatment scheduling: every HCW has a list of the treatments that she/he can

perform, and at admission, a list of treatments (demand for treatments) is as-

signed to each patient. Every treatment demand has an urgency value between

0 and 1 (which can change in time). The treatment scheduling process assigns

one (or more, if it is necessary) available HCW(s) to the patients according

to the treatments urgency, and also determines the length of the treatment du-

ration (sample from a predefined distribution). The treatment demands list of

the patients can also change later, again, in case of infection, the infected pa-

tients need more care. In the conceptual model, we do not fix any scheduling

method.

4. Treatment processing: The treatment scheduler generates patient-HCW as-

signments, and assigns a treatment and a treatment duration for each pair. In

this step, the HCWs perform the treatment.

2.2 The Infection Spreading Process

We suppose that there can be multiple pathogen types in the hospital, and an individ-

ual can be clean, colonized or infected for each of the pathogen types. Colonization

means that the pathogen’s strains are in the different parts of the host’s body, but

she/he is asymptomatic. In contrast, if somebody is infected, she/he has symptoms,

which means sickness. We suppose that patients are reservoirs. Therefore, if a pa-

tient becomes colonized, she/he remains colonized (unless we do not do a complete

decolonization), but HCWs are not reservoirs, so for HCWs we define maximum

colonization time.

We have identified the following elements of the spreading process:

1. Admission colonization: a newly admitted patient can be colonized or in-

fected by one or more pathogens. The admission colonization process decides

if an admitted patient is colonized/infected or not.

2. Transmission process: the pathogen transmission from one agent to another.

The transmission routes can be: patient to HCW, HCW to patent, HCW to

HCW, patient to patient, environment to patient, environment to HCW, patent

to environment and HCW to environment. Pathogen transmission or colo-

nization does not mean infection, it means only that the pathogen moves from

one agent to another.

3. Infection process: the process when a colonized patient become infected and

has symptoms. If a patient becomes infected, then it can increase the LOS

and the number of treatment demands.

4. The infection control measures are sub-processes or modifiers of the previ-
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ously defined processes. For example hand washing/rubbing is performed in

the treatment processing part, staff cohorting strategy modifies the treatment

scheduler, surveillance can be part of almost all of the main processes.

3 Implementation Issues

Infectious Hospital Agents is an agent-based programming simulation framework,

where the agents are patients and HCWs. The design is in object-oriented fashion

and the elements of the sketched conceptual model are implemented via (abstract)

classes. We have tried to create a very general and extensible software design, and

gave different implementations for each of the elements. These pre-implemented

classes can be used as building blocks to set up different simulation scenarios.

One can find the details of the object-oriented design in [27]. The implementa-

tion is in C++, and for generating differently distributed random numbers, we use

the Boost.Random [28] library. We can retrieve all the events, statistics and trans-

mission networks from the implemented event-oriented bookkeeping.

4 An Example

Here we present a demonstration simulation example, which is created with the

IHA framework. This example is very simple, and some parameter values are not

verified, but it can give an insight to the system, and some guidance about the

parametrization. We simulate a hypothetical ICU-like ward, with the following

properties:

• Only one ward.

• Pathogen: MRSA.

• Simulate only colonization.

• Do not use any infection control measure.

• Only one treatment type with averaged properties.

• Transmission routes: only patient-to-HCW and HCW-to-patient.

• Time unit is minute, time step: 10 minutes.

• The treatment scheduler is a priority based scheduler, where the priorities are

the treatment urgency values. If the priorities are the same, it uses random

selection.

Model parametrization:

• Admission process: It is a common assumption in hospital simulations, that

the admission process is a Poission-process [16]. In this example we use

this assumption, and set the admission process to a Poission-process with rate

1/180. Therefore, the mean time between two successive patient arrivals is
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180 minutes.

• The Length-of-Stay distribution: Statistical parameter fitting methods shows

that Lognormal, Weibull and Gamma distributions fit best to LOS empirical

data [29]. Here we use the lognormal distribution to sample the LOS values

of the patients. The lognormal distribution is a continuous probability dis-

tribution of a random variable, whose logarithm is normal distributed. The

density function of the lognormal distribution is: lnN (x; µ,σ) = 1

xσ
√

2π
exp

[

−
(lnx−µ)2

2σ 2

]

, where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the variable’s

natural logarithm. Setting µ = 1.3205061822 and σ = 0.3627345555, we get that

E[LOS] = 4 days and SD[LOS] = 1.5 days.

Figure 1

LOS density function

If we plot the probability density function of the LOS values (Figure 1), we

can observe that it is an asymmetric heavy tailed distribution, and on the right

side of the mean, the decreasing of the plot is not so steep, expressing the fact

that greater LOS values may occur with a small, but not negligible probability.

• The probability of admission colonization set to 0.15 according to [30].

• It is a common assumption that the treatment duration is exponentially dis-

tributed [16], but it is a huge simplification, and it is hard to find a good pa-

rameter value. In this example, we set the parameter value of the exponential

distribution to 1/10, expressing that the expected value of the treatment length

is 10 minutes. However, this parameter is the weakest part of this example.

• The pathogen transmission probability is set to 0.05 according to [22]. In a

more accurate model, the pathogen transmission probability should depend

on the contact length, but here, as seen previously, our knowledges about the

treatment duration length is inappropriate, therefore we do not use the time

dependent model. Using fixed transmission probability, we can ensure that

the treatment length does not have a direct effect to the infection spreading

process, unless it is not too high.

• Treatment frequency: 8 times a day.

• HCW decolonization period: 1 day.
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The length of the simulation was 120 days, but we have omitted the first 20 days to

avoid the initial transients. We have run the simulation independently 100 times, and

obtained the result time series by averaging these 100 independent runs: the number

of patients in the ward (Figure 2a), the number of colonized patients (Figure 2b),

the number of newly colonized patients (Figure 2c) and the rate of the colonized

patients (Figure 2d). The number of colonized patients are the number of patients

who were colonized at admission plus the number of newly colonized patients. The

average number of newly colonized patients for this 100 day period is 17.08.

(a)

Average number of patients

(b)

Average number of colonized patients

(c)

Average number of newly colonized patients

(d)

Rate of colonized patients

Figure 2

The simulation results: averaged time series

In the second part of the example, we study the effect of changing the pathogen

transmission probability to the accumulated number of newly colonized patients in

the ward. For this reason, we fix every parameter, except the transmission probabil-

ity, and an S = {0.005,0.01,0.02,0.03,0.04, ...,0.15} test value set for the transmission

probability. For each p ∈ S, we set the pathogen transmission probability to p, ran

the simulation 100 times, and computed the average accumulated number of newly

colonized patients, and additionally the average accumulated number of colonized

patients. The results are summarized in Table 1 and in Figure 3. If p is small,

then practically there are no newly colonized patients in the ward, because we as-
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sume that the HCWs are not reservoirs, and the probability that there is a pathogen

transmission from a colonized patient to a HCW and the same HCW passes on the

pathogen to an another uncolonized patient in a 24 hours length time interval (the

maximum colonization time for a HCW is set to 24 hours) is very small. In this case,

the admission colonization process keeps the pathogen in the ward. As we increase

the transmission probability, the number of newly colonized patients are increasing

(as we expect), and the rate of newly colonized patients is rising in the total number

of colonized patients, and about p = 0.11, the number of newly colonized patients

reaches the number of patients who were colonized at admission (supposing that the

probability that a patient is colonized at admission is 0.15).

Table 1

Results of testing the model in different transmission probabilities

Transmission probability Colonized patients Newly colonized patients

0.005 154.42 0.52

0.01 154.54 1.03

0.02 156.83 3.85

0.03 158.62 6.1

0.04 162.55 11.72

0.05 166.78 17.08

0.06 175.16 28.91

0.07 186.53 44.28

0.08 195.66 56.92

0.09 211.38 75.94

0.1 228.16 99.53

0.11 257.84 135.36

0.12 279.73 162.45

0.13 306.92 195.87

0.14 336.84 229.11

0.15 358.41 255.19

Figure 3

Newly colonized patients in function of transmission probability

Finally we investigate the impact of changing the admission colonization probabil-

ity parameter to the accumulated number of colonized and newly colonized patients.
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Here, we fix the transmission probability to 0.07 (We use higher transmission proba-

bility, to scale up the effect of the change in the admission colonization probability),

set the rest of the parameters as before, and test the system setting the admission

colonization probability to {0.05,0.01,0.02, ...,0.17,0.2}. As before, we run the sim-

ulations for each of the values of the admission colonization probability 100 times,

and obtain the results by averaging the time series. The result are gathered in Table

2 and shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. We can see in the figures, that the number

of colonized patients and the number of newly colonized patients increase more or

less linearly when we increase the probability of admission colonization, as it is

expected.

Table 2

Results of testing the model against different admission colonization probabilities

Admission colonization Colonized patients Newly colonized patients

0.005 6.67 1.68

0.01 13.06 3.68

0.02 26.15 7.41

0.03 37.09 9.17

0.04 49.1 11.06

0.05 60.3 13.46

0.06 74.19 16.91

0.07 86.52 19.89

0.08 100.81 24.87

0.09 115.44 29.89

0.1 128.77 33.53

0.11 140.31 36.31

0.12 152.32 38.09

0.13 163.93 40.44

0.14 176.42 43.19

0.15 186.53 44.28

0.16 198.63 46.55

0.17 209.7 47.23

0.2 243.83 51.74

Figure 4

Colonized patients in function of admission colonization probability
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Figure 5

Newly colonized patients in function of admission colonization probability

5 Discussion

In this paper we have described the motivations and the background of the IHA

simulation framework, presented the conceptual model, and a simple example of

the usage of the framework. In the conceptual model, we have identified the main

hospital processes affecting the spreading process, we have described the elements

of the spreading process, and the way how the hospital processes and the spreading

process interact with each other. According to these, we can see, that the spreading

process is embedded deeply inside the hospital, and any change of these processes

can cause huge change in the other processes. Here, we have excluded a lot of

factors from the model, for example: the role of visitors, roster pattern of the HCWs

etc., however the conceptual model and the simulation framework are open and

extensible. The described work here is a tool development for future research.

5.1 Future Work

From software development perspective, we have to work on the validation of our

system, because the complexity of the software requires the usage of same system-

atic software validation method. From modelling perspective, we have to extend

the framework with more precise implementation of each sub-processes. Here, we

highlight some of them:

• It is a common assumption that the admission of patients is a Poission-process

[16]. In practice often that is not the case. When we use Poission-process, we

implicitly suppose that the following conditions are true [31]:

1. The probability of more than one arrivals in a short ∆t length time inter-

val is low (o(∆t)).

2. The p(∆t) probability that at least one patient arrives in a ∆t time interval

is ”almost linear” function of ∆t, (p(∆t) = a∆t +o(∆t)).

3. The interarrival times (times between two successive arrivals) are inde-

pendent random variables.

Here a is a positive constant and o is the common asymptotic notion: f (x) ∈
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o(g(x)) means limx→∞
f (x)
g(x)

= 0 The consequence of these assumptions is that

the arrival process is a Poission-process. However, as mentioned in [16], these

conditions are often not met. For example, sometimes several patients arrive

in an Emergency Department (ED) at the same time (several people injured

in the same car accident), which clearly violates the condition (1), or the

probability of new patient arrivals could depend on the previous arrivals when

ED is close to its capacity, which contradicts to condition (3), or the average

arrival rate varies during a day, etc. These phenomena may directly effect the

infection spread, for example the sudden increase of the load on the HCWs

may decrease the hand hygiene compliance, causing higher transmission rate.

Consequently, to be able to make the arrival process more precise, we have to

create more accurate statistical models, and collect more data to support these

models.

• The duration of the patient-HCW contacts is an important factor in the trans-

mission process, since obviously the transmission probability increases with

the contact time. However, there is a lack of statistical results about the treat-

ment durations. One way to fix this problem is observing the proximity pat-

terns of the agents in the hospital: collecting data about who is close to whom

at what time. This kind of information is invaluable, when we want to study

the spreading phenomenon, not only to build statistics about the contact du-

rations. For example, the SocioPatterns project has developed a platform that

allows physical proximity measurements using wearable sensors based on ra-

diofrequency identification devices (RFID) [32]. The human body acts as a

shield for the radiofrequency signals, therefore the sensors record only con-

tacts when the individuals are facing each other, and thus a contact can be

considered as indicative of communication and contact between the individ-

uals. Using these sensors, the temporal proximity networks of patients [33],

school children [34], and conference attendees [35] have been successfully

recorded.

• If we have statistics concerning the contact durations, we can build and apply

different time-dependent transmission models.

• There is a lot of question about the infection process itself. What is the prob-

ability, that a colonized patient become infected? Clearly, it depends on not

only the pathogen, but also the patient. This probability is very different for

a patient in a regular Emergency Department from a patient after immuno-

suppressive therapy in a transplantation institute. Furthermore, how does the

infection increases the LOS of the treatment and treatment demand? These

questions lead to the modelling of the immunity of the patients.
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Abstract: A data model is presented in the form of ontology which includes the indoor 

location description of hospitals, the indoor navigation features and the accessibility 

attributes for people with motion disabilities. The possible use of the ontology is 

demonstrated by outlining some RDF data excerpt, OWL definitions and SPARQL queries 

for the navigation features of future applications. 
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1 Introduction 

Linked Open Data (LOD) [1] is a well-known method of publishing and 
interlinking open structured data on the Web so that computers can read it 
automatically. This method enables data from different sources to be connected 
and queried; connections can be created by utilizing links contained in datasets 
that refer to other datasets. The standard data model for Linked Open Data is 
Resource Description Framework (RDF). In RDF, data is structured as triples in 
the form of subject, predicate and object, which is called a statement. SPARQL is 
an RDF query language, designed to retrieve and manipulate data stored in RDF 
format. 

In our previous works we developed general methods for indoor wayfinding. In 
this paper we address the special case of navigating inside the building of a 
medical facility. This means that the navigation task is defined between points of 
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interest (POIs), rooms or departments of a hospital building as starting and end 
points. We also take notice of the accessibility features of building parts to support 
navigation for the motion disabled visitors and patients. To accomplish this, we 
allow description of several features of corridors and rooms that are significant in 
terms of accessibility, such as distance, number of stairs, and the presence or 
absence of barriers and assistance features in the building. 

Outdoor navigation is widely available nowadays, and helps people to find a place 
while driving or walking or using public transport. This type of navigation is 
usually based on a map and coordinates provided by GPS. Inside buildings, 
however, a navigation system has to cope with more complex routes and lacks the 
use of GPS signals. Most of the current solutions require special and expensive 
hardware for indoor positioning. Instead of relying on an indoor coordinate 
system, our approach follows the natural way, how people give route advice to 
each other, telling which landmarks to pass in sequence to reach the destination. 
Requisites for our navigation method are kept as inexpensive and simple as 
possible. The solution should scale up to large buildings, like hospitals. In our 
work we exploit Linked Data and SPARQL for building flexible APIs providing 
location and routing information. 

The complexities of the requirements demanded a data model developed as a 
formal ontology, which also helps to apply the Linked Data principles to the 
published data. During the ontology development our aim was to design a 4-star 
vocabulary described in the guidelines [2]. 

The aim of the paper is to provide a data model in the form of two ontologies: 
iLOC [3] and hLOC [4]. The iLOC ontology describes the indoor navigation 
features and the accessibility attributes for people with motion disabilities, the 
hLOC contains the indoor location description of hospitals, including supportive 
services typically found in medical facilities. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe research 
fields that are related to the topic and in Section 3, usage examples are presented 
that the suggested model should satisfy. In Section 4, the ontology achieving 
accessible indoor navigation is explained. In Section 5, the ontology of indoor 
location description of hospitals is introduced. Section 6, shows examples for 
SPARQL queries and OWL definitions using the developed ontologies. 

2 Related Work 

Linked datasets rely on vocabularies, schemas or ontologies. There were several 
attempts to provide indoor navigation ontologies. Worboys [5] provided a general 
overview of the state of the art, and defines a top level taxonomy to classify 
indoor models into semantic and spatial categories. Semantic indoor space models 
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represent entity types, their properties and relationships. Topological models are 
concerned with the connectivity within a space. Geometrical models add 
quantification of distance and finally hybrid or multilayered models provide 
combined features of all the above. 

OntoNav [6] is a semantic indoor navigation system and an ontological framework 
of handling routing requests. OntoNav navigates the users inside floors and 
buildings, but it does not provide navigation instructions within rooms, while in 
case of a large hall with several entrances it is useful to have routes inside the hall 
as well. The underlying INO ontology is unavailable, furthermore, it has most of 
the required implicit knowledge about selecting best paths and avoiding obstacles 
built into the path-finding algorithms, not into the ontology. 

ONALIN [7] provides routing for individuals with various needs and preferences; 
it takes the ADA (American Disability Act) standards, among other requirements, 
into consideration. Buildings are modeled as hallway networks, and feasible 
routes can be identified for users having specific constraints. ONALIN uses pre-
computed variants of hallway networks for each possible set of disabilities, and 
then runs path search algorithms on the selected hallway network. 

Scholz and Schabus [8] created an indoor navigation ontology for the movement 
of production assets in a production environment, to support autonomous 
navigation in the indoor space. Production assets pass through steps of a 
workflow, and for each step the suitable equipment is found and the best route to 
the equipment is calculated. Details of route calculation are not given, but it is 
done with a tailor-made algorithm considering asset properties such as size or 
special handling instructions. 

Geodint [9] uses standard shortest path algorithm in a derived graph model for 
navigation. None of the above ontologies is accessible at the moment of writing 
this paper. However, some parts of the conceptual semantic model were reused 
from these earlier work inspiring the hierarchy of classes. The main difference in 
our approach compared to the mentioned related work is the use of standard (or de 
facto standard) query languages and reasoning for the computation of routes. In 
this way we can keep the computation generic and use the model (the ontology) to 
describe all necessary knowledge for various types of route calculations. Thus, the 
need to design and implement a specialized route search algorithm for each 
domain and scenario can be avoided. 

SNOMED CT [10] is one of the most comprehensive medical ontologies, 
consisting of more than 316.000 classes organized in a hierarchical structure. It is 
maintained and regularly updated by IHTSDO1, the latest version was released in 

                                                           

1 International Health Terminology Standards Development Organisation, 

http://www.ihtsdo.org/ 
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September 2015. SNOMED CT contains terminology for the human body, 
medical procedures, pharmaceutical products, and also the logical and physical 
organization of healthcare facilities. The structured collection of hospital 
departments and room types has proven to be very useful in the process of 
constructing indoor navigation for medical buildings. SNOMED CT does not exist 
in RDF format, therefore we could not utilize it directly. 

Several single-city navigation applications can be found that enable wayfinding 
for wheelchair users. Also, there are maps with accessibility information on public 
buildings. However, few applications provide a comprehensive solution for the 
differently abled to navigate in most cities. Perhaps the best-known international 
project is Wheelmap.org, an OpenStreetMap-based solution. Wheelmap 
concentrates on the needs of wheelchair users. Therefore, the color signs for 
locations are as follows: green color shows buildings that are fully wheelchair-
accessible; yellow means partial accessibility; red signs show places that are not 
accessible for wheelchair users. The map also shows accessible toilets, based on 
the following criteria: the doorway’s inner width is at least 90 cm, clear inner 
space is at least 150 x 150 cm, it has a wheelchair-height toilet seat, folding grab 
rails and accessible hand basin. [11] 

Benner and Karimi [12] examined available ontologies (including INO and 
ONALIN) for pedestrian wayfinding and navigation, and found that there is a lack 
of generic approach for disability, existing solutions cover only parts of the whole 
spectrum. They suggest to focus more on the semantics of accessibility of the built 
environment. 

Several countries have laws to ensure equal access to public services by the means 
of enforcing accessible building structures. These rules can be included in civil 
rights laws, or in architectural regulations. An example for the former case is the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) in the USA, that regulates public 
buildings including medical facilities to be accessible for persons with motion 
(and other types of) disabilities. [13] In Hungary, the government regulation about 
national settlements planning and building requirements (OTÉK) orders the newly 
built and renovated public buildings to be accessible for wheelchair users by 
providing alternatives to stairs (slopes or stairlifts or elevators), the doorways with 
inner width of at least 90 cm, and accessible toilets. [14] 

3 Usage Examples 

Medical services are typically organized in several departments, each department 
located at different parts or on different floors of the hospital building. 
Departments usually include multiple medical-purposed rooms, such as 
examination and treatment, operating, or diagnostic imaging rooms, and also some 
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non-medical rooms and services. Visitors, patients and medical staff may look for 
an actual room, a category of rooms (e.g. a toilet nearby), a department without 
the aim for a specific room, or just a location offering some services like an ATM 
or a vending machine. 

The following use-case examples demonstrate the requirements for navigation in a 
medical facility: 

The simplest case is when a person wants to get from one point of interest to 
another, for example finding a way from the building entrance to the room number 
312. The navigation instructions should be simple and easy to follow: take the 
elevator to the third floor, go to the left in the corridor until you get to the vending 
machine, then look for the room number 312 nearby. 

A somewhat more complicated situation arises when the visitor has incomplete 
information about their goal. A good example for this is a patient with an 
appointment for a heart checkup. He knows the name of the doctor (let us say Dr. 
Heart) and the department, which is outpatient adult cardiology in this case, but 
not the exact room number. A useful navigation application could offer two 
different options at this point: either navigate the patient to the information desk or 
the nurse station of the cardiology department, or offer a list of the rooms in that 
department with detailed information, so that the patient can find Dr. Heart’s 
office in the list. 

Another example can be a visitor looking for a toilet. In this case, the exact room 
number is irrelevant; the navigation should provide directions toward the nearest 
toilet available for visitors (as opposed to toilets of ensuites belonging to 
inpatients rooms, or toilets reserved for the personnel). 

The user of the navigation application initializes the search based on the names of 
services or departments. However, the naming conventions differ from country to 
country, and sometimes even among hospitals of the same area. To support 
hospital navigation successfully, the ontology must accommodate these 
differences. The following examples provide some insight into the problematic 
cases. 

The co-location of different services can result in compound names for 
departments: in Hungary, gynecology departments are mostly co-located with 
obstetrics and neonatal care, therefore they have a common name for the three 
services (another example is the frequent co-location of dermatology and 
genitourinary care). On the other hand, there are departments with generalized 
names and area of care such as Internal medicine, but some hospitals provide 
separate departments for different specialties like cardiology or gastroenterology. 

The route search should consider various parameters of the corridors, doors and 
other building parts to accommodate the special needs of the differently abled, e.g. 
wheelchair users, or the elderly with motion difficulties. When initializing the 
query, the user gives the starting point and the goal as well as the accessibility 
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preferences for the route. These preferences should be finely tuned to the person’s 
needs, including the maximum distance they have to walk without a resting 
opportunity, the number of stairs, or the angle of slopes. 

For example, a person using a wheelchair has to avoid stairs, and can only travel 
between floors by elevator. They also need wide-enough doors to cross, and a 
route without high door thresholds, and steep slopes. But different kinds of 
wheelchairs (e.g. an electric wheelchair) can travel through passages of different 
steepness, and even a standard wheelchair can travel different steepness routes 
depending on the direction (e.g. rolling up or down the slope). A wheelchair user 
can overcome some smaller barriers with help. 

An elderly person using a walking cane may only want to walk less or climb as 
few stairs as possible, but it is not impossible for them to get through obstacles on 
the way. 

The support of the staff of the medical facility (e.g. students, medical residents, 
ambulance personnel) is also among our aims. Therefore, navigation has to extend 
to staff-only rooms such as laboratories. However, the restricted access to these 
locations (e.g. door only passable using an RFID card) has to be described in the 
ontology and considered in the route search as a parameter. 

4 iLOC Ontology 

In this section the iLOC ontology is presented, which provides indoor location 
description of a general building, navigation method inside a building and 
accessibility attributes for people with disabilities. The iLOC ontology was 
designed in such a way that it can be extended easily by additional ontologies to 
serve environment specific use cases. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the main classes as ovals and the most significant object 
properties as arrows between the classes. Classes defined in this ontology are 
using the iloc prefix, classes and properties used from other ontologies are 
prefixed with their own and such classes are marked with dashed line. Dotted 
arrows mark the subclass relationships between the classes. 
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Figure 1 

iLOC ontology 
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Figure 2 

iLOC:RouteFeature and its subclasses 

The iLOC ontology has three main classes: Building, BuildingPart and POI. 
Building class is a subclass of vcard:Location and geo:SpatialThing, in this way 
the address and the latitude, longitude coordinates can be assigned to its instances. 
Building entities have internal structure that the ontology aims to describe. 
BuildingPart provides an abstract concept to the different parts of the internal 
structure of a building. It has two subclasses: Floor and Room. A Floor entity 
represents an actual floor of a building. The Room class has a subclass 
VerticalPassage with special meaning for indoor navigation, its instances connect 
different Floor entities. VerticalPassage has two further subclasses: Elevator and 
Stairway. 

The isPartOf object property, and its inverse property hasPart express hierarchical 
structural relationships within the building, e.g. a specific Room entity can be in 
isPartOf relation with a specific Floor entity. A Room instance is not tied to a 
specific floor directly, as there are examples when room height and floor height do 
not match and the room has entrances on multiple floors. Another example is an 
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Elevator or Stairway instance that can belong also to multiple floors. The solution 
is that a specific Room instance can be assigned to more floors with the isPartOf 
property. 

Additional environment specific ontologies can define further Room subclasses for 
shopping malls, universities and other use cases; hLOC is such an ontology for 
hospital environments. The environment specific subclasses do not play a special 
role in the navigation process; they can act as custom filters to select specific type 
of rooms. In most cases, at the beginning of the navigation the exact starting point 
or target point is not exactly known by the user, a potential list of rooms can 
support the user’s choice. So the classification of the rooms can help to narrow 
down the potential list of rooms to a convenient length. 

Room entities might belong to foaf:Agent entities, represented with the belongsTo 
property. With this property, Room instances can belong to specific organizations, 
and also to certain persons. In the hospital environment for example, in this way 
we can represent the location of a room in a department, or the linkage of a room 
to a certain person. Domain ontologies should define the necessary organization-
type subclasses. A default Room instance might be assigned to a specific 
foaf:Organization entity with the defaultRoomOf property. This may be useful, if 
one has limited knowledge about the actual room he/she is looking for, only the 
specific organization is known (e.g. the department name in a hospital). Entities of 
the Room class can be classified into further external categories by the 
hasCategory property which can point to room categories defined in DBpedia2. 

The POI (Point of Interest) class plays an important role in the navigation process 
supported by iLOC. An indoor route is built up by a consecutive sequence of POI 
instances, where adjacent POI entities are connected with the connectsPOI 
property. In iLOC the POI class has one subclass: Entrance, which is further 
specified as RoomEntrance and BuildingEntrance. The Entrance instances have 
the special meaning of defining the connections between rooms or the entry point 
to buildings. Constraints in the ontology require that each building and room 
should have at least one entrance and a room entrance should belong to exactly 
two rooms. Similarly, to the class Room, additional POI subclasses can be defined 
in environment specific ontologies. Examples for POI class instances are statues, 
bank automats, display boards or vending machines. 

The connectsPOI describes a direct route between two POI instances, the 
navigation route between two connected POIs is taken for granted. The 
connectsPOIOneWay is the asymmetric parent property of the connectsPOI 
property. It describes one-way routes between points. A navigation route is 
defined by a series of named and connected POIs. This approach supports 

                                                           

2 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/ 
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instructions like: “Cross the building entrance. Pass by the display board. Go to 
the stairs. Go to the 4th floor. Pass by the bank automat. Look for Room 407.” The 
hasPOI property and its inverse property (belongsToRoom) express POI and 
Room relationships, a specific Room entity contains a given POI entity. 

The RouteSection class represents a traversable path between two connected POIs. 
When defining a RouteSection instance its endpoint POIs must be specified. Route 
sections can be described by various attributes, among these there exist qualitative 
(e.g. covering type), quantitative (e.g. length, width, number of steps and incline) 
and functional descriptors or constraints (e.g. restricted access). It follows that 
certain accessibility constraints (e.g. usable for wheelchairs) can be inferred from 
certain route properties, but they can also be specified by manual entries on the 
basis of human decisions. 

Extra information about route and disability profiles can be added to a 
RouteSection instance with the help of the RouteFeature and AccessFeature 
classes. The role of the RouteFeature class is to add extra descriptions to 
RouteSection instances that can be used in patient customized wayfinding queries. 
As shown in Figure 2, RouteFeature class has three direct subclasses 
QuantityRouteFeature, QualityRouteFeature and FunctionalRouteFeature, which 
can have further subclasses. QuantityRouteFeature subclasses (e.g. Distance, 

Incline or NumberOfSteps) contain instances having unit properties and numeric 
values as well. The QUDT ontology3 can be used in providing generic measures 
and units to reuse. QualityRouteFeature subclasses (e.g. CoveringType) contain 
instances that describe specific qualities of the route sections. 
FunctionalRouteFeature subclasses (e.g. RestrictesAccess) contain instances 
adding extra information about the funcionality of the route. The hasRouteFeature 
property establishes the connection between the RouteSection and the 
RouteFeature classes. With the above property class hierarchy our aim is to 
present an extensible property framework, and not to give a complete and final 
solution for route descriptors. 

The AccessFeature class represents different disabilities that require special 
features to traverse a RouteSection entity or to use a Room or POI instance. As we 
focused on supporting people with motion disabilities, the following instances 
were defined for the AccessFeature class for representing different accessibility 
needs: Wheelchair, EWheelchair (for electronic wheelchair), WheelchairWHelp 

(for wheelchair with help), Stretcher and Stroller. RestrictedAccess instance was 
introduced to represent areas where permission is required for the access. In the 
future additional instances can be added to the list in order to widen the 
accessibility features. The hasAccess property can be used to associate a specific 
disability constraint to a RouteSection, Room or POI instance. 

                                                           

3  http://qudt.org/schema/qudt# 
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5 hLOC Ontology 

 

Figure 3 

hLOC ontology 

Hospitals have a number of room types and other building features that are typical 
of medical service facilities. For an ontology to support indoor hospital 
navigation, it has to contain descriptions of medical purpose locations. 

iLOC does not have these specifics, however, it can be extended to provide 
support for indoor environments with special requirements. hLOC is an extension 
over iLOC that enables its usage in hospitals and to provide navigation support for 
people with motion disabilities. This ontology uses the prefix hloc. 

The overview of the hLOC ontology is shown in Figure 3. The hLOC ontology 
extends iLOC with semantic classifications for hospital indoor structure. One of 
these is the definition of three iloc:Room subclasses in compliance with the room 
categories in the hospital environment. These are the classes: MedicalRoom, 
SupportiveRoom and ServiceRoom. 
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Figure 4 

iLOC Room subclasses in hLOC 

The subclasses of the MedicalRoom class cover medicine-specific room types like 
medical imaging rooms, operating and emergency rooms or ensuites for patients 
staying permanently in the hospital. Supportive rooms are also necessary for the 
daily operation of the hospital but not direct scenes of medical procedures. 
Examples of SupportiveRoom subclasses can be: DecontaminationRoom, Kitchen, 
Toilet, Office and so on. A service room can be any optional, convenience type 
service provided in the building of the hospital, such as a chapel, shop, pharmacy 
or post office. 

In Figure 4 we give a recommendation for the list of iloc:Room subclasses (falling 
under MedicalRoom, SupportiveRoom and ServiceRoom) based on [10, 15]. 

The hLOC ontology also contains the class hloc:Department as the subclass of 
foaf:Organization. The hloc:Department has two direct subclasses: 
SupportiveDepartment and MedicalDepartment. MedicalDepartment can be 
further classified according to the following features: inpatient or outpatient, and 
adult or pediatric. Inpatient departments provide care for people in need of long-
term medical assistance. Therefore, they contain ensuite type medical rooms to 
accommodate patients. Outpatient departments are specialized in shorter medical 
procedures, where the patient is able to go home after treatment. 
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Both inpatient and outpatient departments can be either for adults or children. In 
this way we get the following subclasses: InpatientPediatricDepartment, 
InpatientAdultDepartment, OutpatientPediatricDepartment and 

OutpatientAdultDepartment. 

 

Figure 5 

Examples for Medical Department subclasses 

The recommended complete list (made by studying the SNOMED CT taxonomy 
and the structure of several prestigious hospitals in Hungary and abroad) for 
Medical Department names is the following: 

Addiction Services, Anesthesiology, Andrology, Cardiology, Clinical Laboratory, 
Critical Care, Dentistry, Dermatology, Diagnostic Imaging, Dietetics, Emergency, 
Endocrinology, Gastroenterology, Genetics, Genitourinary Medicine, 
Gynecology, Hematology, Hepatology, Immunology, Internal Medicine, 
Microbiology, Nephrology, Neurology, Neonatology, Obstetrics, Oncology, 
Ophthalmology, Orthopedics, Otolaryngology, Palliative Care, Pathology, 
Physiotherapy, Plastic Surgery, Psychiatry, Psychology, Respirology, Radiology, 
Rehabilitation, Rheumatology, Sports Medicine, Surgery, Toxicology, Trauma, 
Urology. 

The exact name for a certain MedicalDepartment subclass arises as follows: 
[Inpatient | Outpatient] || [Adult | Pediatric] || [MedicalDepartment_name]. For 
example, for the term Neurology, InpatientPediatricNeurology is generated as an 
InpatientPediatricDepartment subclass. Figure 5 shows some examples for 
Medical Department subclasses following the structure of the hLOC ontology. 
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6 Evaluation 

In this section data excerpts, OWL definitions and SPARQL queries are presented 
to demonstrate the possibilities of the developed ontologies. The following excerpt 
describes RouteSection, POI and Room instances: 
 
@prefix iloc: <http://lod.nik.uni-obuda.hu/iloc/iloc#> . 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> . 

:RS014 a iloc:RouteSection; 

iloc:hasAccess iloc:Stretcher; 

iloc:hasRouteFeature [ 

a iloc:NumberOfSteps; 

qudt:value 1.] 

iloc:hasRouteFeature [ 

a iloc:Distance; 

qudt:value 21; 

qudt:unit qudt:meter .] 

iloc:routeFromPOI :CoffeMachine002; 

iloc:routeToPOI :EntranceOfRoom203. 

 

:CoffeMachine002 a iloc:POI; 

rdf:label "Coffe machine on the 2nd floor"@en; 

iloc:belongsToRoom :Hallway2ndFloor ; 

iloc:connectsPOI :EntranceOfRoom203, 

    :EntranceOfRoom202, 

    :EntranceOfToilet2ndFloorLadies. 

 

:EntranceOfRoom203 a iloc:Entrance; 

rdf:label "Entrance of Room 203"@en; 

iloc:belongsToRoom :Hallway2ndFloor ; 

iloc:belongsToRoom :Room203 ; 

iloc:connectsPOI :CoffeMachine002,  

    :EntranceOfRoom202, 

    :EntranceOfToilet2ndFloorLadies. 
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:Room203 a iloc:Room; 

rdf:label "Room 203"@en; 

iloc:belongsTo hloc:InpatientAdultDepartment ; 

iloc:defaultRoomOf ex:InstitueOfCardiology ;  

iloc:hasAccess iloc:WheelChair; 

iloc:hasPOI :EntranceOfRoom203. 

We can define the list of tolerable route features for wheelchair users and for 
visitors as RouteFeature subclasses: WheelChairAccessibleFeature and 
VisitorAccessibleFeature. Using the Protégé syntax for OWL restrictions, we can 
then write a definition for Wheelchair Accessible RouteSection individuals as 
follows: 

WheelChairAccessibleRouteSection  RouteSection and ( hasRouteFeature only 
WheelChairAccessibleFeature) 

VisitorAccessibleRouteSection  RouteSection and ( hasRouteFeature only 

VisitorAccessibleFeature) 

Finally, if we have calculated a Route individual referring to all included 
RouteSections with the object property sections, the reasoner can automatically 
classify a route into a visitor accessible route using this class definition: 

VisitorAccessibleRoute  sections only VisitorAccessibleRouteSection 

SPARQL 1.1 supports property path queries that can be used in wayfinding 
queries. It does not return what the path is nor the length of the shortest path - only 
whether there is such a path. By probing against different path lengths, this 
limitation can be overcome by a query similar to the following, which returns the 
shortest route (routes with the least steps) between <room1> and <room2> (with 
maximum length of three steps for brevity): 

SELECT ?distance ?start ?p1 ?p2 ?p3 ?end WHERE { 

  BIND (<room1> AS ?start ). 

  BIND (<room2> AS ?end). 

  ?p1 iloc:belongsToRoom ?start. 

  ?p1 iloc:connectsPOI ?p2. 

  ?p2 iloc:connectsPOI ?p3. 

  ?plast iloc:belongsToRoom ?end. 

  FILTER (?p3 = ?plast || ?p2 = ?plast || ?p1 = ?plast ) 

  BIND (if( ?p3 = ?plast , 3, if( ?p2 = ?plast , 2, if( ?p1 = ?plast , 1, -
1))) AS ?distance) 

} ORDER BY ?distance LIMIT 1 
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Future SPARQL versions might better support such path queries by enabling 
access to the length of the path or to the specific elements of a route. OpenLink 
Virtuoso4 has an extension for SPARQL with a transitive closure operator. The 
following SPARQL query using this extension provides the same result as the 
previous example: 

SELECT ?step ?link WHERE {  
  BIND (<poi1> AS ?start ). 
  BIND (<poi2> AS ?end). 
  ?start iloc:connectsPOI ?end OPTION(TRANSITIVE, t_no_cycles, 
t_shortest_only, t_in(?start), t_out(?end), t_step (?start) as ?link, 
t_step('step_no') as ?step, t_direction 3 ). 
} 

Gremlin [16], as a graph traversal language, is a functional language. The purpose 
of the language is to enable a human user to easily define a traversal, which is a 
tree of functions called steps, and thus, program a Gremlin machine. The 
following Gremlin code fragment provides the same result as the previous 
examples: 

start = g.v(<room1>)  

end = g.v(<room2>) 

start.as('x').dedup().out('iloc:connectsPOI').loop('x') 

  { it.loops < 3 && !it.path.contains(it.object) && 

    it.object != end } 

.path.filter{it.last()==end}[0] 

Although SPARQL is able to query longer path, not all implementation is capable 
to deliver results. Experiments were carried out with Apache Marmotta5 and 
Virtuoso triplestores and also with Gremlin traversing engine. In some cases, 
Marmotta produced long response times in finding routes, queries were returning 
results in a wide range of 1-10 s. Virtuoso was significantly faster with its non-
standard extension. The best performance was measured with the Gremlin 
traversing engine, queries were returning results in the 150-250 ms range. 

Conclusions 

In this paper we presented two ontologies iLOC and hLOC for supporting 
accessible free-text type indoor navigation in hospitals. The possible use of the 
ontologies was demonstrated by presenting SPARQL queries that future 
applications can build on to provide these navigation features. According to the 
classification of Worboys, iLOC with the extension of hLOC represents a hybrid 
indoor model since they contain semantic, topological and geometrical features as 
well, in the form of entity information, connectivity and distance descriptions. 

                                                           
4  https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com 

5  http://marmotta.apache.org 
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The research contributions of the paper include the new ontological model of 
wayfinding which enables the use of SPARQL or Gremlin and inferencing for the 
calculation of indoor routes. This generic approach makes it possible to compute 
routes of different details, include third party local data into route finding and to 
apply various preferential and capability-based filtering for calculated routes. 
While previous approaches used specially constructed algorithms for wayfinding 
and disability specific concepts were built into the navigation ontologies, in our 
case it was possible to separate the generic task of navigation from concrete 
constraints on disabilities and building specific features. Furthermore, the domain 
of navigation in hospitals was investigated, and iLOC was extended with the novel 
hLOC ontology providing a wide range of way-finding functionality dedicated for 
hospitals. 
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Abstract: In order to develop an efficient and user-friendly supervisory system for robot-

assisted radio-frequency ablation of liver tumors, we proposed and developed a new  

cognitive engine. This novel framework, based on a hybrid architecture. This novel system 

can generate and supervise entire surgical procedures, which are readable for both 

operators and computers, by applying semantic methods. The entire prototype is 

constructed by ontology and operated by SPARQL query language in JAVA. According to 

ex-vivo phantom experiments, the cognitive engine provides surgical execution procedures 

correctly for the radio-frequency ablation surgical system. The proposed cognitive engine 

can be modified for many other robot-assisted applications. 

Keywords: cognitive engine; radio-frequency ablation; needle insertion; surgical robots 

1 Introduction 

Recently, semantic approaches have been applied extensively in multiple 
applications designed to improve the intelligence in communication between 
operators and robots [1] [2]. Moreover, these robots can take advantage of 
semantic approaches in catering to different operational circumstances. Typically, 
these methods are constructed by ontology as a supervisory system with a 
readable experience database that is accessible for both human and computers (or 
processors) [3]. Hence, by recording the experience of the robots’ operation into a 
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knowledge database and querying operation procedures based on task-specific 
requirements, the effectiveness and efficiency of robotic implementation will be 
dramatically enhanced [4]. 

In this paper, a framework for a cognitive engine is proposed, to supervise an 
image-guide, robot-assisted, radio-frequency ablation surgical system as reported 
in [5] [6]. The cognitive engine can supervise and generate complete and unique 
surgical procedures from a knowledge database depending on the patient specific 
requirements and available surgical instruments. By constructing the cognitive 
engine in a semantic approach, the entire surgical system will be easily operated to 
perform similar surgical tasks. During or after the surgical operation, the 
knowledge can be updated automatically or manually to the cognitive engine, 
providing more options to satisfy patients and surgeons requirements for future 
surgeries. 

The chosen language of a cognitive engine should be readable by both operators 
and processors. It should also be able to demonstrate the logical relationship 
between variant objectives. Hence, Web Ontology Language (OWL) is best suited 
for the task of constructing the knowledge database. OWL is developed from the 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) which is a widespread language used in 
website development [7]. By using Protégé [8], which is an OWL creation 
software, the semantic knowledge base can be easily established and the logical 
relationship can also be simplified. OWL is supported by multiple applications for 
performing various artificial intelligence tasks [9] [10]. Hence, the usage of OWL 
ensures the applicability of the knowledge database construction with other low-
level control systems. By implementing the inbuilt semantic reasoning functions, 
Protégé can provide information for retrieval. However, the base retrieval system 
cannot be customized and is insufficient for the development of a cognitive engine. 
Therefore, SPARQL query language is utilized via a JAVA platform to enable 
semantic reasoning in the cognitive engine [11] [12] [13]. 

The proposed cognitive engine can perform semantic information recording, 
within an OWL knowledge database and semantic retrieval, through SPARQL 
query language. By combining these two functions, the cognitive engine can build 
specific surgical plans based on patients, surgeons or robotic instrument 
specifications. This paper reports our latest results since our cognitive engine was 
presented in the IEEE SMC 2016 conference [42]. As the knowledge database is 
expanded, the cognitive engine will provide more options for similar surgical 
operations. The cognitive engine can also be modified for other robot-assisted 
procedural applications. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Cognitive Architecture 

The main objective of the application of cognitive architecture is to imitate the 
cognition function of animals and human when they encounter variable 
circumstances [14]. Cognitive science is, therefore, the foundation of related 
research in cognitive architectures, and it covers language, perception, memory, 
attention, reasoning and emotion [15]. For constructing a cognitive architecture, 
memory and reasoning are two crucial parts of the architecture. 

The cognitive architecture, which is also called cognitivist architecture, can be 
realized by multiple methods [16]. These methods construct cognitivist 
architecture from a diverse stance of the nature of cognitive functions. There are 
three outstanding cognitive architecture paradigms – symbolic, emergent and 
hybrid. 

2.1.1 Symbolic Architecture 

The symbolic cognitive approaches are achieved by symbolic information 
processing representation systems. Symbolic architecture transforms the states and 
behaviors into symbolic representation and manipulating these representations to 
enhance the interaction and adaptation. During the expansion of the knowledge 
database, the effectiveness of symbolic architecture operation will increase [17]. 
The symbolic architecture also shows potential in artificial intelligent related 
research. In most of the symbolic architectures, researchers focus on how to create 
an artificial cognitive system with symbolic representation and make the whole 
system understandable by humans. 

A cognitive vision system was developed to observe the traffic situation through 
videos based on symbolic architectures [18]. During several levels of processing, 
the videos which contains traffic information was transformed into symbolic 
representation in Situation Graph Trees (SGTs). This information was updated 
automatically during the operation. More methods have since been developed to 
translate SGTs into other logical relationships for other applications [19] [20]. 

This architecture was also implemented for decision making. One well-known 
method is dynamic decision networks [21], which is an extension of Bayesian 
Belief Networks. By combining the symbolic architecture in the network 
structure, the system can perform recognition, reasoning and learning. However, it 
involves too many manual tasks during system operation, which can be very time-
consuming [22]. Moreover, the symbolic architecture can also be unstable in the 
handling noisy data [23]. 
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2.1.2 Emergent Architecture 

Emergent approaches are constructed by taking different stances on the nature of 
cognition. As researchers would like to utilize this architecture to imitate the real-
time response features in cognition, this architecture is widely applied in dynamic 
systems and self-organizing systems [23]. These structures are supervised by a 
cognitive agent cell which can detect the environment in real-time and determine 
meaningful information for responses [24]. Typically, the quality of detection 
depends on the choice and installation of the sensors and how the emergent 
architecture is implemented with the sensor data in the cognitive cell [24]. 

There are two categories of emergent architecture: connectionist models and 
dynamic systems models. Connectionist models are built by a parallel structure 
which can perform non-symbolic methods to achieve specific relationships rather 
than using logical methods [25]. Dynamic systems models are also wildly used in 
artificial intelligence and can perform self-organization to arrange information and 
behaviors in an orderly manner, especially for larger groups of data [26]. 

Although the emergent architecture can provide correct real-time analysis, some 
of these procedures remain meaningless for human operators. These procedures 
cannot be presented in a semantic way for human understanding, during operation 
[27]. Hence, this architecture is not suitable for developing a supervision system 
for surgical robots which requires distinct objectives for each simple action. 

2.1.3 Hybrid Architecture 

Hybrid architecture is a combination between symbolic architecture and emergent 
architecture. By utilizing semantic reasoning approaches and non-symbolic 
approaches, to enhance the operational efficiency, the systems with hybrid 
architecture are usually designed to implement specific strategies under disparate 
circumstance [27]. 

Numerous studies have been conducted based on hybrid architectures [28] and 
introduced a practical way to perform semantic reasoning in norm compliance. By 
analyzing the logical relationship between various agents and normative behaviors, 
the authors constructed a normative layer, through which, by applying semantic 
reasoning, the procedure of taking norms at run-time, can be supervised and 
modified [28]. 

Hybrid architectures are also exploited in service, trade, and industrial 
applications. “Roboearth” robotic system is a typical service robotic system [2], 
capable of supervising multiple service robots at the same time. For individual 
service robots, they are capable of performing basic service tasks individually 
through fixed operating commands. However, these procedures are time-
consuming because the invariable control commands contain repetitive actions 
such as repeated registration and recognition. After applying semantic approaches, 
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individual robots can perform the service tasks automatically and upload their 
knowledge and experience on “Roboearth” cloud engine [29]. If other robots are 
requested to do the similar tasks, they will query the cloud engine and get initial 
information such as objectives and their positions [30]. 

Some industrial applications are also introduced in recent research. For example, 
human-machine interaction and industrial assembly were enhanced by applying 
semantic descriptors in system described in [1] [31]. This system can assist normal 
workers to learn and manipulate complex industrial robots. Under the assistance 
of semantic descriptors, workers can perform complicated assembling tasks in a 
shorter time. A new platform which can enhance the accuracy of manufacturing 
device testing is also reported in [32]. This platform which is named VirCA 
(Virtual Collaboration Arena), combines Virtual Reality (VR) and semantic 
approaches to establish a user-friendly human-machine interface. After applying 
VirCA in solving practical manufacturing issues, VirCA shows high reliability 
and efficiency in technical training [32]. 

Other applications which combine hybrid architectures have been recently 
reported. An ontology model-based method is introduced to provide medical 
assistance for cardiovascular disease diagnosis [43]. One breast tumor diagnosis 
system is also reported to reduce the normally manual classification error, by 
performing self-validating cerebellar model neural networks [44].  More ontology-
based methods are also reported in recent research to enhance the evaluation for 
visualization [45] and realize the multilingual information retrieval in 
recommendation system [46] which shows the strength of ontology for organizing 
the information and performing specific information searching. 

Although the systems discussed above, execute simple or several tasks, they do 
not fully explore the potential of applying semantic approaches under hybrid 
architecture in their current state. As hybrid architectures can store and share the 
experience for various applications and respond to different environments based 
on properties reasoning, this structure is worth exploring and has formed the basis 
of our proposed cognitive engine, for robot-assisted surgical system. 

2.2 Radio-frequency Ablation Needle Insertion System 

For performing large and multiple liver tumors ablation with high accuracy, 
consistency and efficiency, the Image-guide Radio-frequency Ablation (RFA) 
Surgical Robotic System [5] [6] was developed to implement minimally invasive 
ablation surgery based on commonly used clinical RF needles. This surgical 
robotic system incorporates several components including medical image 
processing, surgery pre-planning, KINECT-based vision registration and a needle 
insertion robot with a remote-center mechanism (RCM). The full system which is 
shown in Fig. 1 has been presented in the IEEE SMC 2016 conference [42]. 
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Before the surgery, detailed diagnosis of patient, including clear computed 
tomography (CT) scan, is obtained. Based on the CT images, surgeons will begin 
the pre-operative planning with medical image processing to segment tumor areas, 
followed with the determination a single insertion point (SIP) on the patient's skin 
and planning various needle insertion trajectories through the SIP. KINECT-based 
vision registration will be performed to map the trajectories to the surgical robotic 
coordinate system. During the surgical operation, the surgical robot with spherical 
mechanism executes these trajectories through SIP to reach multi-targets to 
achieve the required surgical outcomes. 

 

Figure 1 

Image-guide Radio-frequency Ablation Surgical Robotic System 

This surgical procedure could dramatically reduce the patient's blood loss and 
improve postsurgical recovery [5] [6]. However, this system requires substantial 
preparation time, during pre-operative planning. There is clearly a need for a more 
efficient framework. 

3 Architecture of Cognitive Engine 

The proposed cognitive engine is a supervisory intelligent cell used to generate 
semantic action sequences for guiding low-level control and provide an 
understandable semantic reference for pre-operative planning. This cognitive 
engine is constructed in OWL, by protégé software [7] [8]. Compared with other 
languages, which are widely used in semantic approaches such as DARPA Agent 
Markup Language (DAML) [32] and Simple HTML Ontology Extension (SHOE) 
[33], OWL is able to emphasize the semantic logical relationship with more 
facilities [32]. For semantic information retrieval, we apply SPARQL query 
language through the JAVA platform. The framework of surgical robot supervised 
by a cognitive engine is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2 

The framework of surgical robot supervised by a cognitive engine 

During pre-operative planning, surgeons will import representative information 
such as objective titles into the cognitive engine for semantic reasoning. The 
cognitive engine will query the knowledge database and provide available surgery 
procedures with these keywords for selection. These procedures contain reliable 
analysis, decisions and operation guiding plan depending on the stored knowledge 
with acquired information from environment mapping and objective properties. 
However, this semantic reasoning procedure is designed to be accessible and 
manually revisable through the human-machine interface which is shown in Fig. 3 
for safety consideration. Hence, flexible semantic reasoning is an essential part of 
the cognitive engine. 

 

Figure 3 

The human-machine interface during surgical robots operation 
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In order to verify safety and feasibility, the retrieved surgical procedures are first 
evaluated by embedded simulation testing. If the simulation results show that the 
risk level of performing retrieved surgical procedures on the assigned patient is 
relatively low, the cognitive engine will accept and send these procedures to the 
low-level control system for future surgical operations. Moreover, the overall 
processes of the simulation is also reviewed by the surgeons. Based on their 
judgment, surgeons and operators can modify the results of the simulation, which 
includes all decisions and plans. 

For experience recording and knowledge storage, computational intelligence 
methods could be implemented to assist in extracting explicit and implicit 
knowledge from surgeons and operators. Therefore, their professional medical 
knowledge and surgical experience could be recorded manually or automatically 
in the knowledge database. Due to the usage of ontology, the knowledge base can 
be hosted with online servers which is extremely helpful for knowledge sharing [2] 
[29]. 

From the framework described above, the cognitive engine can offer specific 
reasoning by accompanying unique properties such as the quantity, shape and 
positions of liver tumors, patients’ physical quality, and medical instruments. 
These customized surgical procedures are expressed in semantic approaches 
which are readable for both human operators and processors. Hence, compared 
with other surgical robotics systems [34] [35], the cognitive engine is sufficiently 
user-friendly in operation, which greatly decreases training times. 

Comparing the “Roboearth” semantic representation [2], which applies repetitive 
properties to reflect relationships between individual actions, our semantic 
architecture is (1) established by relationships between main classes and actions 
and (2) is easily reconstructed, spread and exchanged, because they are linked to 
the main class, individually, using different properties. 

4 Implementation of Cognitive Engine 

An ex-vivo phantom experiment is designed to verify the feasibility of two 
significant features in our cognitive engine: property-specific reasoning and 
human-like communication. 

Typically, for RFA surgical treatment, surgeons will prepare various types of RF 
needles to satisfy the treatment requirements of liver tumors with different shapes 
and distributions. Disparate RF needles can achieve highly different clinical 
effects during ablation operation [39] [40]. 
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Figure 4 

The architecture of semantic action representation 

A single RF electrode, which performs RFA through the top area of a typically 
long needle, was selected in our previous study [6]. This electrode is the first 
choice for small size liver tumor ablation with a small elliptic ablation area and is 
known to improve post-operative recovery [39]. The singular structure contributes 
to the high accuracy that the single RF electrodes can achieve in operation. 
However, for large liver tumor elimination, surgeons normally choose the four-
tine RF probe to generate a larger ablation area in order to guarantee a high 
probability of complete ablation. 

We developed two registration methods for surgical robots with different 
mechanism designs. Our study was based on a Remote-Center Mechanism (RCM) 
mounted on two motorized linear x-y slides [6]. Hence, it was easy to fulfill the 
required degrees of freedom for a “targeting feature point” registration method in 
calculating the transformation matrix. However, for other surgical systems which 
are not moving along the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, such as da Vinci Surgical 
Robot System [41], a KINECT-based registration method was also developed in 
our previous study. With the variety of surgical robots and various ablation 
needles, the adjustments between each method in pre-operative planning can be 
very time-consuming. 

This experiment is designed to recognize properties such as ablation needles and 
types of surgical robots automatically and offer an acceptable semantic action 
sequence for surgical robots manipulation. Due to the hybrid architecture, robots 
will execute the semantic action sequence in the form of programmed commands. 
The actual operation of low-level control is not within the scope of this paper. 
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Figure 5 

The architecture of semantic action representation in ontology knowledge database 

From the architecture of action representation shown in Fig. 4, all of the surgical 
operation information is recorded into OWL as the subclass of superclass 
“RFASystemS”. This information includes mechanism description 
(“Instruments”), available selections (“selection”), available surgery types 
(“SurgeryAction”) and all action steps (“ActionknowledgeBase”). Properties such 
as “Step1” and “SStep1” are used to connect two classes in knowledge in order to 
construct the logical relationship. So, technically, the entire ontology knowledge 
database is built up by numerous triplet components (class-property-class). For 
reasoning, SPARQL query language is implemented by Jena library on JAVA 
platform. The finished ontology knowledge database is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 6 

The execution flows of cognitive engine 

Having two independent OWL files, with different recorded instruments, the 
cognitive engine will use the properties obtained from querying and offer different 
action sequence. Execution of the cognitive engine is shown in Fig. 6. Surgeons 
will input the initial information into the cognitive engine to query the action 
sequence from the knowledge database. Then, the cognitive engine will respond 
and provide commonly available repetitive actions sequences, with the instrument 
request. Subsequently, the surgical robot will record all information and query 
specific instruments from its own OWL database. After the information 
acquisition, the cognitive engine will offer all available action sequences that are 
suitable for the appointed surgical robots. 

5 Results and Discussion 

The experiment was implemented with two individual OWL files which indicated 
specific requirements of medical instruments and different surgical robots. For the 
first group, the cognitive engine should offer the correct action sequence with 
single RF electrode and normal registration method. Conversely, for the second 
group, the cognitive engine should offer the corresponding action sequence with 
the four-tine RF probe and Kinect registration method. 

The experimental results are shown in Fig 7. The cognitive engine provided 
different action sequences based on specific requirements from multi-aspect. 

In this experiment, cognitive engine generated a relatively simple action sequence 
with normal calibration steps in the first group from “rfa:NormalCalibration” 
which contains four simplex steps: “rfa:NCalibration1”, “rfa:NCalibration2”, 
“rfa:NCalibration3” and “rfa:NCoordinateCalculation”. For ablation steps which 
involve the application of single RF electrode, the cognitive engine provided 
corresponding steps from “rfa:SimpleNeedleo” which has two sub-actions: 
“rfa:NeedleHeatA” and “rfa:NeedleStopA”. 
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Figure 7 

The results of cognitive engine experiment 

For the second group, the cognitive engine created a more complex action 
sequence for Kinect calibration from “rfa:KinectCalibration” with six correct 
individual actions: “rfa:KDataCollection”, “rfa:KAreaSearching”, 
“rfa:KDepthSearching”, “rfa:KColorSegmentation”, “rfa:KRegistration” and 
“rfa:KCoordinateTransformation”. For ablation steps, because of applying four-
tine RF probe which needs one more action to spread the needle, cognitive engine 
regulated the steps from “rfa:ComplexNeedleo” with three sub-actions: 
“rfa:PuchNeedleA”, “rfa:NeedleHeatA” and “rfa:NeedleHeatStopA”. 

The cognitive engine indeed provides the correct action sequence for different 
surgical robots with various medical instruments. There are several advantages of 
applying cognitive engine for surgical robots: 

The first advantage is property-specific reasoning. Due to the application of OWL 
in knowledge database construction, the logical relationship between specific 
properties and action list could be emphasized in a semantic way. Through 
performing the information retrieval with the SPARQL query language, the 
cognitive engine will provide an acceptable execution sequence based on 
corresponding properties. Similar to animals and human cognition nature, they 
give various responses when encountering different environments [38]. 

Another advantage is human-like communication. Not only that the tasks and 
objectives could be represented in OWL form, the robots could present themselves 
similarly. A comprehensive description of robots is extremely helpful for 
knowledge exchange because the feasibility of variable programming is easily 
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verified based on the individual hardware and software requirement (properties) 
recorded in OWL [36] [37]. Therefore, this process imitates human 
communication when they exchange information with each other because learning 
and sharing depend on their personal details. 

The third advantage is the understandable language for both human and robots. 
We choose OWL which is a good semantic method to construct the entire 
cognitive engine. For human operators, information which is in the form of 
readable words and sentences indicates every single procedure in surgical 
operations. However, for processors, this information will be linked to 
programmable commands for low-level control operation. 

The fourth advantage is knowledge storage and sharing. Although some steps in 
performing similar tasks are varying, most of the steps are the same. Hence, we 
need to record only the different information from each surgical task which is 
linked by specific properties individually. For repetitive actions and steps, the 
cognitive engine will retrieve and organize them through the knowledge database. 
The application of OWL which is developed by web developing language 
XML/RDF [13] makes the knowledge database compatible with most web 
applications. As a consequence, the knowledge can be easily shared on the 
internet platform. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented the framework of our cognitive engine which was 
developed as a “hybrid” architecture, with semantic approaches. The Cognitive 
Engine is designed to implement property-specific surgical operations and store 
surgical experience or professional medical knowledge in a knowledge database 
for repetitive usage. The implementation of ontology also makes the entire content 
readable for both operators and processors. From the experimental results, the 
cognitive engine can adapt to perform RFA needle insertion therapy with different 
surgical robots and various medical instruments. 

The Cognitive Engine shows remarkable potential in applications for supervising 
multiple robots and enhancing human-robot interaction. Some industrial 
applications have also been introduced in recent research. The proposed Cognitive 
Engine could be modified to assist the interaction with sophistical robots in 
dedicated work cells to develop, repair or refinish highly sophisticated and 
personalized products. The semantic approach can be easily integrated with 
available virtual simulation technologies to provide an intelligent work cell. 

In the future, we will investigate various computational intelligence methods and 
their deployment within the Cognitive Engine to enhance the effectiveness of 
knowledge organization for other surgical operations. We will also explore other 
control methods for surgical robots, to achieve a better connection between the 
Cognitive Engine and lower level control mechanisms. 
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Abstract: The closed-loop inverse kinematics algorithm is a numerical approximation of

the solution of the inverse kinematics problem, which is a central problem of robotics. The

accuracy of this approximation, i.e. the convergence of the numerical solution to the real

solution can be increased by increasing the value of a feedback gain parameter. However, this

can lead to unstable operation if the stability margin is reached. The accuracy of the closed-

loop inverse kinematics algorithm is increased here by replacing the numerical integration

with second-order and implicit numerical integration techniques. The application of implicit

Euler, explicit trapezoid, implicit trapezoid and the weighted average method is considered,

and an iteration is presented to calculate the implicit solutions. Simulation results show

that implicit second-order methods give the best results. However, they decrease the stability

margin due to the iteration required to calculate the implicit solution. The stability margin

of the algorithms with different numerical integration techniques is analyzed, and it turns out

that the implicit trapezoid method has the most desirable properties.

Keywords: differential inverse kinematics; numerical integration; explicit Euler; implicit

Euler; explicit trapezoid; implicit trapezoid; theta method; weighted average method

1 Introduction

In robotics, finding the motion of the robot joints that results in the predefined mo-
tion of the end effector of the robot is a central problem, called the inverse kine-
matics problem. The solution of this problem lies in the inversion of nonlinear ge-
ometric transformations (that are nonlinear in the joint variables of the robot), and
we can only find symbolic solution in special cases (for special robot architectures),
see e.g. [1–3]. Thus in general, we need to use numerical techniques to solve the
inverse kinematics problem; the most widely used approaches that can be used in
real-time are based on the Jacobian of the robot [4]. This Jacobian defines a linear
relationship for fixed joint variables between the joint velocities and the end effector
velocities, thus given the desired end effector velocities, we can calculate the neces-
sary joint velocities by solving a system of linear equations defined by the Jacobian.
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In the implementation of the Jacobian-based inverse kinematics algorithm, first we
discretize the problem in time, solve the linear system of equations, and finally inte-
grate the joint variables using a numerical integration technique. The most common
numerical integration technique used in the literature is the explicit Euler method
(see e.g. [5–7]). The Jacobian-based solution of the inverse kinematics problem is
usually called the differential inverse kinematics algorithm.

Since the differential inverse kinematics algorithm is a numerical approximation of
the solution, it has a tracking error. The tracking performance can be improved by
adding a constant multiple of the tracking error to the desired end effector velocity,
this constant will be called the feedback gain, and the algorithm with nonzero feed-
back gain will be referred to as the closed-loop inverse kinematics (CLIK) algorithm
(see e.g. [8]), being presented in Section 2. The tracking error can be decreased by
increasing the value of the feedback gain. However, there is an upper limit for that
depending on the sampling time (for the proof see [8]); if the feedback gain exceeds
this limit, then the algorithm becomes unstable. The maximal value of this limit is
2/Ts with Ts being the sampling time used at the discretization, if the initial track-
ing error is small enough, which implies that this also gives an upper limit for the
tracking performance.

The tracking performance of the CLIK algorithm can be further increased if we re-
place the numerical integration with second-order methods, as it was shown, e.g.
in [9–11]. Second-order, explicit trapezoid method was proposed in [9], while im-
plicit methods with an algorithm to calculate the implicit solutions were proposed
in [10, 11]. In [11], explicit Euler, implicit Euler, explicit trapezoid and implicit
trapezoid methods were implemented and compared to each other, and it turned
out that the trapezoid methods yield better performance, and the implicit trapezoid
method has the best performance properties.

The implicit trapezoid method does the integration using the average of the veloc-
ities from the explicit and implicit Euler methods. This can be generalized further
by using the convex combination of these velocities, this is called the ϑ -method
(or weighted average method) in the literature [12]. Note that these methods are
usually used to solve partial differential equations, and for specific problems it was
shown that among all convex combinations, the average gives the best tracking per-
formance; we show the same here with simulations in Section 4.

The implicit Euler, explicit trapezoid, implicit trapezoid and ϑ -methods and their
application in the CLIK problem are explained in Section 3. The iterative algorithm
to calculate the implicit solutions is also expounded in Section 3, where the con-
ditions on the convergence of the iteration are also given. The application of the
algorithms is demonstrated using simulations in Section 4, where the results from
the known explicit and the proposed implicit methods are compared.

The maximal value of the feedback gain parameter in the CLIK algorithm is exam-
ined using simulations with different numerical integration techniques. It turns out
that the stability margin is close to 2/Ts for the explicit and implicit trapezoid meth-
ods. However, the CLIK algorithm becomes unstable for smaller feedback gain if
implicit Euler method is used for numerical integration. For the weighted average
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method, the stability margin depends on the weighting parameter ϑ . Theoretical up-
per limits for the stability margins are also given symbolically for these algorithms
in Section 3 that are verified in Section 4 with the simulations. The simulation
results show that the implicit trapezoid method has the best performance, and the
stability margin for the feedback gain, if the implicit trapezoid method is used, is
very close to the stability margin of the CLIK algorithm using the explicit Euler
method that was used in [8].

2 Closed-Loop Inverse Kinematics Algorithm

We will denote the vector of joint variable functions with θ , whose ith component θi

is the joint variable of the ithe joint of the manipulator. θ is a function that maps the
value of the joint variables (angles or displacements depending on the type of the
joints) for each positive time instant. We denote the forward kinematics mapping
by f , i.e. f (θ) is the end effector pose (position and orientation). Suppose that the
orientation is represented as a vector, e.g. the components of the vector are rotations
around the basis vectors of a fixed spatial frame. Let the desired end effector pose
be xd , while the desired end effector velocity be ẋd . Denote the Jacobian of the
mapping f at the joint variable θ by J(θ), i.e. ẋ = J(θ)θ̇ .

We are looking for the joint variable function θd such that

f (θd) = xd (1)

holds. This implies that for the velocities the expression

ẋd = J(θd)θ̇d (2)

holds as well.

First, we discretize the problem in time, i.e. consider the functions θ and xd in
discrete time instants t = kTs with k being a nonnegative integer, while Ts being
the sampling time. Define the discretized functions as θ[k] := θ(kTs) and xd [k] :=
xd(kTs). After the discretization, the velocities become differences, i.e. ∆θ[k] :=
θ̇(kTs) and ∆xd [k] := ẋd(kTs).

The discretized version of (2) is thus

∆xd [k] = J(θd [k])∆θd [k], k = 0,1,2, . . . (3)

The differential inverse kinematics algorithm is based on solving a linear system of
equations

∆xd [k] = J(θ[k])∆θ[k], k = 0,1,2, . . . (4)

to acquire ∆θ[k], followed by a numerical integration

θ[k+1] = θ[k]+α∆θ[k] (5)
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to update the joint variable vector. The numerical integration used in (5) is the
explicit Euler method [13]. Since (4) only describes velocities, but the goal is to
track the desired path, i.e. to minimize the difference between the elements of the
series f (θ[0]), f (θ[1]), f (θ[2]), . . . and xd [0],xd [1],xd [2], . . ., it is necessary to take
the tracking error xd [k]− f (θ[k]) into consideration as well. We add this feedback
term after multiplication with the feedback parameter α to the desired velocities, so
that (4) becomes

∆xd [k]+α (xd [k]− f (θ[k])) = J(θ[k])∆θ[k], k = 0,1,2, . . . (6)

thus the joint variable difference ∆θ[k] is calculated as

∆θ[k] = J#(θ[k]) (∆θ[k]+α (xd [k]− f (θ[k]))) (7)

where the J# denotes the (generalized) inverse of the Jacobian. This algorithm is
called the CLIK algorithm that has better tracking performance than the differential
inverse kinematics algorithm without the feedback term. The performance of the
algorithm increases, i.e. the speed of the convergence of the series f (θ[0]), f (θ[1]),
f (θ[2]) to the series xd [0],xd [1],xd [2], . . . becomes faster as α is increased, until the
stability margin is reached, at which point the algorithm becomes unstable, thus the
increase of the performance by changing the feedback parameter is limited. How-
ever, further increase in the tracking performance can be achieved by replacing the
numerical integration step (5) by a different technique [9–11] that will be discussed
in the upcoming sections.

We supposed that the task is to achieve the desired position and orientation of the
end effector of the manipulator. However, the task can be more specific, for example
only the position or the orientation of the end effector is considered, or the robot
moves only in a plane (i.e. it is a planar manipulator). In this case, the functions
xd and f can be described such that they map to the space relevant to the specific
task, we will call this space the task space. Similarly, we can define the Jacobian
of the new function f that maps to the task space, we will call this Jacobian the
task Jacobian. The sum of the desired velocity and the feedback term defined in
the task space will be called the task vector and denoted by t(θ[k],k), where the
first argument means that the task vector is considered at joint variable θ[k], and
the second argument shows that the desired xd and ∆xd values are considered at the
discrete time instant k, i.e.

t(θ[k],k) = ∆xd [k]+α (xd [k]− f (θ[k])) . (8)

The first step (7) of the CLIK algorithm is written with this terminology as

∆θ[k] = J#(θ[k])t(θ[k],k) (9)

where J is the task Jacobian. In the remaining sections we will suppose that the
corresponding functions map to the task space, thus the application of the discussed
methods does not depend on the task space.
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3 Implicit and Second-Order Numerical Integration Al-
gorithms

The tracking performance of the numerical solution of the inverse kinematics al-
gorithm can be increased by using implicit or second-order numerical integration
techniques instead of the explicit Euler method in (5). The authors in [9] considered
the application of higher-order explicit methods. However, implicit methods may
yield better tracking performance [10, 11], thus we consider mostly implicit meth-
ods here, i.e. the update law that replaces (5) depends on θ[k+ 1] as well. Let the
general form of the update law be

θ[k+1] = φ(θ[k],θ[k+1]) (10)

for some function φ. Some of the results (iteration to calculate the implicit solution,
bounds for the convergence of the iteration) will be given for the general update
law. However we will consider specific φ functions (standing for specific numerical
integration techniques) in the simulations.

Note that an implicit update law depends on θ[k + 1] that is the solution we are
looking for (that makes the method implicit), and the underlying expressions are
usually complex and nonlinear, so the update law can not be rearranged to express
θ[k+1] explicitly, thus we need an iteration to calculate the implicit solution θ[k+
1].

Suppose that the update law φ can be written in the form

φ = θ[k]+Tsψ(∆θ[k],∆θ[k+1]). (11)

Then an iteration to calculate the update law is shown in Algorithm 1 [11].

Algorithm 1. Iteration for implicit solution with update law (11).

1. First, calculate ∆θ[k] using the expression

∆θ[k] = J#(θ[k])t(θ[k],k) (12)

and calculate ∆θ[k+1] using the expression

∆θ[k+1] = J#(θ[k])t(θ[k],k+1), (13)

and compute θ̃[k+1] using the update law (11).

2. Calculate the difference

∆θ̃[k+1] = J#(θ̃[k+1])t(θ̃[k+1],k+1). (14)

3. Update θ̃[k+1] using the expression (11) as

θ̃[k+1] = θ[k]+Tsψ(∆θ[k],∆θ̃[k+1]). (15)

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the alteration of θ̃[k + 1] is small enough or a

certain number of iterations is reached.
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The following theorem gives an upper bound for the feedback gain α so that Algo-
rithm 1 is convergent [11], i.e. the alteration of θ̃[k+ 1] becomes arbitrarily small
after the appropriate number of iterations.

Theorem 1. Suppose, that the manipulator is far from singular configurations, i.e.
it is moving in the connected subset U of the joint space, such that there exists a
positive number η > 0 so that

∥

∥J#(θ)
∥

∥

∞ ≤ η for all θ ∈U . Moreover, there exists
a positive number ν so that

max
i

∥

∥∂θi
J(θ)

∥

∥

∞ ≤ ν (16)

for all θ ∈U . Let ∆θ[k+1] be the implicit difference and ∆θ[k] be the explicit dif-
ference of joint variables. Suppose that ψ is a continuously differentiable function
of ∆θ[k+1]. Then if α satisfies the inequality

α <
1

Ts

∥

∥∂∆θ[k+1]ψ(∆θ[k],∆θ[k+1])
∥

∥

∞
−nνη ‖∆θ[k+1]‖∞ (17)

where n is the number of the joints of the robot, then θ[k + 1] is the fix point of
the function (10) with ∆θ[k+ 1] = J#(θ[k+ 1])t(θ[k+ 1],k+ 1) and Algorithm 1
converges to this fixed point.

Proof. We will show that with the above conditions the mapping φ in (10) is a
contraction mapping (in the ∞-norm), i.e. if the conditions of the theorem hold then
there exists a number 0 ≤ q < 1 such that for all a,b ∈U

‖φ(a)−φ(b)‖∞ ≤ q‖a−b‖∞ . (18)

Since ψ in (11) is continuously differentiable, the mapping (10) is also continuously
differentiable due to the conditions of the theorem (since J is nonsingular thus,
J# exists and is continuously differentiable), so condition (18) is equivalent to the
existence of a Lipschitz-constant q such that
∥

∥∂θ[k+1]φ
∥

∥

∞ ≤ q. (19)

We will show that
∥

∥∂θ[k+1]φ
∥

∥

∞ < 1 implies (17) if the other conditions of the theo-
rem hold. Applying the chain rule, the differential ∂θ[k+1]φ can be written as

∂θ[k+1]φ = Ts∂∆θ[k+1]ψ(∆θ[k+1])∂θ[k+1]∆θ[k+1], (20)

where we have omitted the argument ∆θ[k] of ψ for clarity.

The derivative ∂θ[k+1]∆θ[k+1] is a matrix with its ith column being ∂θi[k+1]∆θ[k+
1]. For the sake of simplicity, in the remainder of the proof we will omit the argu-
ment [k+ 1] and use the notations θ := θ[k+ 1] and ∆θ := ∆θ[k+ 1]. Since ∆θ is
calculated as ∆θ = J#(θ)t(θ,k+1), the derivative of ∆θ with respect to the scalar
θi is

∂θi
∆θ = ∂θi

(

J#(θ)t(θ,k+1)
)

=
(

∂θi

(

J#(θ)
))

t(θ,k+1)

+J#(θ)∂θi
(t(θ,k+1)) . (21)
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The differential of the task vector is

∂θi
(t(θ,k+1)) = ∂θi

(∆xd [k+1]+α (xd [k+1]− f (θ)))
= −α∂θi

f (θ)
= −α J(θ)(·, i), (22)

where J(θ)(·, i) denotes the ith column of the matrix J(θ) with the notation used,
e.g. in [14, 15]. Substituting this into the second term in (21) yields

J#(θ)∂θi
(t(θ,k+1)) = J#(θ)(−α J(θ)(·, i))

= −α ei, (23)

where ei is the ith unit vector of Rn.

The differential of the Jacobian pseudoinverse is

∂θi

(

J#(θ)
)

=−J#(θ)
(

∂θi
J(θ)

)

J#(θ), (24)

so the first term in (21) becomes

(

∂θi

(

J#(θ)
))

t(θ,k+1) =−J#(θ)
(

∂θi
J(θ)

)

∆θ, (25)

so (21) reduces to

∂θi
∆θ =−J#(θ)

(

∂θi
J(θ)

)

∆θ −α ei. (26)

The norm of the function ∂θφ can be bounded from above by

‖∂θφ‖∞ ≤ Ts ‖∂∆θψ‖∞ ‖∂θ∆θ‖∞ (27)

provided that Ts > 0. Since the ∞-norm of a matrix is its maximal absolute column
sum,

‖∂θ∆θ‖∞ = max
i

{

1n

∣

∣−α ei − J#(θ)∂θi
J(θ)∆θ

∣

∣

}

(28)

where 1n is a row vector of length n whose each element is one and | · | is the
element-wise absolute value function. Due to the triangle inequality

‖∂θ∆θ‖∞ ≤ α +max
i

{

1n

∣

∣−J#(θ)∂θi
J(θ)∆θ

∣

∣

}

, (29)

and since the absolute column sum is not greater than the product of the length of
the column and the absolute value of the element of the column that has the greatest
absolute value, the inequality becomes

‖∂θ∆θ‖∞ ≤ α +nmax
i

∥

∥J#(θ)∂θi
J(θ)∆θ

∥

∥

∞ (30)

from which we obtain

‖∂θ∆θ‖∞ ≤ α +n
∥

∥J#(θ)
∥

∥

∞ ‖∆θ‖∞ max
i

∂θi
J(θ). (31)
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Substituting the bounds from the conditions of the theorem into (31), and substitut-
ing the result into (27) yields

‖∂θφ‖∞ ≤ Ts ‖∂∆θψ‖∞ (α +nνη ‖∆θ‖∞) . (32)

This derivative is smaller than one and thus, φ is contractive and has a unique fixed-
point θ if

α <
1

Ts ‖∂∆θψ‖∞
−nνη ‖∆θ‖∞ (33)

that is the result we were looking for.

The parameter q in (18) characterizes the speed of convergence, since the distance
of the implicit solution and the approximate solution in the nth iteration is

‖∆θ[k+1]−∆θ̃[k+1](n)‖ ≤
qn

1−q
‖∆θ̃[k+1](0)−∆θ̃[k+1](1)‖ (34)

where ∆θ[k + 1] is the implicit solution and ∆θ̃[k + 1](n) is the solution resulting
from Algorithm 1 after n number of iterations. Thus, the required number of itera-
tions in Algorithm 1 depends on the value of q that depends on the value of α : if α
is closer to the limit defined by Theorem 1, then q is closer to 1, so more number of
iterations are required to get solutions that are sufficiently close to the real solution.

Condition (17) of Theorem 1 contains the norm of the partial derivative of the func-
tion Ψ in the update law that depends on the joint velocities. However, for specific
numerical integration techniques

∥

∥∂∆θ[k+1]ψ
∥

∥

∞ is usually a constant as it will be
shown in the upcoming subsections.

3.1 Implicit Euler Method

The update law in (10) in the case of implicit Euler integration becomes

φ = θ[k]+Ts∆θ[k+1] (35)

so the function ψ in (11) is

ψ(∆θ[k],∆θ[k+1]) = ∆θ[k+1], (36)

and the ∞-norm of the differential of this function with regard to ∆θ[k+1] is

∥

∥∂∆θ[k+1]ψ
∥

∥

∞ = 1. (37)

Thus, the iteration described in Algorithm 1 converges for feedback gain α that
satisfies

α <
1

Ts

−nνη ‖∆θ‖∞ (38)
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that is much smaller than the limit 2/Ts for the explicit Euler integration (since the
quantities in the second term on the right-hand side of this inequality are all positive,
so the limit is less than 1/Ts), so the application of the implicit Euler method makes
the CLIK algorithm unstable for smaller α values than in the case of explicit Euler
integration. Note that if the CLIK algorithm becomes unstable for 1/Ts < α < 2/Ts

(and it does not become unstable if explicit Euler integration is used) it is because the
iteration for the implicit solution becomes unstable since the conditions of Theorem
1 does not hold.

3.2 Trapezoid Methods

The update law in the case of trapezoid methods is the average of the explicit and
implicit difference, i.e.

φ = θ[k]+
1

2
Ts (∆θ[k]+∆θ[k+1]) . (39)

The trapezoid method is called the explicit trapezoid method if the solution is ap-
proximated without iteration, so only the first step of Algorithm 1 is carried out.

If the iteration in Algorithm 1 is used, then the trapezoid method is called the im-
plicit trapezoid method, and if the iteration is convergent, then the result of the
algorithm converges to the implicit solution. The function ψ in the update law is

ψ(∆θ[k],∆θ[k+1]) =
1

2
(∆θ[k]+∆θ[k+1]) (40)

and the ∞-norm of its derivative with respect to ∆θ[k+1] is

∥

∥∂∆θ[k+1]ψ
∥

∥

∞ =
1

2
. (41)

Thus the upper bound for the feedback gain α from the condition of Theorem 1 is

α <
2

Ts

−nνη ‖∆θ‖∞ (42)

that is smaller than the limit 2/Ts. However, it can be close to that limit if the second
term on the right-hand side of the inequality is small enough.

3.3 Weighted Average or ϑ -Method

The update law in the case of the weighted average method is

φ = θ[k]+Ts ((1−ϑ )∆θ[k]+ϑ ∆θ[k+1]) (43)

with ϑ ∈ [0,1], thus, the function ψ becomes

ψ(∆θ[k],∆θ[k+1]) = (1−ϑ )∆θ[k]+ϑ ∆θ[k+1]. (44)

Note that the three special cases of the weighted average method are
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• ϑ = 0 that corresponds to the explicit Euler method;

• ϑ = 1/2 that corresponds to the implicit trapezoid method;

• ϑ = 1 that corresponds to the implicit Euler method.

The ∞-norm of the derivative of (44) with respect to ∆θ[k+1] is

∥

∥∂∆θ[k+1]ψ
∥

∥

∞ = ϑ . (45)

Thus, the upper bound for the feedback gain α from the condition of Theorem 1 is

α <
1

Tsϑ
−nνη ‖∆θ‖∞ (46)

that depends on the value of ϑ . Note that as ϑ → 0, the result converges to the
explicit Euler solution, and for the explicit Euler solution no iteration is needed,
thus, the range of the convergence for the iteration tends to infinity. This inequality
also shows that choosing ϑ < 0.5 may give a bound for α that is higher than 2/Ts,
so the stability of the CLIK algorithm is not harmed. However, as we will see in the
following section, ϑ = 0.5 (which special case corresponds to the implicit trapezoid
method) gives the best tracking performance, and different ϑ values result in worse
tracking performance.

4 Simulation Results

The numerical integration techniques are tested on a benchmark problem where the
solution of the inverse positioning problem of an elbow manipulator is considered;
the manipulator consists of three revolute joints, the first two joint axes intersect
each other and are perpendicular, while the second and third joint axes are parallel.
This architecture is widely used in the practice. The three joint axes of the manipu-
lator in the home configuration (i.e. in the configuration where θ = 0) defined in a
fixed frame are

ω1 =





0
0
1



 ω2 =





1
0
0



 ω3 =





1
0
0



 , (47)

while some points on the joint axes 1, 2 and 3 respectively are

q1 =





0
0
0



 q2 =





0
0
0



 q3 =





0
0
l1



 , (48)

with l1 = 1 being the length of the second segment of the manipulator, while the
position of the end effector in the home configuration is

p(0) =





0
0

l1 + l2



 (49)
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with l2 = 1 being the length of the third segment of the manipulator. Based on these
design parameters one can calculate the forward kinematics map in the task space
and the task Jacobian in every configuration using techniques from, e.g. [1, 16].

The initial configuration of the robot arm was θ[0] = (0,0,π/2)⊤ that is a nonsin-
gular configuration, i.e. J(θ[0]) is regular. The desired end effector path and end
effector velocity were

xd [k] =





0
−1
1



+
k

N





0
0.5
−1



 (50)

∆xd [k] =
1

N





0
0.5
−1



 . (51)

The number of iterations for the CLIK algorithm was N = 30, so in the simulations
the discrete time steps k = 0,1, . . . ,N were considered, while the sampling time
was Ts = 0.1 sec. The CLIK algorithm was solved for different α feedback gain
parameters. The number of iterations in Algorithm 1 used for the implicit methods
was chosen to depend on α as

M = ⌊5(1+α )⌋ (52)

in order to ensure good convergence (note that as α increases and gets closer to the
limit given in Theorem 1 the parameter q in (18) gets close to 1, so the speed of
convergence decreases, and more iterations are required). However, this influences
the computation time, since the implicit methods require approximately 1+M times
more computation than the explicit methods.

For every value of α the tracking error was calculated and transformed into a specific
coordinate system for each discrete time k = 0,1, . . . ,N whose basis vectors are:

1. The regular path direction, that is ∆xd [k] after normalization for each k =
0,1, . . . ,N; components of this basis are denoted by the subscript reg.

2. The first singular path direction, that is a unit vector perpendicular to ∆xd [k]
for each k = 0,1, . . . ,N; components of this basis are denoted by the subscript
sin1.

3. The second singular path direction, that is a unit vector perpendicular to
∆xd [k] and the first singular path direction for each k = 0,1, . . . ,N; compo-
nents of this basis are denoted by the subscript sin2.

Note that for each value of α , the tracking error is a series in the three new com-
ponents {ereg[k]},{esin1[k]},{esin2[k]} for k = 0,1, . . . ,N, so along each component,
the absolute value is taken and the maximal element is chosen. Thus, for each α we
take the ∞-norms of the series {ereg[k]}, {esin1[k]} and {esin2[k]} that are the values
max‖ereg‖, max‖esin1‖ and max‖esin2‖. This way, we can characterize each simu-
lation (i.e. the result of the CLIK algorithm for the desired path tracking task) with
three numbers: the maximum absolute values of the tracking errors in the direction
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Figure 1

The logarithm of the maximal absolute values of the tracking errors along the regular and the two

singular path directions for different values of the feedback gain parameter α , with the application of

the explicit Euler (EE), implicit Euler (IE), explicit trapezoid (ET) and implicit trapezoid methods (IT)

of the desired movement ( the regular path direction) and the two mutually orthog-
onal directions perpendicular to the direction of the desired movement (the singular
path directions).

In the first case, the CLIK algorithm was solved using the explicit Euler [8], im-
plicit Euler [10, 11], explicit trapezoid [9] and implicit trapezoid [10, 11] methods
for different α feedback parameters. The initial value of α was zero, then it was
increased by 0.1 in each step until it reached the value α = 21. Note that since the
sampling time was Ts = 0.1 sec, the stability limit for α in the case of the explicit
Euler method is α = 2/Ts = 20, so the explicit Euler method must become unstable
if α ≥ 20.

The logarithm of the ∞-norms of the different error components for different feed-
back parameters are in Fig. 1. The tracking errors start to increase at α = 9.3 for the
implicit Euler method, since the iteration in Algorithm 1 becomes unstable for that
value of α . The tracking errors start to increase for the implicit trapezoid method
at α = 18.5 for the same reason. The explicit methods provide stable operation for
α < 20 as expected.

All the four methods have similar performance in their stable region in the regular
path direction, however there are differences in the singular path directions. The
explicit and implicit Euler methods have same performance in the singular path di-
rections as well until the implicit Euler method becomes unstable. For low values of
α , the explicit trapezoid method has better performance in the singular path direc-
tions than the Euler methods, however for α > 6 its performance becomes similar
to the performance of the Euler methods. The implicit trapezoid method outper-
forms all the other methods, and has better performance with at least two orders
of magnitude than the other methods (except for α close to zero, in this case the
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Figure 2

The logarithm of the maximal absolute values of the tracking errors along the regular and the two

singular path directions for different values of the feedback gain parameter α , with the application of

the weighted average method with ϑ ∈ {0.1,0.35,0.5,0.65,0.9}

explicit trapezoid method has similar performance) until it becomes unstable for
α > 18.5. Thus, the implicit trapezoid method has the best tracking performance in
the singular path directions for a wide range of α .

The CLIK algorithm was simulated with the application of the weighted average
method as well, in order to find the optimal value of ϑ with which the algorithm has
the best performance. The simulation results in this current situation showed that
ϑ = 0.5 has the best performance that corresponds to the implicit trapezoid method.
The simulation results with α = 0,0.1,0.2,0.3, . . . ,20 with five different ϑ values,
i.e. ϑ ∈ {0.1,0.35,0.5,0.65,0.9} are in Fig. 2. Note that the results for the other
values of ϑ are not depicted so that the data on the figure remain interpretable.

The figure shows that the ϑ = 0.5 choice (i.e. the implicit trapezoid method) gave
the best tracking performance. The differences are not relevant in the regular path
direction, however the ϑ = 0.5 solution has much better performance in the singular
path directions. As the distance of the parameter ϑ from 0.5 increases, the tracking
error in the singular path directions increases as well. For the pairs ϑ = {0.1,0.9}
and ϑ = {0.35,0.65} (i.e. whose difference from 0.5 is the same), the performance
is same in their stable region. For ϑ < 0.5 the iteration in Algorithm 1 did not
become unstable as it can be observed from (46) and since the tracking errors did
not increase as the value α = 20 was approached. However, for ϑ > 0.5 the tracking
errors started to increase for α < 20 because the iteration for the implicit solution
became unstable, i.e. for ϑ = 0.65 the tracking error starts to increase at α = 14.5
and for ϑ = 0.9 the tracking error starts to increase at α = 10.2. Note that as
ϑ → 1, the ϑ -method tends to the implicit Euler method, and the value of α where
the iteration becomes unstable tends to α = 9.3, the stability margin for the implicit
Euler method. Thus, the simulation results showed that the ϑ = 0.5 choice gives
the best results.
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Conclusions

Application of second-order and implicit numerical integration methods in the CLIK
algorithm were presented and the effect of the different integration methods on the
tracking performance were examined. It turned out that the second-order methods
give better tracking performance than the first order methods, and the implicit trape-
zoid method has the best performance. In order to explore if the implicit solution
can be used more efficiently by taking its convex combination with the explicit so-
lution, the application of the weighted average method has been considered as well
and it turned out that the implicit trapezoid method (that is a special case of the
weighted average method) has the best performance among all the possible choices.

An iteration was presented to calculate the implicit solutions, and the region of
convergence for the iteration was given. Symbolic calculations showed that the
implicit methods decrease the range of stability of the CLIK algorithm which was
verified by simulations as well. Simulation results showed that the decrease of the
stability margin in the case of implicit trapezoid method is small. However, the
implicit Euler method greatly decreases the stability margin, while the decrease of
the stability margin for the weighted average method depends on the parameter ϑ .

The results clearly show that the tracking performance of the CLIK algorithm can be
increased by replacing the first-order numerical integration technique with a second-
order one. Moreover, simulation results showed that implicit second-order methods
give the best performance. The drawback of the implicit methods is that they require
iteration to calculate the implicit solution that decreases the stability margin. As
α tends to the stability margin for the iteration required to calculate the implicit
solution, the number of required iterations increases as well. However, the results
demonstrated that the decrease in the stability margin is relatively small, i.e. it does
not affect the utility of the results, moreover, the increase in the computation time is
only linear, thus do not harm real-time implementation criteria, while the increase
in the tracking performance is significantly larger.
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Abstract: An important step in any control system design is to account for the fault 

tolerance desired for the system at an early stage of development. It is not enough to test 

the fault tolerance after the implementation, as the tuning possibilities may be insufficient 

to ensure tolerance for an unexpected fault, it is better to monitor at the design phase. The 

control research community is interested in fault tolerant control system design, but only 

specific applications are addressed. The present paper deals with such a fault tolerant 

control system for a complex chemical process, the (13C) isotope separation columns 

cascade. To ensure the robustness to uncertainties of the designed system, the controller is 

a fractional order type, tuned using the particle swarm optimization method. The 

simulation results were obtained using the TrueTime Matlab toolbox. 

Keywords: fault tolerant systems; distributed control system; fractional order controllers; 

robust control system 

1 Introduction 

Currently, the automatic control field is going through a continuous state of 
development. Research gives us new solutions and new control concepts. One of 
these is represented by cyber-physical systems, an interconnection between 
computers and physical systems. This modern type of system is embedding the 
computer into feedback loops, to monitor and control physical processes in 
various domains like: military and aeronautical systems, wastewater treatment, 
medical devices, manufacturing, automotive systems and so on. This approach 
gives us the chance to use preferred and efficient controller algorithms as opposed 
to old analog controllers, but the complexity of this approach increases. Because 
of this high level of complexity, we have to focus our attention towards the fault 
tolerance of the control system [1, 2]. To prevent critical failures we have to keep 
the local faults below a certain level. This represents an important objective to be 
pursued by researchers, who try to address it in the most efficient way. 
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Nowadays, fractional calculus is one of the most important and complex methods 
to be used in order to describe a complete behavior for a wide range of 
mathematical models from domains like: electrical and mechanical engineering, 
aeronautical engineering, computational mathematics, etc. A classic PID 
controller introduces three degrees of freedom, whereas a fractional PID controller 
has five degrees of freedom due to the fractional powers of the integrative and 
derivative effects. [3, 4]. The main disadvantage of the fractional controller design 
is caused by the complexity of the algorithm. By using classical tuning methods, it 
is hard to determine the fractional PID parameters needed to meet the given 
specifications. A solution for this disadvantage could be bio-inspired optimization 
algorithms [5]. 

This paper presents a simulation of a fault tolerant cyber-physical system, applied 
on a plant consisting of three (13C) isotope separation columns, connected in a 
cascade structure. The used controllers are of fractional order, designed using the 
particle swarm optimization algorithm and implemented using a new continuous-
to-discrete-time operator. 

2 Control Structure 

2.1 Robust Fractional Order Controller Design 

A fractional order PID controller may be easily described in the Laplace domain 
as follows: 

  







 


sK

s

K
1KsC d

i
PF ,          (1) 

where Kp, Ki, Kd are the proportional, integral and derivative gains, while  and  
represent the fractional orders of integration and differentiation. The design of the 
fractional order PID controller in (1) follows the classical tuning rules for such 
type of controllers and it is carried out in the frequency domain [6, 7, 8]. To tune 
the parameters of the fractional order controller, three performance specifications 
are imposed to shape the closed loop response. These performance specifications 
refer to a gain crossover frequency and a phase margin, linked to a specific 
settling time and overshoot for the closed loop system, as well as the iso-damping 
property that allows for an increased robustness to open loop gain variations. 

In mathematical terms, the three performance specifications may be easily 
described through the modulus and phase equations, while the iso-damping 
property is expressed using the derivative condition in the following equations: 
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CF( jw gc )×GP jw gc( ) = 0dB
           (2) 

arg CF ( jw gc )×GP jw gc( )( ) = - p + j m
                        (3) 
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where GP stands for the transfer function of the process to be controlled, assumed 
here to be of the following form: 

GP jw( ) = 1

A jw( )
= 1

ReP w( ) + jImP w( )                            (5) 

Considering the following result: 
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and denoting the modulus, phase and derivative conditions as function f1, f2 and f3, 
respectively, the three performance specifications in (2)-(4) can be further 
expanded as indicated here: 
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Several techniques exist to solve the resulting system of nonlinear equations (2)-
(4). In this paper, the proposed technique is based on a modified version of the 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm as developed by Eberhart and 
Kennedy [9, 10]. In the PSO algorithm, the parameters of the controller transfer 
function in (1) are represented by a particle and each of these particles keeps track 
of its best solution, the personal best, and of the best value of any particle, the 
global best. Each particle modifies its position according to its current position, 
current velocity, the distance between its current position and the personal best 
and the distance between its current position and the global best. The PSO 
algorithm is based on finding the best values for all particles such as a fitness 
function is minimized. In this paper, the fitness function is selected to be the sum 
of the performance specifications as expressed in equations (7)-(9). 

     xfxfxfCF 321 
                                                                               (10) 

where x = KP Ki Kd l mé
ë




T

 are the controller parameters. 

To avoid falling into local optimal value and to ensure a fast convergence speed of 
optimization, the inertia weight [11] is used: 

1r

1
q

1p

1
nmw
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                                                                      (11) 

where m, n, p, q, r are parameters selected according to the nonlinear equations, 
gbest(i) is the ith global best and bestf is the standard deviation of all the ith 
generation particles. 

2.2 Discrete-Time Implementation of the Fractional Order 

PID Controller 

In order to implement a fractional order PID controller, as given by the transfer 
function in (1), a new continuous-to-discrete-time operator is used: 

s = 1+ a
Ts

1 - z - 1

1+ a z - 1
                                                                                                  (12) 

with z-1 the backward shift operator, Ts the sampling period and α(0,1) – a 
weighting parameter that allows for an increased flexibility in ensuring a better 
fitting of the magnitude or phase curve of the original fractional order PID 
controller. The operator introduced in (12) is an interpolation between the Euler 
(α=0) and the Tustin (α=1) discretization rules [12]. 

The first step in the digital approximation consists in a continuous-time fitting of 
the fractional order PID controller, using a higher order rational transfer function. 
Because of its wide acceptance, simplicity and efficiency, the Oustaloup 
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Recursive Approximation [13] method is selected in this paper. The fitted 
continuous-time approximation of the fractional order PID controller is then given 
as: 

G(s) = Kc

s - z j
c( )

j=1

m

Õ

s - pi
c( )

i=1

n

Õ
                                                                                            (13) 

where Kc is the gain, c
jz  are the continuous-time zeros, j=1,2,...,m and c

ip  are the 

continuous-time poles, i=1,2,…,n. 

Once this continuous-time approximation of the fractional order PID controller in 
(11) has been obtained, the next step is to compute the discrete-time poles and 
zeros, using the inverse operator of (12): 

z = 1+ a + a sTs

1+ a - sTs

                                                                                                    (14) 

The corresponding poles and zeros are then each computed according to the 
following rules: 

pi
d = 1+ a + a pi

cTs

1+ a - pi
cTs

                                                                                                (15) 

z j
d =

1+ a + a z j
cTs

1+ a - z j
cTs

                                                                                                (16) 

Then, the discrete-time equivalent of the fractional order PID controller has the 
following form: 

G(z) = Kd

z - z j
d( )

j=1

n

Õ

z - pi
d( )

i=1

n

Õ
                                                                                           (17) 

where the discrete-time gain Kd is computed based on the equivalency of the 
continuous-time and discrete-time transfer functions from (13) and (17) in steady 
state (s=0 and z=1): 

Kd = Kc

- z j
c( )

j=1

m

Õ 1 - pi
d( )

i=1

n

Õ

- pi
c( )

i=1

n

Õ 1 - z j
d( )

j=1

n

Õ
.                                                                                 (16) 

Further details on the new operator (12) and on the effect of  can be found in 
[12] and in [14]. 
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2.3 Fault Tolerant Distributed Control System 

The modern control systems must be robust and adaptable for the system changes 
to be functioning, safe and fault tolerant, aspect which leads to the development of 
multi-agent systems. These systems have a number of independent agents, which 
possess capabilities such as: communication, computation, sensing and actuation. 
In the framework discussed in the present work, an agent is defined as an 
independent unit having specific functions. A Sensor agent is equipped with one 
or multiple redundant sensors of the same type to ensure fault-tolerance. The 
Actuator-agent is equipped with several redundant actuators that can provide the 
same functions. A Control-agent is capable of performing their own and their 
nearest neighbor control laws, being able to take over the functions of his 
neighbor in case of failure. The agents are distributed in the field, in order to 
complete the control system`s main task. In the case of a decentralized approach, 
any agent is free to manage and schedule its own activities and can exchange 
information with other controllers in its neighborhood, without any help from a 
coordinating agent. In the event of one agent`s failure, the resulting effect will not 
destabilize the process. Moreover, a neighboring agent could take over the task of 
a defective controller in order to keep the process near to the initial performances. 

3 Case Study 

The case study considered herein, consists in the distillation of carbon monoxide, 
in a train of three series columns, with the end purpose of enriching the natural 
concentration of the (13C) carbon isotope. The enriching process is a difficult task, 
since there are very small differences in the nuclear characteristics of the two 
stable isotopes to be separated: the (12C) and the (13C). The actual equipment, as 
well as a schematic representation, are given in Figures 1 and 2. A great deal of 
papers have been published previously by the Authors describing the 
characteristics and operation of a single column or the cascade, the model of such 
a plant, as well as several control strategies [15-21]. 

The entire plant uses a common condenser cooled with liquid nitrogen. Three 
boilers, installed at the bottom of each column, ensure a gaseous upstream, while 
the liquid downstream is produced by condensing these vapors on the cold walls 
of the condenser. The system operates at approximately -190oC, in order for both 
liquid and gaseous phases of (CO) to co-exist [16, 17, 22]. 
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Figure 1 

The (13C) isotope separation column cascade 

 

Figure 2 

Schematic representation of the (13C) isotopic separation column cascade 

Several sensors and actuators, as pictured in Figure 3, are installed for monitoring 
and control purposes, such as: seven flow transducers, three pressure transducers 
at the top of the columns, three differential pressure transducers, three 
thermocouples for boiler temperature measurements, three dedicated liquid carbon 
monoxide level transducers in the bottom of the columns, three pumps to ensure 
the flow between the columns, as well as, a dedicated transducer for the liquid 
nitrogen level in condenser [23]. 
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Figure 3 

Sensors and actuators for the (13C) isotopic separation column cascade 

The TrueTime toolbox from Matlab [24] has been used to simulate the distributed 
system. A section of this system, including the communication between two 
agents, is presented in Figure 4. The whole system is much more complex, as can 
be seen in Figure 3, including a series of agents. Figure 4 highlights the 
communication layer in a subsystem: the “Plant” and the corresponding controller 
using the send message (“ttSendMsg”) and get message (“ttGetMsg”) blocks 
through TrueTimeNetwork. It is also included a disturbing node to simulate real 
scenarios of this highly critical system. [25] 

 

Figure 4 

Communication between two agents as a section of the distributed control system of the (13C) isotope 

separation cascade 
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In order to highlight the efficiency of the proposed control strategy, in this 
simulation stage, a subsystem having a simple first order transfer function 

 
1s10

1
sG P 
  is considered. This simplification does not affect the final results 

regarding fault tolerance. Imposing the gain crossover frequency of 15 [rad/sec], 
phase margin of 90o, the above described particle swarm optimization method 
solves the controller design problem, using equations (7), (8) and (9). With a 
population size of 50 particles and considering the inertia weights: m=0.9; n=1.01; 
p=1.1; q=0.051 and r=1.01, the resulted controller’s parameters are: Kp=71.51, 
Kd=0.012, Ki=16.5, =0.87 and =0.1. The Bode plot presented in Figure 5 proves 
the fulfillment of the imposed performances. 

To highlight the proposed particle swarm optimization method efficiency, in 
Figure 6 are presented the particle evolutions after 5, 50, 100 and 150 iterations. It 
can be seen that the cost function value tends to zero after 50 iterations, Figure 6b, 
although this number depends on the initial conditions, Figure 6a. With 100 or 150 
iterations, Figure 6c and Figure 6d, the accuracy can be improved. 
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Figure 5 

Frequency response of the system with the designed fractional order PID controller 
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Figure 6 

Particle evolution in the optimization method, presented after: a) 5 iterations; b) 50 iterations; c) 100 

iterations; d) 150 iterations 

The continuous-time approximation of this fractional order PID controller has 
been obtained using the Oustaloup Recursive Approximation method within a low 
frequency bound ωl=0.01 rad/s and a high frequency bound ωh=100 rad/s. The 
order N=3 has been selected for the fitted continuous-time transfer function, 
yielding a total of 13 continuous-time poles and zeros. The discrete-time 
approximation has been obtained using the new continuous-to-discrete-time 
operator described in Section II.B, with α=0.9 and Ts= 0.0314 s. The Bode 
diagram in Figure 7 shows that a similar frequency response is obtained for the 
original fractional order PID controller, as well as its discrete-time approximation. 

 

Figure 7 

Frequency response of the ideal fractional order PID controller and of its discrete-time approximation 

To test the robustness of the designed control structure, step responses were 
simulated using a +/-50% gain variation of the process transfer function. In Fig. 8, 
the step response of the simplified model is presented, highlighting no overshoot 
in all cases and settling time changes from 0.15 sec to 0.45 sec. 
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Figure 8 

Step response of the closed loop system with nominal and +/-50% gain variation of the process 

The next step in testing was the fault-tolerance test. Two schemes as the one, 
presented in Figure 4, have been used, in which each sensor- and actuator agent is 
equipped with two redundant sensors and actuators. Each control-agent is capable 
to perform their own and their nearest neighbor control laws, being able to take 
over the functions of his neighbor in case of failure. In Figure 9, the simulation 
results with the first controller failure are presented. If no fault tolerant control 
structure is implemented, the system output decreases from the steady-state value, 
Figure 9a. If the proposed strategy is implemented, when the controller fails, the 
neighboring controller detects this failure and takes over the responsibilities of the 
first one, obtaining the same steady-state value. The controller changes are not 
reflected in the system output; hence, the same closed loop system performance is 
obtained, Figure 9b. 
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       a)     b) 

Figure 9 

Output signal of the subsystem in case of controller failure: a) without fault-tolerant structure; b) with 

fault-tolerant structure 

The proposed fault-tolerance being based on the communication between two 
agents, the network effects on the control structure were tested. While taking into 
account the communication speed variations and the use of different network 
types, the step response of the system emphasizes the fact that the system is not 
affected. The packet loss probability has also been taken into account. Thus, 
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Figure 10 shows that even in the event of a 50% loss probability, the steady state 
value of the system remain the same, although the performance changes. In case 
of a packet loss probability greater than 50%, the second controller must take over 
the responsibilities of the first one, in order to have comparable performance. 
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Figure 10 

Step response of the closed loop system with different packet loss probabilities: 0% - solid line, 20% - 

dash line, 50% - dot line 

Conclusions 

The present paper uses an agent oriented approach for designing a fault tolerant 
control system, having the sensors, actuators and controllers communicating 
through a network. The design of the controllers ensures robustness to gain 
variations, while the communication between adjacent neighbor agents provides 
the fault tolerance of the system - in the event of a critical failure, the 
responsibility of the faulty agent will be passed on to the neighbor. This case study 
is an insight into the isotope separation columns, connected in a cascade structure, 
forming a highly critical cyber-physical system. The efficiency of the 
aforementioned control strategy is proven through simulation results and through 
the use of dedicated software for multi-agent systems. Future work will be in the 
area of implementation of this strategy, on a more detailed and complex system. 
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Abstract: We consider a fractional-order model of two asymmetrically coupled spiking 

neurons. The dynamical behavior of the two neurons is modeled by the fractional-order 

Hodgkin-Huxley equations. Simulations of the model for distinct values of the order of the 

fractional derivative, α, and of the coupling constants, 𝑘1, 𝑘2, show interesting features, 

such as relaxation oscillations, mixed-mode oscillations, small oscillations, and localized 

solutions. Moreover, α adds extra complexity to the dynamics of the model. These 
differences may explain certain differences in processing similar tasks in the human brain. 

Keywords: asymmetric; coupled; neurons; fractional Hodgkin-Huxley equations 

1 Introduction 

In 1952, Hodgkin and Huxley [1] conducted experiments, in the squid axon, 
aimed at a better understanding of the mechanisms and rules governing the flow of 
the electric current in a nerve cell, during an action potential. The derived 
equations, known as the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) equations, have had a decisive 
influence on the understanding of the neuronal function since then [2], [3], [4], 
[5]. Phenomena such as in-phase synchronization, anti-phase synchronization, 
bursting, localization, small oscillations, mixed-mode oscillations, have been 
modeled by the HH equations. 

Synchronization is observed in specific areas of the brain in patients suffering 
from epilepsy and Parkinson’s disease [6]. On the other hand, tasks such as 
processing sensory information, only occur in synchronized neurons. Localized 
solutions in oscillatory systems are associated with a partition of the oscillators in 
two distinct sets. One set is described by oscillators with high amplitudes and the 
other by oscillators with small amplitudes [7]. These types of patterns may be 
good approximations for the dynamics of working memory, in a biologically 
reasonable parameter region [8]. Relaxation oscillations are solutions defined by 
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long periods of quasi-static behavior interspersed with short periods of rapid 
transition. They are analyzed in the context of the canard phenomenon [9]. A 
solution showing a combination of traits of relaxation oscillations and small 
oscillations is defined as a mixed mode oscillation. The later may also be 
generated by the canard mechanism. 

In [2] the authors simulate an integer-order asymmetrically coupled system of two 
HH equations. They find localized solutions, small oscillations, relaxation 
oscillations, and mixed-mode oscillations, for certain values of the coupling 
constants. Localized solutions are seen for negative values of the two coupling 

constants and when the ratio 
𝑘1𝑘2  between the two constants is far from to -1. 

Relaxation oscillations occur when this ratio is close to -1, and mixed mode 
oscillations are the states in between. 

Keeping the aforementioned ideas in mind, in this paper, we propose a fractional 
order model for the dynamics of two asymmetrically coupled HH equations, for 
variation of the order of the fractional derivative and various temperatures. We 
consider that the coupling is diffusive and is only done in the voltage term. This is, 
to our best knowledge, not been the issue of any previous research. In Section 2, 
we introduce the FO model of asymmetrically coupled HH equations. In Section 3 
we show and discuss the outcomes of the simulations of the model. In the last 
section, we conclude our work. 

1.1 Non-Integer Order Differentiation 

Non-integer order, aka fractional order (FO), differentiation and integration are 
generalizations of the well-known differentiation and integration of integer order. 
FO systems have been widely applied, for a couple of decades now, to solve 
problems in engineering, biology, physics, to name a few [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. 

There are several definitions of FO derivatives. The most commonly used are the 
Caputo, the Grünwald-Letnikov, and the Riemann-Liouville derivatives [10]. The 
GL derivative is given by the equation (1). 𝐷𝑡𝛼𝑎𝐺𝐿 𝑓(𝑡) = limℎ→0 1ℎ𝛼 ∑ (−1)𝑘[𝑡−𝑎ℎ ]0 (𝛼𝑘) 𝑓(𝑡 − 𝑘ℎ), 𝑡 > 𝑎, 𝛼 > 0                          (1) 

In 2015, Caputo and Fabrizio (CF) [15] proposed a new definition for the 
fractional order derivative. The update with respect to previous definitions is the 
new non-singular kernel operator. This novel derivative has been used in 
groundwater and thermal problems. Moreover, Atangana et al. apply the CF 
derivative to find the solutions of the Fisher’s reaction-diffusion equation and of 
the Baggs-Freedman model [16, 17]. 
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2 The Fractional-Order Asymmetrically Coupled 
System of Two HH Equations 

The Hodgkin-Huxley equations (1) are a system of 4 × 4 ordinary differential 
equations (ODEs). They were derived by Hodgkin and Huxley in 1952 [1] to 
model the electrical behavior of the squid axon. The first equation refers to the 
trans-membrane potential dynamics, 𝑣(𝑡), for a single neuron, in response to an 
external stimulus 𝐼, and as a function of the ion currents. The ion currents are 
mostly three, one for the sodium (𝑁𝑎+), one for the potassium (𝐾+), and one for a 
leakage current, associated with other ions, where calcium is included. The ions’ 
conductance’s are described by the other three equations of the model. 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝑣𝑑𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑣, 𝑚, 𝑛, ℎ) − 𝐼   𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼𝑚(𝑣)(1 − 𝑚) − 𝛽𝑚(𝑣)𝑚)                                                                    (2) 𝑑𝑛𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼𝑛(𝑣)(1 − 𝑛) − 𝛽𝑛(𝑣)𝑛)  𝑑ℎ𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼ℎ(𝑣)(1 − ℎ) − 𝛽ℎ(𝑣)ℎ)  

where 𝐶𝑚is the membrane capacitance, Φ = 3T−6.310 , is the temperature 
compensating factor. The function f is defined as: 𝑓(𝑣, 𝑚, 𝑛, ℎ) = −𝑔𝐿(𝑣 − 𝑉𝐿) − 𝑔𝑁𝑎𝑚3ℎ(𝑣 − 𝑉𝑁𝑎) − 𝑔𝐾𝑛4(𝑣 − 𝑉𝑘) 

The functions 𝛼𝑖(𝑣) and 𝛽𝑖(𝑣), 𝑖 = 𝑚, 𝑛, ℎ, are given in [1] as: 𝛼𝑚(𝑣) = 𝜓 (𝑣+2510 ),  𝛼𝑛(𝑣) = 0.1𝜓 (𝑣+1010 ),  𝛼ℎ(𝑣) = 0.07𝜓 ( 𝑣20) 

𝛽𝑚(𝑣) = 4𝑒( 𝑣18), 𝛽𝑛(𝑣) = 18 𝑒( 𝑣80) , 𝛽ℎ(𝑣) = (1 + 𝑒(𝑣+3010 ))(−1)
 

and 𝜓 = { 𝑥𝑒𝑥−1 , 𝑥 ≠ 01, 𝑥 = 0. 

The asymmetrically coupled system of two fractional-order HH equations is thus 
given by: 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝛼𝑣1𝑑𝑡𝛼 = 𝑓(𝑣1, 𝑚1, 𝑛1, ℎ1 ) − 𝐼 − 𝑘1(𝑣1 − 𝑣2)   𝑑𝑚1𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼𝑚1(𝑣1)(1 − 𝑚1) − 𝛽𝑚1(𝑣1)𝑚1)                                                             𝑑𝑛1𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼𝑛1(𝑣1)(1 − 𝑛1) − 𝛽𝑛1(𝑣1)𝑛1)  𝑑ℎ1𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼ℎ1(𝑣1)(1 − ℎ1) − 𝛽ℎ1(𝑣1)ℎ1)  (3) 𝐶𝑚𝑑𝛼𝑣2𝑑𝑡𝛼 = 𝑓(𝑣2, 𝑚2, 𝑛2, ℎ2 ) − 𝐼 − 𝑘2(𝑣2 − 𝑣1)   
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𝑑𝑚2𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼𝑚2(𝑣2)(1 − 𝑚2) − 𝛽𝑚2(𝑣2)𝑚2)                                                             𝑑𝑛2𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼𝑛2(𝑣2)(1 − 𝑛2) − 𝛽𝑛2(𝑣2)𝑛2)  𝑑ℎ2𝑑𝑡 = Φ(𝛼ℎ2(𝑣2)(1 − ℎ2) − 𝛽ℎ2(𝑣2)ℎ2) 

where 𝑘1, 𝑘2 are the coupling constants, and 𝛼 is the order of the fractional 
derivative. 

3 Numerical Simulations 

In this section we show simulations of the FO asymmetrically coupled HH 
equations model (4), for several values of the order of the fractional derivative, α, 
and distinct coupling constants, 𝑘1,  𝑘2. In Table 1, we list the values of the HH 
parameters fixed in the simulations. In Table 2, can be found the initial conditions 
and the values for the varied parameters. The symmetrically coupled FO HH 
equations model is studied in [18]. 

Table 1 

Values of the Hodgkin-Huxley parameters used in the simulations 

Parameters Values Units 𝐶𝑚 1.0 𝜇𝐹/𝑐𝑚2 𝑇 6.3, 16.0, 26.0 𝑜𝐶 𝑉𝑁𝑎 −115.0 𝑚𝑉 𝑉𝐾 12.0 𝑚𝑉 𝑉𝐿 −10.599 𝑚𝑉 𝑔𝑁𝑎 120.0 𝑚𝑆/𝑐𝑚2 𝑔𝐾 36 𝑚𝑆/𝑐𝑚2 𝑔𝐿 0.3 𝑚𝑆/𝑐𝑚2 

Table 2 

Initial conditions and parameter values used in the simulations 

Fig. Initial conditions 𝑻, 𝑰 𝒌𝟏,  𝒌𝟐  

1, 2, 3 (-22.18,0.43,0.65,0.07,  

-20.81,0.38,0.63,0.08) 

26𝑜𝐶, 155  −0.2, −2.01 

4, 5, 6 

 

7, 8, 9 

 

10, 11, 12 

(-10.67,0.17,0.56,0.17, 

-18.91,0.67,0.74,0.05) 

(-16.21,0.36,0.60,0.10,                     

1.39,0.04,0.52,0.28) 

16𝑜𝐶, 60 

 16𝑜𝐶, 60 

 20𝑜𝐶, 155 

 

0.7, −1.1 

 0.5, −1.1 

 −0.1, −2.0 (-26.01,0.48,0.64,0.07, 

-7.43,0.12,0.63,0.10) 
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Figures 1-3 depict small oscillations of the FO coupled system (3), for  𝑇 = 26.0, 𝐼 = 155, and  𝛼 = 1.0, 0.8, 0.4, respectively. One can observe a decrease 
in the amplitude of the periodic orbits with the order of the fractional derivative, α, 
and a slight increase in the spiking frequency. Faster transients are observed for 
smaller α. In Figures 4-6, we show relaxation oscillations of the model (3), for 𝑇 = 16.0, 𝐼 = 60, and  𝛼 = 1.0, 0.8, 0.4, respectively. As α is decreased the 
spiking frequency of the two neurons increases. In Figures 7-8, we show mixed-
mode oscillations of the model (2), for 𝑇 = 16.0, 𝐼 = 60, and  𝛼 = 1.0, 0.8, 
respectively. Fixing all other parameters and decreasing only 𝛼 to 0.4, the mixed-
mode oscillations are lost, and a relaxation oscillation appears, see Figure 9. Thus, 𝛼, causes a, non-expected, change in the behavior of the system (3). Localized 
solutions are shown in Figures 10-12, for 𝑇 = 20.0, 𝐼 = 155, and  𝛼 =1.0, 0.8, 0.4, respectively. Moreover, we note a decrease in the amplitude and an 
increase in the spiking frequency of the neurons as α decreases from 1. 

As it can be observed from the numerical simulations, the asymmetrically coupled 
FO model of two HH equations has a rich dynamical behavior. Mixed-mode 
oscillations, relaxation oscillations, small oscillations, and localized solutions, are 
common in specific regions of the coupling constants. These regions agree with 
the results of paper [2], for most values of 𝛼. This means that localized solutions 
are seen for negative values of the two coupling constants and when the ratio 𝑘1𝑘2  between the two constants is far from to -1. Relaxation oscillations occur when 

this ratio is close to -1, and mixed mode oscillations are the states in between. 
Nevertheless, the value of the fractional order derivative, α, adds extra complexity 
to the behavior of the model. We saw in Figure 9 an `expected’ mixed-mode 
oscillation tend towards a relaxation oscillation, when all other parameters 
`suggested’ a mixed-mode oscillation. This `complexity’ may be associated with 
differences in the human brain, when processing and storing information [8, 7], 
when responding to certain stimuli, amongst others. Further study is needed in 
order to infer the importance of the order of the fractional derivative in these 
models of spiking neurons. 
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Figure 1 

Small oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=26.0, I=155, and α=1.0 

 

 

Figure 2 

Small oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=26.0, I=155 and α=0.8 
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Figure 3 

Small oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=26.0, I=155, and α=0.4 

 

 

Figure 4 

Relaxation oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=16.0, I=60, and α=1.0 
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Figure 5 

Relaxation oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=16.0, I=60, and α=0.8 

 

 

Figure 6 

Relaxation oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=16.0, I=60, and α=0.4 
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Figure 7 

Mixed-mode oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=16.0, I=60, and α=1.0 

 

 

Figure 8 

Mixed-mode oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=16.0, I=60, and α=0.8 
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Figure 9 

Relaxation oscillations of the FO model (2) for T=16.0, I=60, and α=0.4 

 

 

Figure 10 

Localized solutions of the FO model (2) for T=20.0, I=155, and α=1.0 
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Figure 11 

Localized solutions of the FO model (2) for T=20.0, I=155, and α=0.8 

 

 

Figure 12 

Localized solutions of the FO model (2) for T=20.0, I=155, and α=0.4 
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Conclusions 

Herein we observed an asymmetrically coupled model of two FO HH equations. 
The model is rich in terms of diversity of dynamic patterns. One can distinguish 
mixed-mode oscillations, small oscillations, relaxation oscillations and localized 
solutions for certain parameters (coupling constants) regions. Moreover, the value 
of the order of the fractional derivative comprises more complexity to the coupled 
FO model. This may be used to explain differences in the human brain when 
storing and processing memories or when reacting to the same stimuli. More work 
is needed in order to fully understand the vast diversity of patterns in the model. 
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Abstract: Vibrations in airplane wings have a negative impact on the quality and safety of a 

flight. For this reason, active vibration suppression techniques are of extreme importance. 

In this paper, a smart beam is used as a simulator for the airplane wings and a fractional 

order PD controller is designed for active vibration mitigation. To implement the ideal 

fractional order controller on the smart beam unit, its digital approximation is required. In 

this paper, a new continuous-to-discrete-time operator is used to obtain the discrete-time 

approximation of the ideal fractional order PD controller. The efficiency and flexibility, as 

well as some guidelines for using this new operator, are given. The numerical examples 

show that high accuracy of approximation is obtained and that the proposed method can be 

considered as a suitable solution for obtaining the digital approximation of fractional 

order controllers. The experimental results demonstrate that the designed controller can 

significantly improve the vibration suppression in smart beams. 

Keywords: fractional order controller; novel indirect discretization method; smart beam; 

vibration attenuation; experimental results 

1 Introduction 

A cantilever beam equipped with sensors and actuators is considered to be “smart” 
since its dynamics are always known. This offers countless possibilities to control 
the amplitude and frequency of the beam’s movement, while also eliminating 
undesired vibration. The advantages of such an approach have endless practical 
uses, especially in the case of an airplane wing, which is continuously subjected to 
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random, unwanted vibrations caused by turbulences, engine vibration and 
trajectory changes [1]. 

The displacement of the free end of the beam can be successfully reduced with a 
variety of controllers, from fractional order to integer order PI, PD and PID, from 
Fuzzy Logic to Linear Quadratic Regulator, from adaptive to robust; and any 
hybrid combination between them [2]. In addition, optimization algorithms to 
compute the controller’s parameters such as Particle Swarm Optimization and 
Genetic Algorithms haven’t been neglected in the study of vibration suppression 
[3]. A tuning procedure based on reducing the resonant peak on the frequency 
magnitude plot is successfully presented in [4]. Apart from classical tuning 
procedures and optimization techniques, using neural networks is also a viable 
approach [5], [6]. 

Over previous decades, the popularity of the fractional order controllers has 
increased considerably. The fractional order approach represents a generalization 
of differentiation and integration to an arbitrary order. Compared to the integer 
order controllers, the fractional order ones offer increased flexibility and can 
honor more closed loop performance constraints simultaneously [7]. For this 
reason, a fractional order PD controller has been previously designed for a similar 
cantilever beam, as the case study in this paper, and the experimental results 
demonstrated the advantages of using a fractional order PD controller instead of 
the classical integer order PD [8], [9]. 

One of the key characteristics of fractional order systems is the hereditary effect, 
which offers an accurate mathematical representation of the dynamics of several 
phenomena. However, at the same time, because of their unlimited memory, 
fractional order systems cannot be exactly implemented [10] and thus, they 
require a proper rational approximation [11], [12], [13] in a limited frequency 
range [14]. In this paper, a fractional order PD controller is designed for vibration 
suppression. Its implementation, on a real time controller, requires the discrete-
time approximation of the ideal fractional order control algorithm. To achieve this, 
the indirect discretization method proposed in [14] is used. First, the well-known 
Oustaloup Recursive Approximation method is employed to obtain a continuous-
time approximation for the fractional order controller. Next, to obtain the discrete-
time approximation, a new continuous-to-discrete time operator is proposed as an 
interpolation between the Euler and Tustin rules, allowing for the possibility of 
shaping the discrete-time transfer function through the use of a weighting 
parameter to better approximate the original fractional order system phase or 
magnitude. The purpose of this paper is to show that the proposed discrete-time 
approximation method is simple and efficient, not just in simulation environments, 
but also for real-time implementation of fractional order controllers and even for 
processes that exhibit a fast dynamic. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the tuning procedure for a 
fractional order PD controller for vibration suppression in a smart beam. Section 
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III presents the proposed continuous-to-discrete-time operator, as well as the 
inverse operator. The mapping between the continuous-time and discrete-time 
poles/zeros is given, as well as numerical examples to show the flexibility, as well 
as the problems that can be avoided through the use of the new operator, 
compared to the classical Tustin rule. Section IV consists in the case study: the 
vibration attenuation in a smart beam, and details the design and discrete-time 
implementation of a fractional order controller. Experimental results are also 
provided. The last section includes the concluding remarks. 

2 Tuning of a Fractional Order Controller for 

Vibration Suppression 

To suppress unwanted vibrations that may occur in a smart beam, a fractional 
order PD controller is designed: 𝐻𝐹𝑂−𝑃𝐷(𝑠) = 𝑘𝑝(1 + 𝑘𝑑𝑠𝜇)                       (1) 

where kp and kd are the proportional and the derivative gains, respectively, while 
μϵ[0,1] is the fractional order of differentiation. The frequency domain 
representation of (1) is obtained as: 𝐻𝐹𝑂−𝑃𝐷(𝑗𝜔) = 𝑘𝑝 [1 + 𝑘𝑑𝜔𝜇 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜋𝜇2 ) + 𝑗𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜋𝜇2 ))]                                       (2) 

The design of the fractional order controller in (1) is based on imposing three 
different frequency domain specifications [15], [16], regarding the gain crossover 
frequency ωcg, the phase margin of the open loop system φm and the iso-damping 
property. The three performance specifications are mathematically expressed as: ∠ (𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛−𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝(𝑗𝜔𝑐𝑔)) = −𝜋 + 𝜑𝑚     (3) |𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛−𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝(𝑗𝜔𝑐𝑔)| = 1       (4) 𝑑(∠𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛−𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝(𝑗𝜔))𝑑𝜔 |𝜔=𝜔𝑐𝑔 = 0      (5) 

Assuming the smart beam is mathematically modeled through a transfer function 
G(s), then the equations (3)-(5) can be further described as: |𝑘𝑝 [1 + 𝑘𝑑𝜔𝑐𝑔𝜇 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜋𝜇2 ) + 𝑗𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝜋𝜇2 ))]| = 1|𝐺(𝑗𝜔𝑐𝑔)|                (6) 

𝑘𝑑𝜔𝑐𝑔𝜇 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜋𝜇2 )1+𝑘𝑑𝜔𝑐𝑔𝜇 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜋𝜇2 ) = 𝑡𝑔 (−𝜋 + 𝜑𝑚 − ∠𝐺(𝑗𝜔𝑐𝑔))                               (7) 

𝜇𝑘𝑑𝜔𝑐𝑔𝜇−1𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜋𝜇2 )1+2𝑘𝑑𝜔𝑐𝑔𝜇 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜋𝜇2 )+𝑘𝑑2𝜔𝑐𝑔2𝜇 = − 𝑑(∠𝐺(𝑗𝜔))𝑑𝜔 |𝜔=𝜔𝑐𝑔                                              (8) 
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Equations (7) and (8) can then be used to determine the controller parameters kd 
and μ based on a graphical approach [15, 16, 17], in which the derivative gain is 
computed as a function of the fractional order according to (7) kd1=f(μ) and 
according to (8) kd2=g(μ). Then, the two functions f and g are plotted, with the 
final values for kd and μ determined as the intersection point of f and g. The 
proportional gain kp can be determined afterwards based on the modulus equation 
in (6). 

3 The Proposed Approximation Method 

To implement the fractional order PD controller in (1), an indirect discretization 
method is proposed [14]. The approximation method consists in two steps: the 
first one involves the continuous-time fitting of the ideal fractional order PD 
controller with a higher order rational transfer function, while the second step 
requires the discretization of this fitted continuous-time approximation using any 
of the well know discretization techniques [13]. Even though a lot of continuous-
time approximation methods have been developed, in this paper the Oustaloup 
Recursive Approximation method [19] is used because of its wide acceptance and 
efficiency. According to this method, the continuous-time rational transfer 
function is obtained as follows: 𝐶(𝑠) = 𝐾𝑐 ∏ (𝑠−𝑧𝑗𝑐)𝑚𝑗=1∏ (𝑠−𝑝𝑖𝑐)𝑛𝑖=1                     (9) 

where Kc is the gain, 𝑧𝑗𝑐 are the zeros, j=1,2,...,m and 𝑝𝑖𝑐 are the poles, i=1,2,…,n. 

The poles and zeros are obtained based on a recursive distribution between a low 
and a high frequency, at well-chosen intervals, such that a constant ratio is 
obtained between two consecutive poles and zeros [19]. 

To obtain the digital approximation of the fractional order PD controller, the 
second step implies the discretization of (9). Instead of using the classical 
discretization rules, such as Euler, Tustin, Simpson, Al-Alaoui, etc., a new 
continuous-to-discrete-time operator is applied [14]: 𝑠 = 1+𝛼𝑇 1−𝑧−11+𝛼𝑧−1 = 1+𝛼𝑇 𝑧−1𝑧+𝛼                     (10) 

with the inverse operator obtained directly from (10): 𝑧 = 1+𝛼+𝛼𝑠𝑇1+𝛼−𝑠𝑇                                                       (11) 

where T is the sampling time. The proposed operator is an interpolation between 
the Euler and the Tustin discretization rules, with αϵ[0,1] being a weighting 
parameter. The Euler discretization rule is obtained if α=0, while α=1 leads to the 
Tustin rule. 
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The poles, 𝑝𝑖𝑑, and zeros, 𝑧𝑗𝑑, of the discrete-time transfer function in (14) are 

computed according to the inverse operator in (11): 𝑝𝑖𝑑 = 1+𝛼+𝛼𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑇1+𝛼−𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑇                                         (12) 

𝑧𝑗𝑑 = 1+𝛼+𝛼𝑧𝑗𝑐𝑇1+𝛼−𝑧𝑗𝑐𝑇                                     (13) 

Then, the discrete-time equivalent of (9) has the form: 𝐶(𝑧) = 𝐾𝑑 ∏ (𝑧−𝑧𝑗𝑑)𝑛𝑗=1∏ (𝑧−𝑝𝑖𝑑)𝑛𝑖=1                     (14) 

where Kd is the corresponding discrete-time transfer function gain and it is 
computed based on the equivalency of the continuous-time and discrete-time 
transfer functions from (9) and (14) in steady state (s=0 and z=1): 𝐾𝑑 = 𝐾𝑐 ∏ (−𝑧𝑗𝑐)𝑚𝑗=1 ∏ (1−𝑝𝑖𝑑)𝑛𝑖=1∏ (−𝑝𝑖𝑐)𝑛𝑖=1 ∏ (1−𝑧𝑗𝑑)𝑛𝑗=1                                  (15) 

Remarks [14]: 

1) To calculate the discrete-time gain Kd using (15) it is necessary to remove first 
all pure integrators and differentiators. 

2) A continuous-time transfer function with dead time can be converted in two 
steps. The rational part is converted using (12), (13) and (14), while the dead time 
is converted separately to the nearest integer number of samples: 𝑒−𝑠𝜏𝑑 ↔ 𝑧−𝑑 
with 𝜏𝑑 ≅ 𝑑𝑇. 

3) If m<n, then (n-m) continuous-time zeros at -∞ are converted into discrete-time 
zeros at –α. In this case, (n-m) zeros are added in discrete-time: 𝑧𝑗𝑑 = −𝛼

 
with 𝑗 = 𝑚 + 1, 𝑛̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ . 

Figs. 1 a) and b) show the frequency response of the ideal continuous-time 
fractional order system s-0.35, as well as the discrete-time approximations. The 
Oustaloup Recursive Approximation method has been used to compute the 
continuous-time rational transfer function, with the maximum and minimum 
frequency bounds taken as ωh=10 and ωl=10-2, with a total of 5 poles and zeros. 
The sampling time used in the discretization is T=0.314 s and the weighting 
parameter has been taken as α=0.9 in Fig. 1a) and α=0.2 for Fig. 1b). 

The frequency responses in Fig. 1 demonstrate that the lower the value for α, the 
better the discrete-time approximation of the magnitude curve. On the other hand, 
a higher value for α improves the approximation of the phase curve. However, if α 
is selected close to 1, problems could arise in the discrete-time approximation. 
The next numerical example demonstrates this issue. 
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a) b) 

Figure 1 

Frequency responses of s-0.35 for a) α=0.9; b) α=0.2 

Consider the fractional order PID controller: 𝐻𝐹𝑂−𝑃𝐼𝐷(𝑠) = 10 + 20𝑠−0.2 + 2𝑠0.7                      (16) 

The Oustaloup Recursive Approximation method, with 5 poles and zeros and 
within the frequency interval ωϵ(101, 102), is used to approximate the fractional 
order integrator and differentiator in (16). The discrete-time approximation is then 
computed with a sampling time T=0.0314 and two different values for the 
weighting parameter, α=0.3 and α=1, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the frequency 
responses of the ideal fractional order controller in (16), along with the two 
discrete-time approximations corresponding to the two different choices for α. The 
step responses of the two controllers are given in Fig. 3. As indicated here, when 
α=1, the ringing phenomenon occurs. Ringing of the controller output is usually 
unwanted in practice because of its wear effect on the actuators. 

 

Figure 2 

Frequency responses of a fractional order PID controller: ideal vs. discrete-time approximations using 

the proposed method 
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Figure 3 

Step responses of the discrete-time approximations of a fractional order PID controller using different 

values for α 

As a conclusion, it is usually bad practice to convert a continuous-time fractional 
order system (obtained according to the Oustaloup Recursive Approximation 
method) to its discrete-time equivalent by taking the weighting parameter α close 
to 1. A fortiori, taking α=1 (Tustin) should be avoided. A theoretical explanation 
of the cause of the ringing phenomenon is given in [14]. 

4 Case Study 

A smart beam system is considered, in this paper, as the case study. An 
experimental laboratory scale smart beam unit was developed and built at the 
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca in Romania, (Fig. 4). 

 

Figure 4 

The experimental stand 
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4.1 Hardware Setup 

The block diagram of the system, including the programmable automation 
controller and a dedicated system with power amplifier (E503.00), the signal 
processing module (E509.X3), chassis (E501.00), the smart beam, two actuators 
PZT (P-878.A1) and two piezo resistive sensors (1-LY11-3/120) placed on both 
sides of the smart beam is presented in Fig. 5. 

 

Figure 5 

Block diagram of the experimental stand 

The PAC embedded system used for implementation is a reconfigurable control 
and acquisition system providing high performance and reliability. The device 
includes a real time controller (NI 9014), a chassis with FPGA (NI 9103), two 
extension modules with analog input lines (NI 9230) and analog output lines (NI 
9263). 

The architecture of the embedded system is built around two chips: the first one, 
which runs the VxWorks real-time operating system and is programmable with 
LabVIEWTM Real Time, and the second which is programmable through 
LabVIEWTM FPGA. 

The real time controller is used for control purposes and is based on an industrial 
400 MHz Free scale processor for deterministic and reliable real-time 
applications. An advantage of this processor is the support for floating point 
calculations, which is necessary for the control algorithm chosen, having 128 MB 
of DRAM memory and 2 GB of nonvolatile storage. 

The programmable chassis module harbors the user-programmable Virtex II 
FPGA, which will be used to implement all time critical operations and data 
acquisition. The input module provides connections for three differential analog 
input channels. It includes a 24-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC), is dedicated 
for piezoelectric sensors and is compatible with TEDS sensors. The NI 9263 
provides 4 analog output channels and is used for the command signal applied to 
the power amplifier and PZT. 
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4.2 System Identification 

The transfer function of the process was determined experimentally by applying a 
sine wave excitation to the two actuators attached near the fixed end of the beam. 
By applying a swept sine with varying frequency between 5 and 100 Hz, it was 
experimentally observed that the largest vibration amplitude is obtained around 
14.5 Hz which is the resonant frequency characterizing the first flexural mode. 

A second order model for the process was determined exciting the beam with a 
sine wave of amplitude 1V and 14.5 Hz. 𝐺(𝑠) = 78.35𝑠2+1.221 𝑠+8222                                                          (17) 

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show the experimental data used in the identification, as well as a 
zoomed view of the transient and steady state responses. A 93.22% fit over the 
experimental data has been obtained using the mathematical model in (17). 
Obtaining such a high similarity between the identified model and the 
experimental data doesn’t justify the effort necessary to approximate the dynamics 
of the process with a higher order model. 

A swept sine of 1V amplitude and a frequency range between 12 and 16 Hz has 
also been applied to the smart beam. The simulated and experimental data in Fig. 
9 show a good accuracy for the mathematical model with a 73.66% fit. 

 

Figure 6 

Validation of the identified transfer function on a sine excitation with amplitude 1 and  

frequency 14.5 Hz 
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Figure 7 

Zoomed transient regime 

 

 

Figure 8 

Zoomed steady-state regime 
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Figure 9 

Comparison of actual smart beam response and mathematical model for a swept sine response 

4.3 Controller Tuning and Experimental Results 

To tune the fractional order PD controller for the smart beam modeled as indicated 
in (17), the following performance specifications are imposed: a) a gain crossover 
frequency ωcg=105 rad/s, b) the phase margin φm=60o and the iso-damping 
property. The graphical solution for equations (7) and (8) is given in Fig. 10. The 
intersection point in Fig. 10 gives kd=0.0308 and μ=0.9043. Based on the modulus 

condition in (6), the proportional gain kp =14.736. The transfer function of the 

fractional order PD controller is then: 𝐻𝐹𝑂−𝑃𝐷(𝑠) = 14.736(1 + 0.0308𝑠0.9043)                      (18) 

 

Figure 10 

Graphical solution for fractional order PD controller parameters: kd and μ 
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The Oustaloup Recursive Approximation method is used to obtain the continuous-
time rational transfer function, within the frequency range ωϵ(0.0638, 628): 𝐶(𝑠) = 1248.8 (𝑠+468.3) (𝑠+58.64) (𝑠+18.23) (𝑠+1.368) (𝑠+0.08718)(𝑠+5505) (𝑠+347.3) (𝑠+21.92) (𝑠+1.383) (𝑠+0.08725)                             (19) 

The discrete-time approximation, based on the proposed method, is obtained with 
α=0.2 and a sampling time T=0.005 seconds: 𝐺(𝑧) = 77.175 (𝑧−0.206)(𝑧−0.764)(𝑧−0.915)(𝑧−0.993)(𝑧−0.9996)(𝑧+0.15)(𝑧−0.29)(𝑧−0.89)(𝑧−0.993)(𝑧−0.9995)               (20) 

The Bode diagrams of the ideal fractional order PD controller in (18), along with 
its discrete-time approximation in (20), are given in Fig. 11 showing a good 
similarity between the two frequency responses. The discrete-time controller in 
(20) is then implemented on the smart beam. The experimental results considering 
a tip displacement of the beam’s free end are given in Fig. 12, while Fig. 13 shows 
the free response of the beam considering the same initial tip displacement. The 
settling time for the free response is 6.88 seconds; as indicated in Fig. 12, the 
settling time for the controlled response is reduced to 2.92 seconds, which is less 
than a half. 

 

Figure 11 

Bode diagrams of the ideal fractional order PD controller and its discrete-time approximation 
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Figure 12 

Vibration attenuation using fractional order PD controller 

 

Figure 13 

Free response of the smart beam 

Conclusions 

Suppressing unwanted vibrations are a key concern in numerous industrial 
domains, including the aerospace industry. Smart structural beams are generally 
considered an accurate means of studying the behavior of airplane wings. 
Numerous active vibration control strategies have been proposed, analyzed and 
experimentally tested, with a new focus on fractional order control algorithms. In 
this paper, a fractional order PD controller is designed for such a purpose. The 
major disadvantage of such controllers is that their unlimited memory causes 
problems when it comes to the actual implementation of the controllers on real 
environments. The solution to this problem consists in the proper, rational 
approximation of these fractional order controllers. 
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In this paper, a novel indirect approach to compute a rational discrete-time 
approximation of the fractional order PD controller is used. The preliminary 
results of using this new method have been presented in [14]. The first step 
consists in obtaining a rational continuous-time transfer function according to the 
Oustaloup Recursive Approximation method. Then, the new continuous-to-
discrete-time operator is used to compute the digital transfer function. The new 
operator is an interpolation between the Euler and Tustin rules, which ensures an 
increased flexibility in guaranteeing a better fitting of the magnitude or phase 
curve of the original fractional order controller. Numerical examples are provided 
to point out the advantages of this new operator. 

Furthermore, this paper presents and demonstrates that the proposed discrete-time 
approximation method is simple and efficient, not just in simulation environments, 
but also for real-time implementation of fractional order controllers and even for 
processes that exhibit a fast dynamic. In this regard, the case study presented 
shows that the use of this new operator in the approximation of a fractional order 
PD controller leads to a discrete-time rational transfer function that can be further 
implemented on the dedicated real time control device. The experimental results, 
obtained using this discrete-time approximation of the fractional order PD 
controller, demonstrate the efficiency of the designed algorithm, providing for a 
57.5% improvement in the vibration suppression. 
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Abstract: This paper uses tools from fractional calculus such as Cole-Cole and fractional

order impedance models for estimation of glucose concentration. The measured impedance

is compared with two fractional order models and the simulation results show that Cole-Cole

model has limitation and cannot capture the dynamics of the simulated environment. On the

other hand, the fractional order model can follow the changes in impedance for several study

cases. Model parameters are correlated with various conditions of the test environment. The

results of these study cases show that the fractional order model is a suitable candidate for

this particular application. The hypothesis tested in this paper provides new tools for glucose

concentration monitoring and measurement.

Keywords: Fractional Order Impedance Models; Diabetes; Modeling; Cole-Cole Model

1 Introduction

Due to the increase in diabetes severity, this disease has become a serious health

problem at a worldwide level representing teh main cause of death in the age cat-

egory 20-79 years. Hence, the research comunity has focused on developing more

reliable and accurate devices for glucose measurement [1]. In this research area the

main challenge to tackle is the design of non-invasive devices. Although, the non-

invasive idea dates already from the 70s many of the proposed technologies are still

at an early stage of development [2].

Several techniques such as electromagnetic sensing, infrared spectroscopy, polarime-

try were considered in order to enable the design of new methodologies for glucose

concentartion measurement. Worldwide, this area is intensively explored and efforts

are being made towards the development of stabe, reliable and accurate measure-

ment devices (e.g. BioSensors, Cnoga Medical C8 MediSensors, etc.).

Although there are several devices available on the market, they are not yet working

at the desired capacity and there is ongoing research for upgrade. Moreover, the

documentation released by the research groups is limited and also validation of this

devices on large groups is still missing [3]. The main disadvantage of the current
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devices is that they are relatively poor in signal-to-noise-ratio. Therefore, up to now

no device can be considered fully reliable and clinically validated. Given that non-

invasive techniques are still at an early stage of development there is still room for

improvements [3].

Therefore, focus on developing systems such as artificial pancreas to control insulin

delivered to patients with diabetes has increased. the current standards in clinical

practice consist of blood glucose measurements based on finger-prick technique.

However, when this method is used for most patients is an unpleasant procedure

due to the protocol of taking blood samples. Moreover, recent studies show that on

long term there is the risk of fingerprint damage [4]. In figure 1 an overview of the

methods used for blood glucose monitoring and control are presented.

Figure 1

An overview of the method used for blood glucose measurement

Considering all the aspects presented above the advantages of non-invasive technol-

ogy is easily motivated. Nowadays, the use of nano-technology is the new approach

towards the improvement of the health sector. For example, nanorobots are used to

deliver a drug to a precise location. This will result in a faster effect and also will re-

duce the risks of secondary effects. Blood can be characterized as a non-newtonian

fluid and therefore when designing such a device this aspect needs to taken into

account [5]. In order to deal with difficulties encountered (from a modeling and

control approach) new techniques need to be investigated.

Therefore, this paper discusses the use of fractional calculus since it is able to make a

trade off between linear theory (Newtonian) and non-linear theory (Non-Newtonian)

fluids.

More specifically, fractional order impedance is a suitable tool to estimate, measure

and evaluate the glucose levels. FC is of key importance in modeling of phenomena

in several areas of research (e.g. chemistry, physics, engineering, etc.) [6, 7]. From
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the perspective of biomedical engineering fractional order calculus has been only

recently introduced [8].

In the biomedical engineering research community the interest on using tools from

fractional calculus in this area has increased considerably in the last years [9–11].

Fractional order concept refers to dynamical systems for which the structure consist

of arbitrary-order derivatives and integrals [12]. A detailed description of fractional

order integrals and derivatives can be found in [13].

In this paper the hypothesis wheter or not fractional calculus is a suitable candidate

to measure, estimate and evaluate the level of glucose. For this, electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy has been employed and preliminary analysis (in vitro) has

been performed. EIS is used in several fields of research (e.g. batteries, fuel cells,

biological systems, etc.) [14–18] EIS has been succesfully applied to estimate and

analyze the impact of glucose in erythrocytes [19, 20], effect of glucose in aqueous

solutions [21,22], etc. This paper proposes a new approach, i.e. the use of fractional

order impedance models to characterize changes in glucose concentration (in vitro

analysis). At the same time, analysis on how the model parameters are changing as

a function of the concentration will be also investigated. The preliminary results in-

dicate that the proposed fractional order model can detect and differentiate changes

in glucose concentration.

The paper is organized as follows: In section II A brief description of the tools pro-

posed in this paper is given followed by Section III where the measurement device

and the methodology employed are introduced. The outcome of the proposed hy-

pothesis is given in section IV. The main outcome of this study is summarized in

section V.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Cole-Cole Impedance Model

Fractional order elements are present in many areas of engineering [23]. When an

electrochemical system is modelled usually a constat phase element is chosen since

a non-homogenuous surface is present [23]. Impedance (when a CPE is used) is

obtained using the following formula:

Z( jω) =
1

Cα( jω)α
(1)

where Cα represents the capacitance of order α , with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

Electrical properties of cell membrane have been modelled by means of impedance

measurements in the 1940 by Cole. Recently, the work of Magin presented a gener-

alization of the Cole-Cole expression by means of fractional calculus [16, 17]. This

model consist of 3 main elements: a low frequency resistor R0, a high frequency

resistor R∞ and a CPEα [24].

The developed circuit can be visualised as two serial connected elements: one is R∞

and the second one is (R0−R∞)||CPEα . The complex impedance described by Cole
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model is given by the following equation (Cole 1940):

Zα(ω) = R∞ +
R0 −R∞

1+( jωτα)α
(2)

with τα the characteristic relaxation time.

Previous work of the authors have aslo employed Cole-Cole model fro characteri-

zation of several simulated environment (i.e. simulating different concentrations of

glucose) and the obtained results are presented in [24].

2.2 Fractional Order Impedance Model

The Cole-Cole model has several limitation (as described in [24]) in terms of cap-

turing the dynamics of the real data. Next, tools from fractional calculus have been

employed and an augmented fractional order model has been used to characterize

the glucose concentration profile. Given the structure of the fractional order model

electrical analogy with ladder networks can be considered [10]. It has been shown

that the values of the complex impedance are increasing as a function of the number

of neural networks.

A conceptual scheme of such a ladder network is depiceted in the following Figure.

The total admittance of such a ladder is given by the continued fraction expansion.

Figure 2

Schematic representation of a ladder network characterizing the neuron transmission model [10]

YN(s) =
1/Zl1

1+
Zt1(s)/Zl1(s)

1+
Zt1(s)/Zl2(s)

1+
Zt2(s)/Zl3(s)

1+
. . .

1+
ZtN−1(s)/ZlN(s)

1+ZtN(s)/ZlN(s)

(3)

In previous work of the authors it has been demonstrated that this structure of the

ladder network results in the appearance in lumped form of a fractional order pa-

rameter dependent on the structure and fucntionality of the ladder elements [10]:

γ =
log(a)

log(a+b)
(4)
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where a and b represent the specific property parameters. Then, the lumped admit-

tance model can be expressed as:

Y (s)≈ Ksγ (5)

or equivalently, the impedance:

Z(s)≈
k

sγ
(6)

When interpreting the model at a micro scale level, the model refers to the diffu-

sion process of glucose molecules in teh simulated environment. Independently, the

lumped impedance model has been shown to be of the form:

Z(s) = Dsδ (7)

where D represents the diffusion parameter and δ represents the fractional order

parameter value related to the diffusion rate. The complete fractional order model

is expressed as:

Z( jω) = R+
k

sγ
+Dsδ (8)

When this model is employed there are 5 parameters which need to be estimated for

every impedance measurement.

The reasoning behind developing such a model is to enable the design and devel-

opment of a nanoscale robot for continuous evaluation of glucose levels. Such a

technology would lead to a better monitoring of patients with diabetes by means of

an accurate and reliable tool.

3 Experimental Setup and Methodology

3.1 Solutions

To test the proposed methodology, simulated solutions of different glucose concen-

tration have been used for analysis. It is well known that the composition of plasma

consits in 92% water and dissolved solutes of 8% such a electrolytes, proteins, or-

ganic wastes and nutrients. Electrolytes are responsible with the transmission of

electrical signals. The major electrolytes in plasma are Sodium (Na+), Potassium

(K+) and Chloride (Cl−) and these are responsible to ensure stable concentrations

and to charge differences across cell membranes. For teh study cases presented in

this paper aquaous solution of KCl with a concentration of 80 mmol/L have been

used. In order to simulate the real life situation this baseline solution has been di-

luted in other 5 concentration levels, i.e. 5, 10, 15, 20 and 40 mmol/L. To ensure that

the analysis performed is as close as possible to real life teh sample concentration

have been chosen based on the data presented in Table 1.
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Table 1

Overall glucose level and the medical interpretation.

mmol/L mg/dL Medical interpretation

2.0 35 very low, danger of unconsciousness

3.0 55 marginal insulin reaction

4.0 - 6.0 70 -100 normal value before meal in nondiabetic patient

8.0 150 normal value after meal in nondiabetic patient

10.0 180 maximum after meal in nondiabetic patient

15 270 high to very value

16.5 - 20.0 300 - 360 danger

22 400 extremely high

In clinical practice the following glucose levels have been defined (recommended):

prior a meal (preprandial) it is indicated that the level of glucose is less than 100

mg/dL (5.5 mmol/L) in plasma and 89 mg/dL (4.9 mmol/L) in whole blood capil-

lary; after meal (postprandial) the value cannot exceed 140 mg/dL (7.8 mmol/L) in

plasma and 125 mg/dL (6.9 mmol/L) in whole blood or capillary as shown in table

1, based on which the samples concentration has been selected.

3.2 Instrumentation

Impedance measurements have been performed using an electrochemical device i.e.

a Solatron modulabXm impedance analyzer (Solatron Analytical, UK), see Figure

3. The experimental procedure consist in sending a sinusoidal voltage to the elec-

trodes connected to the analyzed sample. The impedance has been evaluated in the

frequency interval 1Hz-1MHz. The measurement cell is a small cylindrical tank

(inner diameter of 20 mm and a length of 30 mm) and the electrodes used to aquired

the measured data are screen-printed electrodes. These electrodes are suitable for

repeatable measurements but also they exhibit high electrochemical activity.

3.3 Methodology

Mostly, the electrochemical impedance spectrocopy method is done by means of a

single frequency. However, this a time-consuming procedure and it is more difficult

to eliminate the transient. Another posibility is to use a random signal which will

decrease the amount of time rquired for analysis, but, in this situation leakage migt

introduce error in the frequency response function estimation [21]. Therefore, it is

important to preserve linearity and to ensure this small amplitude signals need to be

send to the analyzed probe and this will result in a poor signal to noise ration. To

overcome these multisine exciattion signals are a suitable choice. These signal are

able to ensure a short measurement time due to their ability to perform broadband

excitation. Also, in case of multisine signals leakage is not an issue since it is a pe-

riodic signal. For the analysis performed in this paper a multisine exictation signal
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Figure 3

Solatron ModulabXm impedance analyzer

(i.e. voltage) has been sent to the probe and the corresponding current signals have

been aquired. This method has the advantage of proving a good analysis of the noise

and at the same time of the bias present in the analyzed data. This enables extrac-

tion of teh best linear approximation from the measured data. For identification, the

non-parametric best linear approximation method has been employed. More details

about this method can be found in [10]. The outcome of teh identification proce-

dure is a complex impedance which can be expresssed as real and imaginary part

for each excited frequency point. This is a graphical interpretation of the analyzed

data which allows us to extract a parametric representation. More speciffically, to

the extracted data is compared with the parametric model described in section 2.

This results in a parameterization of the analyzed data. In previous work the authors

showed that the method employed in this paper is equally good as a full optimiza-

tion procedure [10]. In Figure 3 a typical measurement output is depicted.

4 Results

In this section the experimental results obtained for different glucose concentrations

solution are presented and discussed. Using the device described in section 2 and

employing the metodology describe in the paper analysis of multiple simulated solu-

tions has been performed and the results are presented in figures 4-10. The reasoning

of the analysis performed in this paper has been described in 3.2. First, the mea-

sured data has been fitted to the Cole-Cole model. For this, it is necessary to identify

the values of the five model parameters (R0, R∞, τ , α , β ) for the Cole-Cole model.

This model proved not be able to capture the dynamics of measured impedances. In
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figure 4 the results obtained for concentration of 5mmol/L and 10mmol/L glucose

are presented.

Figure 4

Results of tge measured and estimated impedance using Cole-Cole approach. Blue line: model; Red

line: measured data. Left: 0 mmol/L glucose; Right: 5 mmol/L. The measurement were performed in

the ferquency range 1Hz-0.1Mh

As it can be noticed from Figure 4 the obtained results are not satisfactory. More

specifically, it can be seen that the typical ellipsoid shape of the estimated impedance

does not comply with the somewhat skewed polar plot of the calculated impedance

from voltage-current measurements. Therefore, we have moved one step further and

tools from fractional calculus have been employed.

For the fractional order impedance model the following parameters have to be esti-

mated R, L, D, α , β . The identified values for every parameter are given in table 2.

From table 2 it can be noticed that three model parameters are well caharacterized

while two parameters are yet to be identified. For this two parameters the right ex-

periment has not been yet found but there is ongoing work. The real and imaginary

part of the measured impedance for the in vitro tests performed are shown in Figure

5.
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Figure 5

Relevant part of the measured signal used for further analysis

Table 2

Fractional order impedance model parameters estimation.

R L D α β

0.1512 0.2862 2.9583 0.0017 0.00009

0.1568 0.1700 2.6854 0.00011 0.00009

0.1658 0.0180 2.1128 0.0013 0.00009

0.2164 0.1210 2.6358 0.00012 0.00009

0.2358 0.3521 2.2657 0.0015 0.00009

0.2688 0.0130 1.8598 0.00015 0.00009

In Figures 6-10 the results obtained for different glucose concentration are presented

and it can be noticed that a good fit between measured and estimated impedance

has been obtained. As it can be noticed from the model parameters also, there si

still room for improvement and research with respect to the model performance

is ongoing. More specifically, tests to understand the changes of the impedance at

high frequencies as well as why at higher concentration a good fitting is not obtained

anymore are being investigated.

Conclusions

In this paper the concept of fractional calculus and electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy has been used to estimate and measure the impedance of several aque-

ous glucose solutions. The results show that the electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy can be used as a basis for detection of glucose. However, there is still room

for improvement in order to obtain a better correlation between the estimated and

measured impedance.
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Figure 6

Model (o) against measured impedance (+) at a concentration of 0 mmol/L glucose in the frequency

range 1Hz-0.1 MHz

Figure 7

Model (o) against measured impedance (+) at a concentration of 5 mmol/L glucose in the frequency

range 1Hz-0.1 MHz
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Figure 8

Model (o) against measured impedance (+) at a concentration of 10 mmol/L glucose in the frequency

range 1Hz-0.1 MHz

Figure 9

Model (o) against measured impedance (+) at a concentration of 15 mmol/L glucose in the frequency

range 1Hz-0.1 MHz
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Figure 10

Model (o) against measured impedance (+) at a concentration of 20 mmol/L glucose in the frequency

range 1Hz-0.1 MHz
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Abstract: Angiogenesis inhibitors offer a promising new treatment modality in oncology. Ho-

wever, the optimal administration regimen is often not well-established, despite the fact that

it might have substantial impact on the outcome. The aim of the present study was to in-

vestigate this issue. Eight weeks old male C57Bl/6 mice were implanted with C38 colon

adenocarcinoma, and were given either daily (n = 9) or single (n = 5) dose of bevacizumab.

Outcome was measured by tracking tumor volume; both caliper and magnetic resonance

imaging was employed. Longitudinal growth curves were modelled with mixed-effects mo-

dels (with correction for autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity, where necessary) to infer

on population-level. Several different growth models (exponential, logistic, Gompertz) were

applied and compared. Results show that the estimation of the exponential model is very reli-

able, but it prevents extrapolation in time. Nevertheless, it clearly established the advantage

of the continuous regime.

Keywords: mixed effects models; tumor growth; angiogenesis inhibition; dosing regimen

1 Introduction

Biomedical experiments aim to investigate and understand physiological and pat-

hophysiological processes. There are three main types of the biomedical experi-

ments: in vivo, in vitro and in silico experiments. In vivo studies use living or-

ganisms for the experiment, these are animal studies and clinical trials. In vitro

studies examine biological processes in a controlled environment but outside of a

living organism. Finally, in silico studies are performed on computer or via compu-

ter simulation. It is clear that in vivo experiments describes most precisely the real

processes and as a result, we can observe the overall effects of an experiment on a

living organism. The drawback, however, is the use and sacrifice of animals (in case

of animal experiments), and according to the principles of the 3Rs (replacement,

reduction and refinement) [1] we should avoid or replace the use of animals (re-

placement), and minimize the number of animals used per experiment (reduction).
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In our experiment, we used 14 mice in total (in order to fulfill the principle of re-

duction), nevertheless the obtained results are satisfactory to carry out statistical

modelling (which is a replacement method since in the future these models can be

used for further investigation instead of the use of mice).

In cancer treatment, a novel approach is identifying cancer-specific mechanisms

and develop therapies based on these key points or targets. These targeted mole-

cular therapies [2] contain several different specific treatment types. Knowing that

angiogenesis (namely the formation of new blood vessels) has a key role in tumor

growth, inhibiting angiogenesis could lead to slowed tumor growth or, in particular,

it can cease the whole growth process [3]. Hahnfeldt et al [4] carried out a tumor

growth model which describes the growth process under antiangiogenic therapy;

however, the biological fundamentals of this model have become outdated.

In particular, the aim of our study was to determine whether the continuous adminis-

tration of an antiangiogenic inhibitor offers advantages over the more conservative

(higher dose – less frequent administration) approach.

1.1 Tumor Growth Models

While tumor growth involves many complicated biological mechanisms, its overall

nature – in terms of weight, size or volume – often follows surprisingly simple

patterns. This was recognized decades ago (especially following the landmark paper

of Laird in 1964 [5]) and has been utilized – in spite of their limitations – ever since

both to understand the biological foundations and to provide modelling, for instance

in preclinical studies of drug candidates using xenograft tumors implanted in test

animals.

These models might be purely empirical, like the Gompertzian growth discussed

by Laird, or they might involve considerations about the underlying biological me-

chanisms (mechanistic and semi-mechanistic models), like the exponential-linear

model by Simeoni [6].

Empirical models will be used in the present study. While some models (e.g. [7])

directly incorporate the effect of drugs (making them at least semi-mechanistic),

now the same – empirical – growth model is assumed to apply in both the control

and the treated groups; the drug exerts its effects by altering the parameters of the

curve.

1.1.1 Exponential Growth (Inital Phase, No Plateau)

One of the earliest observations about tumor growth modeling was that in many ca-

ses, the growth – both in vivo and in vitro – exhibits exponential nature in its earliest

period. Biologically, it correspends to the phase where the resource-limitation is not

apparent, and in that sense the tumor can ”freely” grow, limited only by its own size

which defines the pool of cells that can divide.
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The growth thus obeys the following ordinary differential equation (DE):

dV (t)
dt

= aV (t); (1)

the solution of which is the well-known exponential growth formula:

V (t) =V0eat , (2)

where V (t) is the tumor volume (or any dimension of the tumor, in the general case),

with V0 =V (0).

In almost every practical case, this model can only describe the early phase of tumor

growth. In particular, it always leads to an infinite growth, the reason being that the

effect of the appearence of growth-limiting factors is not accounted for.

As measurements in the present study were made in such initial period, apparently

even the exponential growth provides adequate fit. However, these models are still

problematic, even in this case, simply because they offer no possibility to extrapolate

in time. Even if the plateau is not yet apparent, we might try to model it (or it might

be an especially important task in such case) using only pre-plateau information –

this is not possible with the exponential model.

1.1.2 Sigmoid Growth (Plateau Accounted For)

The typical solution to this problem is the application of sigmoid-like growth cur-

ves. Such models can capture the asymptotical phase, and thus the plateau can be

estimated – even from data collected before reaching the plateau. The question will

be, of course, the reliability if the observations are far from the plateau-phase.

We will use two popular sigmoid models in the present study, for a review of the

alternatives, see [8, 9, 10].

Note that many such model is a special case of the DE

dV (t)
dt

= aV (t)α −bV (t)β , (3)

which is usually called the generalized two-parameter model, with appropriate choice

of the a, α , b, β parameters. (As a matter of fact, even the exponential model is a

special case with a = 1, α = 1, b = 0.)

Gompertz growth One of the earliest such model (used already by Laird in 1964 [5]),

and perhaps the most widely used even today, is the Gompertz growth. It is governed

by the following DE:

dV (t)
dt

= aV (t)−bV (t) lnV (t) , (4)

giving rise to the Gompertz growth curve:

V (t) = e
a
b
−( a

b
−lnV0)e−bt

. (5)
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(This is also the limiting case of Equation 3 when appropriate definitions are used [11].)

In the current study, the following – equivalent – parametrization will be used:

V (t) = Ae−b2·b
t
3 , (6)

where A represent the asymptote (level of the plateau), while b2 and b3 determine

the transition.

One well-known property of Gompertz growth is that the derivative at the initial

rising period is higher than at the period before reaching the asymptote, i.e. the two

transitions are not symmetric.

Logistic growth The logistic growth is another well-known sigmoid model; as

opposed to the Gompertz curve, it is symmetric in both transitions.

It obeys the following DE:

dV (t)
dt

= aV (t)−bV (t)2 (7)

giving rise to the logistic growth curve:

V (t) =
a/b

1− (1− a
bV0

)e−at
. (8)

(This is also a special case of Equation 3 with α = 1 and β = 2.)

In the present study, the following – equivalent – parametrization will be used:

V (t) =
A

1+ e
tm−t

s

, (9)

where A represent the asymptote (level of the plateau), tm is the mid-point (time to

reach half of the plateau level), and s determines the steepness of the growth.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Experimental Setting

2.1.1 Mouse and Tumor Type

Fourteen eight weeks old male C57Bl/6 mice were implanted with C38 colon ade-

nocarcinoma. A piece of tumor was transplanted subcutaneously in the recipient

animal on the 1st day of the experiment.
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2.1.2 Treatment

We investigated the effect of bevacizumab which is an angiogenic inhibitor [12].

Two groups were created to compare the effectiveness of the prescribed, one large

dose protocol and a daily, quasi-continuous treatment. The control group contained

5 mice, each one received 200 µg bevacizumab dose intraperitoneally on the -1st

day and on the 17th day of the experiment (this bolus was designed for an 18-

day treatment). By contrast, mice in the case group (9 mice) received 1.11 µg

bevacizumab intraperitoneally every day from the -1st day until the last day of the

experiment (the total period was 20 days); that is to say, one-tenth dose of control

dose spread over 18 days.

The above dosage was selected based on the fact that the recommended administra-

tion of bevacizumab is 5−10 mg/kg dose for 2-3 weeks [13]. We have administered

10 mg/kg body weight intraperitoneally, which means 200 µg bevacizumab per a

mouse, since the mass of the mice in the experiment was approximately 20 g.

2.1.3 Tumor Volume Measurement

Tumor volume was measured with digital caliper and small animal MRI as well.

Due to the subcutaneous localization, two dimensions of the tumor can be measu-

red with digital caliper. The third dimension should be estimated, and assuming a

certain shape, tumor volume can be approximated. Based on different estimation

methods, we obtained three different tumor volume values for each measurement

point [14]. Measurements with caliper were made on the 0th, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th,

10th, 12th, 14th, 16th, 18th and 19th days of the experiment.

In order to verify our estimation methods based on caliper measurements, we used

small animal MRI for tumor volume determination as well, since MRI provides

much more precise volume measurement. Measurements with small animal MRI

were carried out on the 0th, 4th, 7th, 11th, 14th and 19th days of the experiment.

Figure 1 shows tumor volumes using all the estimation methods.

Mice were sacrificed at the end of the treatment, in strong accordance with the 3Rs

principles.

2.2 Statistical Tools

First, individual curves were fitted for each test animal (using each measurement

method) with all three models. Fitting was performed with nonlinear least squares

(NLS) [15, 16]. Gauss-Newton algorithm turned out to be incapable of converging

in every case (sigmoid growth curves were problematic, when even the end of the

observed data was far from reaching the plateau). Thus, Levenberg-Marquardt al-

gorithm [17] was employed, which successfully converged for all three models for

every growth curve.
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Figure 1

Measured tumor volumes (with all measurement methods).

This approach provides the best fit as it estimates individual parameters for all sub-

ject and measurement method, but this is also the very reason that prevents generali-

zation: we have separate models, thus it is not possible to infer on a higher level (i.e.

the population of parameters). As we are now primarily interested not in these par-

ticular subjects, but rather on the population from which they are coming, a model

will be used which explicitly incorporates this aspect: the mixed effects model [18,

19].

These models assume that parameters are not fixed values, but rather realizations of

a random variable, most typically normal random variate; this is called a random

effect. These are characterized by mean and variance (and possibly covariance for

different such distributions). Therefore the estimation focuses not on the individual

parameters, but rather on these parameters of the population.

To formalize: denoting the tumor volume of the ith subject at measurement number

j with Vi j we have

Vi j = f (φφφ i j, ti j)+ εi j, εi j ∼ N (0,σ2), (10)

where f represents the nonlinear functional form – in the present study, exponential,

Gompertz or logistic – of time (ti j being the time when the jthe measurement was

made on the ith subject) determined the parameters φφφ i j, the dimensionality of which

corresponds to the number of parameters in the growth curve (2 or 3 in our cases).

Now we assume that these parameters depend on whether the test animal belongs to

the treated or to the control group and on the measurement method, that is

φφφ i j = (βββ 0 +bi)+βββ GroupGroupi +βββ MeasMethMeasMethi, (11)
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where random effects bi ∼ N (0,ψψψ) and βββ s are vectors containing the fixed effects

for each parameter of the growth curve. (In this case φφφ i j only depends on i, in other

words, we had no time-varying covariates.) For instance, exponential growth curve,

using the more usual notation, is modelled as

Vi(t) =
(

V0 +bV0,i +β
(V0)
GroupGroupi +β

(V0)
MeasMethMeasMethi

)

·

· e

(

a+ba,i+β
(a)
GroupGroupi+β

(a)
MeasMeth

MeasMethi

)

t
+ εi,t .

(12)

We assumed that ψψψ is diagonal, i.e. the random effects are uncorrelated. Resi-

dual (within-group) error εi j is assumed to be independent and independent from all

random effects too.

To sum up, we assume that these covariates act by altering the parameters of the –

same – functional form. In particular, this means that the effect of drug is incorpo-

rated by assuming that the tumor growth obeys the same law under treatment, but

with different parameters.

This model assumes, among others, that

• the variance of the error terms is a constant (i.e. no heteroscedasticity pre-

sent),

• the error terms are uncorrelated (i.e. no residual autocorrelation present).

These assumptions were checked by plotting the standardized residuals versus the

time – the only covariate in the models – and the autocorrelation function of the resi-

duals, respectively. In case of violation, appropriate weighting functions and within-

subject autocorrelation functions – with autoregressive, moving average (ARMA)

models – were included in the models [18]. Models were characterized with Akaike’s

Information Criterion (AIC), among others.

This analysis updates a previous one [20] with more elaborate individual curve fit-

ting and a more rigorous mixed-effects modelling.

2.3 Programs Used

R statistical program package [21] (version 3.3.2) was used with libraries min-

pack.lm [22] (version 1.2-0) and nlme [23] (version 3.1-128) to carry out the cal-

culations using a custom script developed for this purpose that is available at the

corresponding author on request. Visualizations were created with the lattice li-

brary [24] (version 0.20-34).
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Figure 2

Point estimates with 95% confidence intervals for the parameters of the individual exponential model

(for each animal using each measurement method).

3 Results

3.1 Individual Fitting

Results obtained with the exponential model are shown – for each subject and mea-

surement method – on Figure 2.

a parameters are rather homogeneous, but V0 shows substantial heterogeneity (with

a clear tendency of MRI measurements being higher than any of the caliper measu-

rements).

The fitting of sigmoid models is much more complicated. Figure 3 shows that the

parameteres associated with the plateau can be estimated only with extreme uncer-

tainty in certain cases. (Note the logarithmic scale of the Figure.) The reason is

that the data gives information only on the early phase of the growth, far from the
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plateau, which makes extrapolation very hard.
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Figure 3

Point estimates with 95% confidence intervals for the parameters of the individual sigmoid models (for

each animal using each measurement method). Note the logarithmic scale for certain parameters.

3.2 Population-level Mixed Model

3.2.1 Exponential Growth

Residuals of the exponential model showed no substantial dependence on time, but

were definitely heteroskedastic in terms of measurement method (Figure 4), so dif-

ferent variances were assumed for each measurement method.

The autocorrelation function (Figure 5) showed significant residual autocorrelation.

As it was not disappearing even at higher lags, it was assumed to be basically MA-

process; finally ARMA(1,4) specification turned out to be practically removing re-

sidual autocorrelation.

In this – now diagnostically correct – model, the standard deviation of the random

effect for the V0 was 13.14565, for the a it was 0.02614131. The residual standard

deviation and AIC is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Residual standard deviations and AICs of different population-level models

Model Residual standard deviation AIC

Exponential 113.2 6474

Logistic 86.6 6602

Gompertz 660 8677
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Figure 4

Residuals of the exponential model plotted as a function of day, by measurement method.
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Figure 5

Autocorrelation function of the residuals from the exponential model, with critical values at 5%

significance level.
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Figure 6

Predicted growth (on population-level) of the tumor volume for Days 0 to 150. Different colors indicate

different measurement methods (see legend), solid line indicates control group, while dashed line

indicates treated group.

In this model, the intercept of V0 is 40.5 with MRI measurement having significantly

higher values than caliper measurements (+275.2 compared to Caliper-1). The in-

tercept of a is 0.18349, but now MRI measurements are having significantly lower a

(−0.04342 compared to Caliper-1), Caliper-2 however exhibits significantly higher

a (+0.02894).

The treatment’s effect is very interesting: it does slightly significantly alter V0

(−18.05230, p = 0.0354), but it does have a more significant effect on a, being

associated with −0.03746 change (p = 0.0197). I.e. the continuous regimen decre-

ases the rate of growth – which shows the benefit of this dosing regimen.

3.2.2 Sigmoid Growth

Sigmoid growth models were barely approximable (as already expected from the

results of the individual fitting), so no attempt was made to include special variance

or autocorrelation function.

The results of the mixed models are shown (Figure 6) as – population-level – pre-

dicted tumor volumes for Days 0 to 150 (for each measurement type and for the

treated/control groups). Note that the original data spanned from Days 0 to 19, so

this exemplifies the extrapolation with the models.

The residual standard deviations and AICs are shown in Table 1.

The effect of treatment was significant for the mid-point parameter of the logistic

growth (p = 0.0228), but it was not significant for any parameter of the Gompertz

growth. In particular, the asymptotic levels were substantially lower in both cases
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(−5136 with the intercept being 12071 for the logistic model, −64657 with the

intercept being 100263 for the Gompertzian model), but these were insignificant,

as they were very hard to estimate, as expected (also note the extreme difference

between the two models in asymptotic levels).

The asymptotic level in the logistic model was significantly – and substantially –

higher with MRI (+10841, p < 0.001).

4 Discussion

It was possible to reliably estimate all parameters of the exponential growth model,

indicated by the consistent and rather narrow confidence intervals in the individual

fits and the acceptable residual standard deviation in the mixed model. The results

show the effect of the treatment; already demonstrated in an earlier research [25].

In contrast, the estimates for the sigmoid-growth models were exceedingly variable

evidenced by the very wide confidence intervals. The population level model exhi-

bited extremely poor fit, with enormously high residual deviations. Nevertheless, it

could concluded that the logistic modell still provided better fit than the Gompert-

zian.

In short, it was not possible to reliably estimate these models, the reason being the

rather short observation period that was available, showing only the very early pe-

riod of tumor growth. Notwithstanding, results point out the possibility to estimate

the plateu phase, which is a very interesting and promosing parameter – in additi-

onal to the initial rate of growth, already captured by the exponential model –, but

trusthworthy estimation of this requires more observation.

Results also highlight the differences between the measurement devices, clearly sho-

wing that measurements made with MRI are systematically higher than any of the

caliper measurements.

One strength of our approach was that it integrates all factors (treatment and mea-

surement device) into one single model, allowing us to investigate both the effect

of the treatment and the effect of the applied measuring method at the same time.

Also, the mixed effects approach allows a smooth and elegant usage of the indivi-

dual measurements to create a population-level model. In addition to that, we have

the possibility to test several potentional functional forms; with some of them, we

are also able to extrapolate in time, and capture clinically relevant parameters.

The most important limitation was the rather small number of test subjects, and the

too short observation period to estimates some of the models.

Conclusion

The exponential model could be estimated in a robust manner, both individually,

and in the population-level with the mixed effects model. Results confirm the effect

of the treatment, and make it possible to quantify this.
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In contrast, the sigmoid-like growth curves were almost impossible to estimate, re-

vealing the limitations of our data. Nevertheless, the possibility to estimate such

models – making extrapolation possible – presents a promising opportunity.
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